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Preface
In a considerably changed outside environment the research activity of the 
Institute in 1991 remained on the same track as in the previous years, and the 
versatility of our activity remained too. The year 1991 has brought several admin­
istrative changes in the Institute. The most apparent ones may be the change of 
the director and deputy directors and some of the section leaders at the beginning 
of the year. Our research activities seem to survive the changes.
In this introduction I would like to tuch upon the most im portant develop­
ments of the year and give some information about the Institute in general. Further 
general information can be found in the first section of the Annual Report; it gives 
some insight into the organisation, personnel and finance of the Institute.
The title of the section on nuclear physics has been changed to nuclear 
and particle physics this year. Well, the change might seem a little premature 
considering that there is only one contribution in particle physics, but the change of 
the title indicates our intention to encourage growth in this field. The main branch 
of our experimental nuclear physics research is “in beam” nuclear spectroscopy, 
and in 1991 a wealth of new results has been produced for the fi6’68Ga, 72|74As 
u6Sn and 42,lH.nsgb isotopes. Studies of nuclear reactions at low energies have 
been going on with some shift towards reactions of astrophysical interest, which 
are anticipated to be important in the future. The application and refinement 
of the cluster model of light nuclei remains a healthy and vigorous project of our 
nuclear theorists. Their widespread interest, however, ranges from supersymmetric 
quantum mechanics to the problems of a decay of heavy nuclei.
In our atom ic collision physics research the study of the electron capture 
and electron loss cusps was a dominating line. The observed and unexplained 
discrepancy between the velocity of the projectile and that of the cusp electrons 
lost to the continuum of the projectile caused some excitement, and initiated 
further studies. The classical trajectory Monte Carlo calculations of ion-atom 
collisions gained some momentum, and the theoretical description of single and 
double ionization of H2 by protons kept some of our atomic physicists busy during 
the year.
B iological and m edical research in an institute for nuclear physics might 
seem strange at first, but the application of nuclear and atomic physics in med­
ical and biological reasearch has a long tradition in the Institute. This line of 
research was given even more emphasis in the past years. The establishment of 
our cyclotron laboratory — the only one in Hungary — made the Institute the 
centre of nuclear medicine in Hungary. The neutron irradiation of living cells and 
isotope production for practical purposes continue to be important services in the 
Institute. The impact of environmental radioactivity and heavy element pollution 
on human health has been investigated with the use of analytical and detection 
methods aviable in the Institute.
M aterials science and analysis is gaining strength in the Institute. Apart 
from the genuine solid state physics research in superconductivity and Si(Li) 
detector materials, our works on materials science and analysis originate from 
nuclear and atomic physics. Wear measurements with the use of radioactive 
isotopes and PIXE and PIGE applications are the most obvious examples. The 
application of X-ray and electron spectroscopy in material analysis continued to 
be the main line of our research activity in this field.
I .
E n v iro n m en ta l research  is certainly the  issue of the end of this century, 
and Hungary is no exception in th is respect. Physics and, m ore specifically, 
analytical m ethods using results in atom ic and nuclear physics will have a growing 
share in environm ental m onitoring and even in the  solution of some acute problems. 
This line of research is not new in the In stitu te  and we are well prepared to  
take up work in  certain  type of environm ental monitoring. The m easurem ent of 
radon concentration in n a tu ra l caves and in some less trad itional places of hum an 
residence, like apartm en t houses, seems to interest bo th  our scientists and our 
cooperating partners . Mass spectroscopy contributes significantly to  the solution 
problems in e a r th  sc ien ces  and, more specifically, to  the solution of problem s in 
geocronology and  hydrology. The investigation of air pollution and aerosol transfer 
is believed to  be very im portan t for environm ental research, and our PIX E and 
XRFA are adequate  tools for such analyses.
The d e v e lo p m e n t o f  m e th o d s  and in stru m en ts  is a prerequisite of effi­
cient experim ental physics research. O ur development activity focusses prim arily 
on detectors and  d a ta  acquisition systems. The design and construction of special 
electron spectrom eters are undoubtedly the most im portant of our development 
activity, and 1991 brought to  fife our new UV photoelectron spectrom eter. The de­
velopment of ion sources is a  new field in the In stitu te , and, considering our plans 
on a  heavy-ion facility (see below), it is hopefully a  growing one. N ext to  detector 
development on the  priority list of our technical physicists is d a ta  aquisition, and  
1991 brought prom ising new results in digital d a ta  processing.
To say som ething about our ed u ca tio n a l a c tiv ity , the first year of our Joint 
Physics D epartm ent w ith Lajos K ossuth University brought to  life a course on 
the  Physics of th e  Environm ent, the im portance of which is self-evident. Several 
diplom a works and doctoral theses were com pleted in 1991 and, generally, the  
educational work of the In stitu te  is increasing.
My report on the progress in 1991 is not complete w ithout m entioning our 
p lan s for th e  fu tu re . We have two m ain development objects: a Positron Em is­
sion Tom ograph (P E T ) laboratory  and a heavy-ion facility based on an Electron 
Cyclotron Resonance (ECR) ion source. The general s ta te  of H ungarian economy 
m ight cause some delays in these developments, bu t the prom ising direction of 
changes keeps ou r hopes high and our plans ready.
In 1991 a  decisive step was m ade towards the reunification of university ed­
ucation in Debrecen. Back in the early fifties, similarly to o ther universities in 
Hungary, the University of Debrecen was split into three independent educational 
institu tions, and  la te r the College of Agriculture was also granted  the rank of 
university. Now these educational institu tions and our Institu te  signed and asso­
ciation treaty  and declared the foundation of the U n iv ersity  o f  D eb recen . This 
is the  first full-fledged university in Hungary, and our hopes are high again th a t, 
a fter our good s ta r t , th is new struc tu re  will help in the  economical use of resources 
in  research and education.
Debrecen, February  28, 1992
ázsef Pálinkás 
Director
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IV.
Finance
T he to ta l budget of the In ts titue  in 1991 was 148 Million H ungarian Forints. 
The com position of the  budget and the breakdown of expenditure according to  
different categories are given below.
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Iso top ic  D ep en d en ce  o f  E lectro n  S creen in g  
in  F usion  R ea ctio n s
S.Engstler *, G.Raimann *, C.Angulo *, U.Greife *, C. Rolfs *, 
U.Schröder *, E.Somorjai, B.Kirch ** and K.Langanke “
‘ In stitu t für Physik m it Ionenstrahlen, R uhr-U niversität Bochum,
Germ any
“ Institu t für Theoretische Physik, U niversität M ünster, Germ any
The fusion reactions 6Li(p,  о )3Не,  6L i ( d , a ) 4 Не  and ' Li (p , а)*Не  have been s tu d ­
ied over the c.m. energy range E — 10 to  1450 keV. Each reaction involved the use 
of hydrogen projectiles and LiF solid targets as well as Li projectiles and hydrogen 
molecular gas targets.
In all cases the  effects of electron screening on the  low-energy fusion cross sections 
(exponential enhancem ent) have been observed. The effect for 6Li  + p  is shown in  
Fig. 1. together w ith the lite ra tu re  values [1, 2, 3].
The screening effects are somewhat stronger in the case of atom ic p or d pro jec­
tiles com pared to  the case of molecular i f 2 or Di  gas targets. If isotopic effects on 
electron screening are negligible, all three reactions should exhibit the same en ­
hancem ents for each set of experim ental techniques. The m easurem ents confirm ed 
this expectation to a large ex ten t.1
R eferen ces
1. W. Gemeinhardt. D. Kamke and Chr.von Rhöneck, Z. Phys. 197 (1966) 58
2. O. Fiedler and R. Kunze, Nuci. Phys. A 96 (1967) 513
3. J. F. Harmon, Nucl. Instr. Meth. 40 /41  (1989) 507
1 Accepted for publication in Z. Phys.
1
S. Engstier et al.
Fig. 1. Enhancement caused by electron screening for 6Li  +  p with gas (a) and solid 
target (b).
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L ifetim e M ea su rem en ts  in  28 Si
/
Zs. Fülöp, A.Z. Kiss, E. Somorjai 
P. Tikkanen *, J. Keinonen * and A. Kangasmäki *
‘ Accelerator Laboratory, D epartm ent of Physics, University of Helsinki,
SF-00170 Helsinki, F in land
A lthough 28Si  is one of the m ost intensively studied  nucleus in the  sd-shell region 
yet many ambiguities are found among its level param eters, especially am ong the  
lifetimes of excited states. The aim  of the present work is to  determ ine reliable and  
consistent lifetimes for th is nucleus applying an im proved Doppler shift a tten u a tio n  
(DSA) m ethod we have already used for m any nuclei of the sd-shell (see e.g. ref.
[I])-
The 2sS i  states were excited in  the  reactions 27A/(p, 7 )285 г and  
1AN ( 160 ,p n ) 2SSi.  The la tte r reaction carried ou t using 17 to 28 MeV 160  beam s 
supplied by the  5MV tandem  accelerator a t the  Helsinki University is the  first 
study on short lifetimes for the  higher excited s ta tes  using heavy ions and high 
recoil velocities. The capture reaction served for lifetime determ inations of lower 
lying bound states excited by the E p =  655, 767, 992 and 1317 keV  resonances 
having recently determ ined accurate gam m a-ray branchings [2].
During the m easurem ents im planted 14N  and  27Al  targets in Та were used. 
In the case of the capture reaction targets im planted in Si were also used in order 
to  get more accurate values of the longer ( r  >  2 0 0 /s )  lifetimes. For the  lifetim e 
determ ination the  stopping powers for bo th  stopping m aterials were m easured ex­
perim entally and the gam m a-lineshapes were sim ulated using the  M onte C arlo 
m ethod. The final determ ination of the  lifetimes and  the com parison of the  ex­
perim entally deduced transition  strengths w ith shell model calculations based on 
large-basis multi-shell wave functions is in progress.
R eferen ces
1. P. Tikkanen, J. Keiononen, A. Kangasmäki, Zs. Fülöp, A. Z. Kiss, E. Somorjai, 
Phys. Rev. C4Ä (1991) 2162
2. P. M. Endt, C. Alderliesten, F. Zijderhand, A. A. Wolters and A. G. M. Van Hees, 
Nuci. Phys. A510 (1990) 209-243
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Spectroscopy of 3SA r  via the 345 (a ,7 )
Reaction
Zs. Fülöp, Á. Z. Kiss, E. Koltay, E. Somorjai,
J.Keinonen *, P. Tikkanen *
*Accelerator Laboratory, D epartm ent of Physics, University of Helsinki,
SF-00170 Helsinki, F in land
As a p a rt of our study of « -cap tu re  reactions on Sulphur targets excitation curves 
of the 34S (o , 7 )38A r reaction have been  m easured over the energy range E a =  
3.4 — 4.4M  eV. A p a rt of the excitation  function is shown on Fig. 1. Five new 
resonances (at energies E a =  3.799,3.853,3.920,3.968, 4.008M eV corresponding to  
excited s ta tes of 38A r  a t E x =10.61, 10.66, 10.72, 10.76, 10.79 MeV, respectively) 
have been found. T hanks to  the lower background provided by the  100% enriched 
(im planted) target some resonances a ttr ib u te d  earlier to the 32S  contam ination of 
the target [1] proved to  be resonances of the  investigated reaction.
The study of the decay schemes, resonance streng ths, spin-parity  values of the 
new resonances and th e  reinvestigation of decays for the  known ones [2] is under 
course.
R eferen ces
1. A. Chevallier, E. Bozek, J. Chevallier, A. Pape and R. Armbruster, Nucl. Phys 
A191 (1972) 201-208
2. P. M. Endt and C. van der Leun A521 (1990) 1
L
Zs. Fülöp, Á. Z. Kiss, E. Koltay, E. Somorjai, J.Keinonen, P. Tikkanen
Energy (keV)
Fig. 1. Yield curve for the reaction 345 (а ,7 )38Лг obtained for energy window 
7-6 — H.bMeV.  The new resonances are marked by asterisk.
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Slow in g  D ow n  o f  L ight Ion s in  L R —115 
N u clea r  Track M a ter ia l
Zs. Fülöp, Á.Z. Kiss, I. Hunyadi,
E. Rauhala * and J. Räisänen *
‘ Accelerator Laboratory, Department of Physics, University of Helsinki,
SF-00170 Helsinki, Finland
O ur earlier program m e to  m easure stopping powers of different kind of foils for 
light ions ranging from  protons to  Oxygen as a  p a rt of a collaboration w ith the 
Accelerator L abora to ry  of the U niversity of Helsinki has been continued during 
th is  year.
T he latest resu lts  are in the  experim ental studies of the slowing down of 'Я ,  
4Я е , 7 Li, n B, 12C, l4N  and 16О ions in LR-115 ty p e  II cellulose n itra te  nuclear 
track  etch m aterial in  the ion energy range 0.3 — 4.3M e V j amu. T he  object of the 
present study is to  provide experim ental stopping power d a ta  for a num ber of light 
ions in  the nuclear track  detector m ateria l m entioned above and to  com pare these 
d a ta  to  the predictions of two recent sem iem pirical models (Ziegler, 1980 [1] and 
TR IM -91 [2]) for calculating the stopping  powers.
T he 1H  and 4 H e  beam s were obtained from  the  2.5 MV Van de Graaff ac­
celerator of the Helsinki University and  from the  5MV Van de G raaff accelerator 
(energies < 5M e V )  an d  from the  M G C -20 cyclotron (energies >  b M e V ) a t our 
in s titu te . The 7Li,  11B ,  12C, 14N  an d  16О ion beam s were supplied by the 5 MV 
tan d em  accelerator EG P-10-II of th e  Accelerator L aboratory  of the University of 
Helsinki. The experim ental arrangem ent used in  the  energy loss m easurem ents 
perform ed at our in s titu te  was sim ilar to  the one described in detail in our earlier 
study  [3], while th e  experimentell se tu p  used in the  m easurem ents a t the  Helsinki 
University is described in ref. [4].
As an example Fig. 1. shows stopping  powers of the  LR-115 m ateria l for 1H  
and 4H e  ions in com parison w ith stopping  powers calculated by th e  code T R IM - 
91. For the stopping power data (including also experim ental results for heavier 
ions th a n  He) an abso lu te  uncertain ty  of ±3%  is assigned. From the  comparisons 
of th e  d a ta  with sem iem pirical s topp ing  power predictions based on the  T R IM - 
91 com puter code a n d  semiempirical curves calculated  by the Ziegler param eters 
[1] we have concluded th a t the predictions underestim ate  the observed stopping 
powers for 7Li, 11В  a n d  12C ions. T he deviations are below 10 % [5].
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Fig. 1. Stopping powers of LR-115 for l  23H and 4 5He ions. The curves represent the 
stopping power as predicted by TRIM-91.
R eferen ces
1. J. F. Ziegler, The Stopping and Ranges of Ions in Matter. Vol. 5. Plenum Press, 
New York, 1980.
2. J. F. Ziegler (1991) TRIM computer code, private communication.
See also J.P. Biersack and L.G. Haggmark, Nucl.Instr. Meth. 174 (1980) 257
3. A. Z. Kiss, E. Somorjai, J. Räisänen and E. Rauhala, Nuci. Instr. Meth. B39 
(1989) 15
4. J. Räisänen, E. Rauhala, Phys. Rev. B41 (1990) 3951
5. E. Rauhala, J. Räisänen, Zs. Fülöp, Á.Z. Kiss and I. Hunyadi, Submitted to Nucl. 
Tracks and Rad. Meas.
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J. Tímár, T. X. Quang, A. Krasznahorkay, J. Kumpulainen t
and R. Julin t
fUniversity of Jyväskylä, D epartm ent of Physics, SF-40100 Jyväskylä, F inland
7-ray, in te rna l conversion electron (fig. 1) and  7 7 -coincidence spectra  (fig. 2) 
from  the 66Zn(p ,n7 )66G a reaction were m easured w ith  G e(HP) 7 -ray and m agnetic 
lens plus Si(Li) electron spectrom eters between 6.5 and  7.1 MeV bom barding pro­
to n  energies. Energies and relative intensities of 130 7  transitions of the 66 Ga 
nucleus have been determ ined. In ternal conversion coefficients of >30 transitions 
have been deduced for the first tim e enabling determ ination  of m any new 7 -ray 
m ultipolarities an d  unam biguous parity  assignm ents for the levels below 800 keV. 
This work was supported  p artly  by the  N ational Scientific Research Foundation 
/O T K A /.
Spectroscopic study of the 66Zn(p,n7)66Ga
reaction
Fig. 1. Typical 7 -ray and internal conversion electron spectra from the 66Zn(p,n7 )66Ga 
reaction.
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2 J. Tímár
Fig. 2 . Typical 77  coincidence spectra of 66Ga. S, R and X denote summa and random 
coincidences and X-rays, respectively.
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Level scheme of 68Ga from (p,iry) reaction
J. Tímár, T . X . Q u a n g , T . Fényes, Zs. Dombrádi,
A. Krasznahorkay, J. Kumpulainen t and R. Julin 1
fUniversity o f Jyväskylä, D epartm ent of Physics, SF-40100 Jyväskylä, F inland
On the basis o f detailed 7 an d  internal conversion electron spectroscopic in­
vestigations via 68Zn(p,n7 )68G a reaction [1], a new, m ore com plete level scheme 
of 68G a was deduced (fig. 1 and 2 ).
Fig. 1- Low-energy part of the proposed level scheme of 6öGa from the 68Zn(p,n7) Ga 
reaction.
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2 J. Tímár . . .
Spin and parity  values have been deduced from in ternal conversion coefficients 
of transitions, Hauser-Feshbach analysis of (p.n-y) reaction cross sections and other 
argum ents. The energy splitting of the different p-n m ultiplets has been calculated 
on the basis of the parabolic rule. Several p-n m ultiplet states have been identified. 
This work was supported  partly  by the  N ational Scientific Foundation /O T K A /.
«Sri
Fig. 2. High-energy part of the b8Ga level scheme from (р,П7) reaction.
R eferen ce
1. J. Tímár, T. X. Quang, A. Krasznahorkay, T. Fényes, J. Kumpulainen and R. 
Julin, ATOMKI Ann. Rep. 1990, p.12.
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Structure of 68Ga from (0,117) reaction
J. Tímár, T. X. Quang, T. Fényes, Zs. Dombrádi,
A. Krasznahorkay and V. Paar t
fPrirodoslovno-m atem aticki fak u lté t, University of Zagreb, 41000 Zagreb, C roatia
On the basis of detailed in -beam  spectroscopic study  of 68 G a [1] a new, m ore 
complete level scheme (fig. 1 an d  2) was deduced from  65C u (a ,n 7 )68G a reaction. 
T he energy spec trum  and electrom agnetic m om ents were calculated on the basis 
of the in teracting boson-ferm ion-ferm ion/ tru n ca ted  quadrupole phonon model for 
odd-odd nuclei.
Fig. 1 . Low-energy part of the proposed level scheme of 68Ga from (a ,n7 ) reaction.
R eferen ce
1. J. Tímár, T. X. Quang and A. Krasznahorkay, ATOMKI Ann. Rep. 1990 p.10.
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iо
r 14 r 67.63 min 0
NDS1988 . . 
ADOPTED ф .П у ; 6 8 -31b a 37 FROM (a .n y )
Fig. 2 . High-energy part of the 68Ga level scheme from (a ,n7) reaction.
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S p ec tro sco p ic  stu d y  o f  72A s from  
(р,П7) and  (a ,n 7) reaction
D.Sohler, T.C.Quang, A.Algora and Z.Gácsi
The level schem e of 72As has been studied through 72G e(p,n7 )72As and 
69G a (a ,n 7 )72As reactions. The gam m a-ray spectra  (fig.l. and fig.2.) were m ea­
sured at Ep=5.76, 6.01, 6.41 MeV and E a =14.17 MeV bom barding particle 
energies with G e(H P ) and LEPS spectrom eters. The targets were prepared by 
an evaporation technique from isotopically enriched (to  98.2%) 72 Ge and 69 Ga 
( 99%). For the sake of reliable gam m a-ray identification we have also studied the 
(р,П7 ) reaction on 73,74,76Ge enriched targets.
Fig. 1. Typical gamma-ray spectra of 72Ge(p,n7)72As reaction.
T he energies and  relative intensities have been determ ined for >100 gam m a 
transitions of 72As, m ore than  20% of these transitions have not been observed 
before [1-3].
T his work was supported  p artly  by the N ational Scientific Research Founda­
tion (O TK A ).
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2 D.Sohler, T.C.Quang, A.Algora and Z.Gácsi
Fig. 2. Typical gamma-ray spectra of 69Ga(a,n7 )72 As reaction.
R efer en ces
1. M.M.King, Nuclear Data Sheets, 56 1 (1989).
2. K.Kimura, N. Takagi, M. Tanaka, Nuci. Phys. A272 381 (1976).
3. M.A.J.Mariscotti, M.Behar, A. Filevich, G. García Bermudez, A. M. Hernandez, 
C. Kohan, Nuci. Phys. A260 109 (1976).
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S p ec tro sco p ic  S tu d y  o f  74A s from  
74G e (p ,n 7) 74A s and 71G a (a ,n 7) 74A s
R ea ctio n
A.Algora, T.X.Quang, D.Sohler and Z.Gácsi
The level s tru c tu re  of 74As was studied up to  1300 keV excitation energy 
using  4.0, 4.2, 4.7 MeV proton and  14.5 MeV alpha beam  energies. Gam m a-ray 
singles (fig.l an d  fig .2) and gam m a-gam m a coincidence spectra were m easured 
w ith  Ge(HP) and low-energy pho ton  spectrom eters (LEPS).
F ig .l .  Typical gamma-ray spectrum of 74Ge(p,n7) '4As reaction.
T h e  targets were prepared by evaporating isotopically enriched GeC>2 (99.1%) 
and G a  (99.6%) on to  a  th in  carbon backing. For the  sake of reliable 7 -ray identi­
fication we have also studied  the sam e reactions on 72,73,76Ge isotopes.
Energies and re la tiv e  intensities have been determ ined for >  100 gam m a tran ­
sitions. More than  30 % of these transitions have not been observed before [1-4].
T his work was supp o rted  partly  by The National Scientific Research Founda­
tion (O TK A ).
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Fig. 2. Typical gamma-ray spectrum of 71 Ga(a,n7 )74As reaction.
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Study of 112Sb from (р,П7) reaction
J. Gulyás, J. Kumpulainen t and R. Julin t
^U niversity of Jyväskylä, D epartm ent of Physics, F in land
Gamma-ray spec tra  of the  112Sn(p ,n7 )112Sb reaction were m easured at E p= 8.7 
and  9.2 MeV p ro to n  energy using G e(H P) detectors and enriched targets (Fig. 1). 
Internal conversion electron sp ec tra  (w ith in term ediate  image lens electron spec­
trom eter) and 7 7 -coincidence sp ec tra  were also m easured. D etailed spectroscopic 
study for the determ ination  of spins, parities and o ther characteristics of the levels 
are in progress. Previous d a ta  on 112Sb were sum m arized in [1].
This work w as supported p a rtly  by the N ational Scientific Research Founda­
tion  /О Т К А /.
1. D. De Frenne, E. Jacobs and M. Verboven, Nucl. Data Sheets 57 (1989) 443.
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F i g l .  Part of a typical 7-spectrum. Energies of the strongest 112Sb 7-rays are indicated.
Spectroscopy of 114Sb from (p,n7) reaction
Z. Gácsi
As a continuation of the study of Z=51 odd-odd nuclei [1,2], the  7 -ray and in­
terned conversion electron spectra of the  114Sn(p ,n7 )114Sb reaction were m easured 
a t Ep=8.2 MeV bom barding proton energies w ith Ge(HP) (2 keV resolution a t 
1333 keV), Ge(H P,LEPS) (1.9 keV resolution at 1333 keV). and superconducting 
magnetic transpo rte r plus Si(Li) electron spectrom eters. The spectrom eters were 
calibrated w ith 133Ba and 152Eu sources. In order to  improve the accuracy of energy 
determ ination, gam m a rays from these sources together w ith those of n 4 Sb were 
also m easured simultaneously. Self-supporting ta rge ts  of 0 .5-3 .0-m g/cm 1 2 3thickness 
were prepared by an evaporation technique from isotopically enriched (to  70.0 %) 
114Sn. For the sake of reliable 7 -ray identification, we also studied (p ,n) reaction a t 
the  same energy on different tin  isotopes. T he 7 7 -coincidence d a ta  were acquired  
in a  two-dimensional m ode a t Ep=8.2 MeV, w ith fixed r —50 ns resolving tim e. T h e  
20% and 25% detectors were placed at 125° and  235° angles to  the  beam  direc­
tion. Approxim ately 40 million 7 7 -coincidence events were recorded on m agnetic 
tapes in event-by-event m ode for subsequent analysis. Typical 7 7 -coincidence g a te  
spectra are shown in Fig. 1. Angular d istribu tion  of 7 rays were also m easured a t
8.2 MeV bom barding proton energy a t different angles w ith respect to  the  beam  
direction from &iab=35° to  90° varied in 5° steps.
The results of the present experim ental studies can be sum m arized as follows.
For approxim ately 60 7  transitions assigned to  114Sb, accurate E 7 and I7 values 
have been given, com pared with 27 previously known gam m a rays [3]. Experim en­
tal internal conversion coefficients have been determ ined for about 20 transitions, 
18 of them  are obtained for the first tim e. A m ore complete level scheme has been 
constructed incorporating more than  50 transitions among m ore th an  25 levels, 20 
of which have not been found before.
This work was supported  partly  by the N ational Scientific Research F ounda­
tion (O TK A ).
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Fig. 1 . T y p ic a l  7 7 - c o in c id e n c e  g a t e  s p e c t r a .  T h e  b a c k g r o u n d  w as  s u b t r a c t e d .  R  d e n o te s  
r a n d o m  c o in c id e n c e s .
N ew  leve ls  in  116 Sn
Z. Gácsi
The nuclear excited states in 116Sn have been extensively studied  [1]. The most 
recent and complete work [2] finds 100 levels below 4.3 MeV in 115Sn(n,7 ) and 
116Sn(n ,n’7 ) reactions. Nevertheless, it is striking to  find th a t am ong the  wealth of 
m ethods employed, the exploration of the radioactive decays of the  (Z=51) 116Sb 
nucleus is still far from complete and accurate. These decays were last studied 
about two decades ago using sem iconductor detectors w ith ra th e r good resolution, 
but the  results axe available only as internal reports.
This contribution presents briefly the resu lts obtained in D ebrecen utilizing 
the 60-min 116Sb (ß+e) decay. The 8_ , 60-min excited m other s ta te  was populated  
via bom barding 113In (enriched) target w ith 16 MeV a  beam s of the  Debrecen cy­
clotron. Singles and  7 7 -coincidence spectra  were recorded using G e(H P) detectors 
of 1.8-2.0-keV/1333 keV resolution. Accurate energy values (~ 1 0  ppm ), in tensi­
ties, and coincidence relations were determ ined and a more com plete level scheme 
has been constructed. The overall agreem ent w ith previous studies is good, b u t 
the current work establishes levels at 2909, 3228, and 3986 keV excitation  energies 
not found in decay studies before. The level a t 3986 keV has not been observed in 
any other work yet. The reason for others to  miss this level m ay be quite simple. 
This new level can have a spin and parity  of 7~, 8~, and 9~ , thus will not be 
excited in (n,7 ) or (n ,n ’7 ) reactions, furtherm ore, heavy ions and m ore energetic 
light ions capable of exciting higher-spin s ta tes  tend  to populate  s ta tes  w ith m ore 
collective structure , while in decay, probably s ta tes  w ith  dom inating single partic le  
components are preferably excited.
This work was supported partly  by the  N ational Scientific Research Founda­
tion (OTKA).
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P r o to n -n e u tr o n  m u ltip le ts  in  118Sb
J. Gulyás, M. Fayez F. M. Hassan, T. Fényes, and
Zs. Dombrádi
On the basis o f complex 7  and  in ternal conversion electron spectroscopic study 
of the 118S n(p ,n7 ) 118Sb reaction new level scheme of 118Sb has been deduced 
(Fig. 1). Former resu lts  were sum m arized in [1].
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F ig -1. The low-energy part of the proposed level scheme of ntsSb nucleus from the 
Sn(p,n7)lleSb reaction. Solid circles at the ends of arrows indicate 77-coincidence 
relations. After the energies of the transitions multipolarities and relative 7-ray intensities 
(branching ratios) are given.
Level spins and  parities  have been  determ ined on the  basis of Hauser-Feshbach 
analysis, internal conversion coefficients, and 7 -ray angular d istribu tion  data. 
Fig. 2 shows the com parison of calcu lated  and experim ental excitation cross sec­
tions for different levels.
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The energies of several 118Sb pro ton-neutron  m ultiplet s ta tes  were calculated 
on the basis of the parabolic rule [2]. Many m em bers of the 7rd5/ 2i/Si/2, 7rd5/ 2 ^ d3/ 2, 
я-ds/ 2 xzhjxjii *& I 2 VSi / 2  and  7^ 7/ 2*^3/ 2 p ro ton-neutron  m ultiplets 
have been identified.
Fig. 2. Experimental relative cross sections (cflev) of the lieSn(p,n7)n s Sb reaction 
(dots with error bars) as a function of the excitation energy (El e v )- The solid lines 
show results of Hauser-Feshbach calculations. The normalization of experimental and 
theoretical data was done on the average of two 2+ points indicated by N.
This work was supported partly  by the  N ational Scientific Research Founda­
tion /O T K A /.
1. T. Tamura, K. Miyano and S. Ohya, Nucl. Data Sheets 51 (1987) 329.
2. V. Paar, Nuci. Phys., A331 (1979) 16.
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S tru ctu re  o f lo w -ly in g  levels o f  118Sb n u cleu s
J. Gulyás, M. Fayez F. M. Hassan, T. Fényes, Zs. Dombrádi, 
J. Kumpulainen t and R. Julin t
^U niversity of Jyväskylä, D epartm ent of Physics, F inland
7 -ray and in te rn a l conversion electron spectra  of th e  115In (e ,n 7 )118Sb reaction 
were measured a t E a =  14.5 M eV bom barding o-partic le  energy (in  Debrecen). 
G am m a gamma coincidence m easurem ent was also carried out from  the  same re­
action  (in Jyväskylä). The energies an d  relative intensities of more th an  150 U8Sb 
gamma-rays (including  about 100 new ones), as well as internal conversion coef­
ficients of many 118Sb transitions have been determ ined. New level scheme (com­
plem enting the previous one [1] an d  ou r (p ,n) [2] d a ta ) , as well as m ultipolarities 
of transitions and  gam m a-ray branching  ratios have been deduced (Fig. 1).
The level energy  spectrum  an d  electrom agnetic properties were calculated in 
the  framework of th e  interacting boson-ferm ion-ferm ion model (IB FFM ) and sa t­
isfactory agreement between experim ental and  theoretical results have been ob­
ta ined .
This work was supported  p a rtly  by the  N ational Scientific Research Founda­
tion  /0 T K A /.
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Fig. 1. The low-energy low-spin part of the level scheme of 118Sb nucleus deduced from 
U5In(o,n7 )n8Sb reaction. Solid circles indicate 77-coincidence relations. Multipolarities 
and 7-ray branching ratios are also given (after 7-ray energies).
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Low en erg y  o p tica l p o te n tia l for 118Sn
L. Zolnai, M. Józsa, Z. Máté
The anom alous behaviour of the  optical po ten tia l in the neighbourhood of the 
Coulomb barrier was shown for p + U6Sn and p + 120Sn elastic scattering  [1,2]. The 
real depth of th e  p ro ton  optical potential increased more rapidly th an  the well 
known global op tica l potential fits (Perey, Becchetti-G reenlees) predicted as the 
center-of-mass energy came closer to  the  Coulom b barrier.
Elastically sca tte red  proton angular d istribu tion  m easurem ents have been con­
tinuing on n8Sn nucleus in the sam e way as it was presented for 1 i4-122 124Sn nuclei 
[3]. From the op tica l model analysis of the experim entally  m easured angular dis­
tributions the volum e integral p e r nucleon num ber of the  real p art of the optical 
po ten tia l has been  derived. Fig. 1. shows the  resu lts for the  118Sn nucleus. The 
solid line represents the  volume in tegral based on the  microscopic optical potential 
calculus introduced by Jeukenne, Lejeune and  M ahaux (JLM  poten tia l) [4].
EplMeV)
Fig.l. The energy dependence of the real part of the volume integral of the proton 
optical potential for 118Sn. The experimental values were obtained from optical model 
analysis with the Perey and Becchetti-Greenlees geometry
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E v id en ce  for C ore P o lariza tion  In tera ctio n  
in O dd-O dd In  N u cle i
Zs. Dombrádi, S. Brant “ and V. Paar a
“Prirodoslovno-M atem aticki Fakultét, University of Zagreb, 
41000 Zagreb, C roatia
The presence of a  core-polarization interaction was searched for in the  strongly 
deform ed and in the  doubly magic regions by analysing the em pirical m atrix  el­
em ents of the effective interaction [1-4]. In the deformed region the  presence of 
an additional quadrupole-quadrupole interaction was excluded [1], while in the 
doubly magic region its existence is doubtful [3,4].
Recently the  structure  of the  odd-odd 106-114In nuclei was investigated 
through (p ,n7 ) and  (а,П7 ) reactions in a Debrecen-Jyväskyle-Zagreb collabora­
tion. On the basis of the spin values, electrom agnetic properties and spectroscopic 
factors we assigned more than  100 states to proton-neutron m ultiplets in  106- 116In 
nuclei.
The large am ount of recent experim ental da ta  provided a  new possibility to  
extend the search for the core-polarization interaction in the single closed shell 
region, too. We have accepted those m ultiplets of the  above nuclei, which contain 
m ore th an  three known members, as the experim ental basis of the  analysis.
We used two m ethods to  study the m ultipole struc tu re  of the  effective in­
teraction: for the  complete m ultiplets we deduced the m ultipole coefficients of 
the  in teraction directly from the experimented m ultiplet energies, while for all the  
m ultiplets we fitted  a dipole-plus-quadrupole interaction to  the experim ental da ta .
From the m ultipole analysis of the 7Tg“^ 2 i/d5/ 2 m ultiplet of 106- 110In, the
^§9/ 2u&7/2 m ultip let of 112In and the ‘K g ~ j 2 v d z / 2 m ultiplet of 116In the ß 2 =  
3 .17T0.76 value was obtained for the Quadrupole component. The sam e m ultipole 
analysis on the  proton-neutron m ultiplets of the doubly magic region resulted in 
ß 2 = 1.93 ±  0.2 value.
The streng th  of the dipole and quadrupole interactions was fitted  to  the sp lit­
ting  of the proton-neutron m ultiplets of odd-odd In nuclei. The obtained  aver­
age quadrupole-quadrupole interaction strength  was independent of w hether th e  
s treng th  of the  dipole com ponent was treated  as a free param eter or was fixed to  
some reasonable value.
The ß2 = 3.31 ±  0.88 value obtained this way is highly consistent w ith th e  
one obtained from  the full m ultipole analysis (3.17 ±  0.76 ) and is m uch stronger 
th an  the value characteristic for the doubly magic nuclei (1 .93±0.2). A lthough th e
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multipole coefficients of the em pirical m atrix  elements determ ined from the doubly 
magic region also  deviate som ewhat from the delta interaction, there rem ains a 
significant difference («  75%) between the quadrupole com ponents of the em pirical 
effective in te rac tions determ ined in the doubly and single closed shell regions.
If we assum e th a t the effective delta in teraction approxim ation is a reasonable 
universal in te rac tio n , then the  large streng th  of the quadrupole component of 
th e  empirical in teraction  found in the odd-odd In nuclei can be in terpreted  as an 
indication of th e  presence of an additional quadrupole-quadrupole interaction w ith 
Vqq  =  —0.35 ±  0.16 MeV streng th .
The s tren g th  o f this additional quadrupole-quadrupole interaction can be com­
pared  with th e  value of the core-polarization interaction strength  estim ated on the  
basis of the partic le-v ib ration  theory. Using the param eters of the  tin  cores this 
value is Vcpi =  —0.32 ±0.06 MeV, W hich is in a  good agreement w ith  the streng th  
o f the experim entally  found quadrupole-quadrupole interaction.
If the change o f the effective interaction is really caused by the core polarization 
process, then  a lso  an  increase of the  effective charges is expected. To search for 
th e  presence o f th is  effect, the  effective charge (et j / )  of the  neutron  was fitted  
to  the electric quadrupole m om ents of some 106- 116In states w ithin the  fram e of 
th e  quasiparticle m odel, keeping the  proton effective charge as eef f  +  1. The 3.8e 
effective charge ob ta ined  contains «  0.5e contribution from the high energy core 
polarization, th e  average neutron  charge in the  odd-odd In nuclei is 3.3 ±  l.Oe.
The value o f th e  polarization charge estim ated on the basis of particle- v ibra­
tion  theory is Cp0i =  4.4 ±  0.9e approxim ating <  R 1 2 34^  w ith its constant density 
value. This effective charge is in a  reasonable agreement w ith the  one determ ined 
from  the quadrupo le  moments.
From the analysis  of the experim ental d a ta  on proton neutron  m ultiplet states 
th e  nearly doubling  of the quadrupole-quadrupole interaction strength , as well as a 
s trong  increase o f  th e  effective charges was deduced. The good agreement w ith the 
theoretical e s tim a te  of both quantities indicates th a t the additional quadrupole- 
quadrupole in te rac tio n  found, corresponds to  the  core polarization interaction.
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Single  N u c leo n  Transfer S p ectro sco p y  o f  
O dd-O dd Sb N u cle i
Zs. Dombrádi, S. Brant a and V. Paar °
“PrirodoslovnoM atem aticki Fakultét, University of Zagreb, 
41000 Zagreb, C roatia
The low-lying levels of 120>122,i24gk were investigated th rough (d ,p ), (d ,t) and 
(p,d) reactions [1-3]. Although the determ ined single nucleon transfer spectroscopic 
factors are sensitive to  the details of the nuclear wave functions, th e ir theoretical 
in terpreta tion  was missing. In the present work we have calculated  the  level en­
ergies and spectroscopic factors for the low-lying states of 120-122>124Sb w ithin the  
framework of the interacting boson-fermion-fermion model (IB FFM ).
The calculated and  measured spectroscopic factors agree in m ost cases w ithin 
a factor of two. The 120Sb spectroscopic factors fit well for all s ta tes , suggesting 
th a t the  calculated wave functions are good approxim ations to  the  real ones.
The IBFFM  and experim ental spectroscopic factors are com pared in Table 1. 
for single nucleon transfer reactions leading to  122 Sb. In the case of the pick up  
reactions not the  theoretical spectroscopic factors are given in  th e  table, instead  
they are divided by 2j t a r g e t  +  1 according to the  convention of th e  experim ental 
papers.
In the case of 3^ and 3* states of 122Sb, the  deviation of the  calculated an d  
m easured spectroscopic factors suggest th a t the calculated wave function differs 
som ewhat from the  real one. The large difference between the calculated  and m ea­
sured spectroscopic factors for the  283 and 311 keV 122 Sb levels m ay have exper­
im ental origin, because the experim ental spectroscopic factors are  well above th e  
sum rule lim it. Even if we assume tha t the 283 keV peak is doublet, containing 
the  8~ m em ber of the  ird s ^ z d in ^  multiplet predicted a t ab o u t th is energy, th e  
experim ental spectroscopic factor remains too large.
In the case of 124Sb, there is a general agreement betw een the calculated 
and experim ental da ta. A detailed comparision cannot be given due to  the poor 
resolution in the  (d ,p) experim ent.
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F ig . 1. Comparision of measured and calculated in IBBFM spectroscopic factors for the 
one-neutron transfer reactions leading to 122 Sb. The experimental are taken from refs. 
[2,3]. In the IBFFM parts also the experimental energies are used.
1. S. A. Hjorth, Ark. Fys. 33, 183 (1967)
2. R. A. Emigh, C. A. Fields, M. L. Gartner, L. E. Samuelson and P. A. Smith, Z. 
Phys. A 308, 165 (1982)
3. V. L. Alexeev, B. A. Emelianov, A. I. Egorov, L. P. Kabina, D. M. Kaminker, Yu. 
L. Khazov, I. A. Kondurov, E. K. Leushkin, Yu. E. Loginov, V. V. Martynov, V. 
L. Rumiantsev, S. L. Sakharov, P. A. Sushkov, H. G. Börner, W. F. Davidson, J. 
A. Pinston and K. Schreckenbach, Nuci. Phys. A297, 373 (1978)
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E ffect o f  C o llec tiv ity  on  th e  S p litt in g  
o f  P ro to n -N eu tro n  M u ltip le ts
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“Prirodoslovno-M atem aticki Fakultét, University of Zagreb, 
41000 Zagreb, C roatia
System atic studies of the doubly magic region show th a t the em pirical proton- 
neutron in teraction m atrix  elements lie on two universal curves, causing a signif­
icant odd-J even-J staggering in the energy splitting of the p-n  m ultip lets as a 
function of J , the  spin of the m ultiplet states. On the other hand, in the single 
closed shell (SCS) region the splitting of many p-n m ultiplets can be approxim ated 
w ith sm ooth parabolas.
The m ain difference between the two regions is the appearance of the surface 
v ibration modes in the SCS nuclei. The particle vibration coupling leads to  a  
quadrupole-quadrupole core polarization interaction. The simple sum m ation of 
the polarization and the delta  interactions really leads to some sm oothing of th e  
splitting, bu t cannot cancel the staggering feature of the short range interaction.
To search for the reason of the smoothing we performed calculations bo th  in 
the  frame of in teracting boson-fermion-fermion model (IBFFM ) and  quasiparticle 
model. The difference between the IBFFM  and its quasiparticle approxim ation, 
leading to  different splitting, lies in the structure  of the wave functions. W hile th e  
IBFFM  wave functions contain adm ixture from one, two, etc. d-boson com ponents, 
in the  quasiparticle model the m ultiplets are pure in this sense.
The difference in wave functions implies some difference in the  m atrix  elem ent 
of the effective interaction, namely, instead of the simple m atrix  element of th e  
quasiparticle approxim ation we obtain a weighted average of the m atrix  elements of 
the of the effective interaction using the neighbouring m ultiplet s ta tes  in IB FFM . 
The weights axe determ ined by the dynamical interaction strength . In o ther words, 
the explicit trea tm en t of the d-boson components leads to an averaging procedure, 
which is quite similar to  a five point smoothing method.
The effect of the sm oothing is shown in Fig. 1. In the calculations Г„ =  0 
was applied in order to  avoid the disturbance of the polarization interaction. It 
is seen th a t the  m ultiplet gets smoother and smoother, and the  large 1+ — 2+ 
distance, characteristic for the  delta interaction, is gradually decreasing. It is to  
be m entioned th a t the  splitting gets also weaker and weaker, while the average 
interaction streng th  rem ains practically the same (not shown in the  figure).
As the sm oothing is caused by mixing of wave functions, it can be approxi­
m ated by renorm alizing the effective interaction. Our analysis shows th a t in o rder
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F ig . l .  Calculated splitting of the ng9/ 2^ 11/2 multiplet as a function J * ( J  1) assuming 
different proton dynamical interaction strength.
to precisely renorm alize the  effective interaction not only the quadrupole coeffi­
cient should be increased, but all of th e  multipole coefficients of the proton-neutron  
in teraction  must be renorm alized, which can be well approxim ated by the  length­
ening its  range. For th e  case of the boson-fermion dynam ical interaction strengths 
characteristic for In a n d  Sb nuclei, a  2 fm gaussian interaction is a  good estim ation.
T he deviation of th e  IBFFM  and  quasiparticle description is even m ore note­
w orthy when the n e u tro n  occupation probability is around 0.5. In th is case in 
quasiparticle approxim ation the m ultip let splitting is governed by the spin depen­
dent interactions, w hich talcing in to  account the sm oothing effect lead to  a  linear 
splitting . In the IB F F M  the neutron  exchange in teraction also acts. A lthough 
it works only for the  d-boson states, the  proton dynam ical interaction admixes 
also d-boson com ponents to  the wave function of the  proton-neutron m ultiplets, 
and m akes effective th e  exchange in teraction for m ultiplet-like states, too. In this 
way th e  proton-boson dynam ical and  the neutron quasiparticle-boson exchange 
in teractions together p roduce an additional splitting of the m ultiplets. The energy 
sp litting  produced is a  fourth  order polynomial as a  function o f J * ( J - | - l ) i n  
agreem ent w ith the experim ent.
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P o le  s tu c tu re  o f  th e  reson an ce o f  5H e
A. Csótó, R. G. Lovas and A. T. Kruppat
Present address: Daresbury Laboratory, W arrington, UK
The | + resonance of 5He at the excitation energy of 16.8 MeV is one of th e  
m ost im portan t resonances of nuclear physics owing to  its overwhelming role in 
the  therm onuclear reaction t +  d —► a  4- n, which is a key step in astrophysical 
nucleosynthesis as well as in therm onuclear energy production.
The fact th a t this resonance produces an extrem ely strong transition  is very 
surprising because the partia l waves th a t contribute can only couple via the  rel­
atively weak tensor term  of the nucleon-nucleon interaction. Recently, a  phe­
nomenological fit to  the  scattering am plitudes has invoked an “exotic o b jec t” , 
a  so-called shadow pole [1], to  reproduce the strong transition .
A resonance can generally be associated w ith a pole of the scattering  m atrix , 
as a m ultivalued function of the complex energy, on the lower half of the  non­
physical R iem ann sheet adjacent to the physical sheet in the energy region of th e  
resonance. In  n-channel problems to  each resonance there correspond 2n~1 — 1 
o ther poles on different non-physical Riem ann sheets, and the shadow poles are 
those located on R iem ann sheets other th an  the one adjacent to  the physical sheet 
a t the  resonance energy. Because of the  remoteness of the shadow poles, it h ad  
been believed th a t they cannot have a  significant effect. In nuclear physics th is  is 
the  first indication th a t th e  contribution of a  shadow pole may be appreciable, an d  
there is ju s t one more exam ple in o ther branches of physics, namely, in  partic le  
physics [3].
This two-pole s tru c tu re  of the resonance deprives the partia l w idths of th e ir 
probability meaning, and  leaves one in doubt as to  the  relative weights of the  a  +  n 
and t + d com ponents in the  resonance. In fact, a lthough in ref. [1] it was suggested 
th a t the resonance is dom inated by the  a  +  n configuration, we have found th a t 
it can be represented in a  reaction satisfactorily by om itting  the a  + n com ponent 
[4], w ith which the shadow pole disappears.
The existence of the  shadow pole is borne out by a  phenomenological two- 
channel m odel, in which the  potentials were fitted  to  reproduce the  experim ental 
scattering am plitudes [2]. We wished to  see w hether the in teraction of th e  five 
nucleons gives rise to  th e  same pole structure.
We have perform ed dynam ical microscopic calculations in our {a  +  n , t  +  d) 
model. We go beyond our earlier model [4] in th a t we include the  tensor (as well 
as the sp in -o rb it) in teraction  so as to  give rise to  the  coupling of a  +  n  and  t + d
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Pole positions (in keV)
O rdinary pole Shadow pole
Ref. [1] 47-37Í 82-3.7ia)
Ref. [2] 47-37Í 82-3.4Í
Present work 47-38Í 82-1. l i
a) T he R iem ann sheet differs from  th a t obtained in the  o ther works.
channels in the  | + partia l wave, and  extend our model to  complex energy. The 
interaction has been chosen so as to  reproduce the a  +  n and t +  d scattering da ta  
as well as the  experim ental t +  d —* a + n reaction cross section [5]. Prelim inary 
results for the  pole positions are given in the table above.
Our resu lts give evidence for the  existence of the shadow pole in the realistic 
dynam ical problem  w ith param eters close to the phenomenologically ex tracted  
values. However, in contrast w ith the  statem ents made in refs. [1] and [2], we have 
clearly dem onstrated  th a t the resonance is associated w ith the  t +  d channel. A 
detailed study  of the  behaviour of the  poles as functions of the  param eters is in 
progress.
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T r ito n + 3H e ad m ixtu re  in th e  ground  s ta te
o f eLi
A. Csótó and R. G. Lovas
The a particle being a  very rigid nuclear cluster, an a +  p +  n -type  three- 
cluster model is expected to  provide a very good description of 6 Li even a t a 
macroscopic level, which trea ts  the a  particle as structureless. T he philosophy 
of the  macroscopic approach is this: find cluster-cluster interactions th a t  describe 
the  two-body subsystem s correctly and see whether they  yield a realistic 6Li. Since 
these models should be derivable from a microscopic framework [1] by s ta te  space 
truncation , they  should approxim ate the energy w ith  respect to  th e  three-body 
breakup threshold from above (i.e. the model system  should be underbound). T he 
quality of description can thus be characterized by the  extent of underbinding. 
In the  most realistic models 6Li is underbound typically by 0.2-0.5 MeV [2]. O ur 
recent microscopic a  +  p - f n  calculation [3], however, which is based on the sam e 
philosophy, and trea ts  the three-cluster dynamics w ith a  similar accuracy, under­
estim ates the  binding by as much as 1 MeV. This contradicts the results of th e  
macroscopic models and suggests th a t there must be three-cluster effects ignored 
by our model.
The most prom inent three-cluster effect m ust be a  rearrangem ent of the a + p +  
n system  into  a  < +  r  (t = 3He) configuration. We therefore extended our model [4] 
by inclusion of such configurations and found a gain of 0.6 MeV in binding energy. 
This correction is surprisingly high because the overlap of the t +  r  configurations 
w ith  the a + d com ponents included in the model m ight have been expected alm ost 
complete. We em phasize th a t this effect appears in excess of a v irtually  com plete 
a  +  p -f n subspace, so there is room for further improvement only in the t +  r  
com ponent, which cannot b u t enlarge the effect.
If the contribution to  the  binding energy is so significant, it m ust also ap p ear 
as an enhancem ent of the t +  r  spectroscopic factor. Indeed, we found an increase 
of 0.06. The figure shows prelim inary results for the spectroscopic am plitude func­
tions calculated in the  or +  p +  n model (dashed line) and  in the {a  + p + n , t  t ] 
model (solid line).
To conclude, one can say th a t the t -f r  subspace provides at least 0.6 MeV of 
the  1 MeV binding energy missing from the a + p + n model. The contradiction  
w ith the three-body model shows th a t the off-shell behaviour of the  effective forces 
they use cannot be perfect.
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D y n a m ica l m icroscop ic th ree-c lu ster  
d escrip tion  o f  eLi
A. Csótó and R. G. Lovas
In recent years we have done extensive work on the description of the  ground 
s ta te  (g.s.) of the  nucleus 6Li [1-4]. We solve a six-nucleon problem  ( ‘microscopic 
m odel’) w ith an effective nucleon-nucleon interaction ( ‘dynam ical m odel’) in a  
trunca ted  sta te  space treating  the Pauli principle as well as the  centre-of-mass 
m otions exactly. O ur previous approach [2] depicted 6Li as an a  +  p  +  n  three- 
cluster system  arranged as (p n )a , w ith an excitable a cluster in which the  six 
nucleons in teract via a  central effective nucleon-nucleon force. This interaction 
allows no mixing in the  summed nucleon spin 5 , and relative orbital m om enta lpn, 
Ida, and their sum, X, such th a t they are to be set to S  =  1 and lpn =  1да = L  — 0 
in the 6Li g.s.
We have now [4] a ttem pted  to  achieve the perfection of m acroscopic a  + p +  
n three-body models. We use a  generator-coordinate approach, which includes 
(p n )a , (cm)p, and  (ap)n  partitions w ith all angular-m om entum  com ponents of 
any significance. The trial function is constructed out of Os and a set of Os, Op, 
Od harm onic-oscillator (h.o.) eigenfunctions of the a  intrinsic and of in tercluster 
Jacobi coordinates, respectively, w ith the generator coordinates being the  h.o. size 
param eters.
The effective nucleon-nucleon force used contains tensor and sp in -o rb it term s. 
We have determ ined its param eters by fitting to  the properties of the  subsystem s. 
We found th a t the description of the subsystems is less perfect th an  w ith central 
forces, and explained this by the inconsistency of the use of a tensor force w ith  
describing the  a  g.s. by Os oscillator states.
The binding of 6 Li w ith this force was found to be about 1 MeV too weak. 
After readjusting the force to yield the correct 6Li energy, we found the  weights 
of the  com ponents w ith summed nucleon spin and orbited m om entum  (S ,L )  =  
(1 ,0 ), (1 ,1 ), (1 ,2 ), and ( 0 ,1) to  be 94.6%, 0.2%, 3.9%, and 1.3%, respectively. T he 
( 1, 2) com ponent comes predom inantly from clusterization (p n )a ; the  others can 
be a ttr ib u ted  to  any of the highly overlapping partitions.
The a + d  and  5H e+p spectroscopic factors were calculated w ith a  new formula, 
which expresses them  in the generator-coordinate basis directly, w ithout resort to  
integral transform ations. The estim ates for the  a + d spectroscopic factor, ~ 0 .9 , 
are realistic, bu t those for 5He-fp are a factor of 2 too high. This is understood to  
be a  consequence of the m odel’s tendency to  compress the low-energy continuum , 
which appears to  be a general defect of forces th a t are constrained to  reproduce 
the bulk properties of the a  particle in term s of Os states. Thus a  radical rem edy 
would require an improvement of the description of the cluster in ternal motion.
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M icroscop ic  form alism  for light m u ltic lu ster
sy stem s
K. Varga, A. Csótó, К. F. Pál, A. T. Kruppat and
R. G. Lovas
t Present address: D aresbury Laboratory, W arrington, UK
The description of light weekly bound nuclei, like 6’7>9>n LL m ay require the  
explicit trea tm en t of more than  two clusters. For 6L i=  a +  p +  n, we used to  use a 
two-cluster a + d formalism, w ith the  p + n  m otion represented by a  com bination of 
excited deuteron sta tes [1]. W ith composite clusters or mixed angular-m om entum  
relative m otions, however, this is not a viable m ethod.
Our new m ulticonfiguration m ulticluster formalism is based on a linear vari­
ational approxim ation to  the A-nucleon problem  with a tria l function of the  
generat or-coordinate type. The nucleon-nucleon interaction is assum ed to  be a 
sum of central, tensor, spin-orbit and Coulomb term s. The clusters axe restricted  
to  be Os clusters.
The tria l function is a sum over various cluster arrangem ents, each associated 
w ith a particu lar set of intercluster Jacobi coordinates. In an 1+ 2 + 3  three-cluster 
model a general te rm  describing the arrangem ent (12)3 has the form
d ) t  = A { [*s[xi"(ri)xi!2)’(r,)]i] JM} -
where A  is the in tercluster antisym m etrizer, <?sa/ 5 — [($1$ 2) $ 3]SMs is composed 
of the cluster intrinsic wave functions Ф’, the x ( r ) are functions of the  in tercluster 
Jacobi coordinates, and [ ]jm denotes angular-m om entum  coupling. T he cluster 
intrinsic s ta tes are harm onic-ocillator (h.o.) S later determ inants, of different size 
param eters, each projected  onto the  Os h.o. wave function describing the  respective 
zero-point v ibration  of the cluster centres of mass. Such a set of cluster intrinsic 
states comprises, in addition to  the  ground sta te , a set of breath ing  vibrational 
states as well, whose inclusion is to  allow for the  distortion of the  clusters in each 
o ther’s vicinity. T he intercluster functions Xim(r i) are expanded as
Ni
XJm(ri) =  Y  G fcr'exp (-|7 lJtr?)Yim(r:'). (1)
к
The m atrix  elem ents involving the basis functions are expressed as integral 
transform s of m atrix  elements of m ulticentre shell-model Slater determ inants pro­
jected to  to ta l m om entum  zero. One can derive such a relationship by using the
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fact tha t a  sh ifted  Gaussian is th e  generating function of the functions involved in 
the  expansion ( 1).
Because o f th e  non-central potential term s, the m atrix elem ents between the  
m ulticentre shell-m odel s ta tes  are functions of the displacement vectors between 
the  h.o. centres involved. The in tegral transform ations involve integrations over all 
these vectorial variables. In th e  in tegration over the  angular variables an angular- 
m om entum  pro jec tion  is also im plicit. The technical novelties in the  formalism are 
in the tre a tm en t of these in tegral tarnsform ations. The formalism facilitates the  
im plem entation of com puter algebra.
The form alism  has first been  applied to  the ground state  of 6Li. The results 
obtained in a  p u re  a + p + n m odel and in a mixed {a + p + n , t  -\- t } model are 
reported  on in  Refs. [2] and [3], respectively.
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A S em i—M icroscop ic  A lgeb ra ic  C lu ster
M o d el
J. Cseht
Recently we have proposed an algebraic trea tm ent of cluster s truc tu re  of light 
nuclei, including non-closed-shell clusters [1]. The in ternal cluster degrees of free­
dom  are described in this approach by the SU(3) shell model [2], while the  relative 
m otion is trea ted  in term s of the vibron model [3].
This description is semi-microscopic in the sense, th a t the  Pauli forbidden 
sta tes are excluded from the  model space not only when the trunca tion  can be 
done according to  the quantum  num ber of the relative m otion [4], bu t also w ithin 
a  m ajor shell. The spurious center of m ass excitations are excluded, too. This 
m odel space is sim ilar to  th a t of the microscopic 517(3) cluster model [5]. In fact, 
the  solution of the norm -kernel problem  of the microscopic description can be 
used to build up the model space of the semi-microscopic approach, b u t a simpler 
approxim ation based on the m atching of the shell model and cluster model basis 
[6,1] also proved to be useful in several cases. Some o ther consequences of the 
antisym m etrization, which are norm ally beyond the capability of the  phenom eno­
logical cluster models including the vibron model, are also incorporated  in th is 
description. An example is the equivalence of different cluster configurations.
Table I. 5(7(3) representations 
for the 12C  +  a system from 
the matching of the cluster 
basis and shell model basis
”r (A,/i)
4 (0,0)
5 (2,1)
6 (2,0) (3,1) (4,2)
7 (3,0) (4,1) (5,2) (6,3)
8 (4,0) (5,1) (6,2) (7,3) (8,4)
9 (5,0) (6,1) (7,2) (8,3) (9,4)
n*  i  5  6 7
Figure 1. Experimental and model 
spectra of leO according to the 
U(3) dynamical symmetry
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The m odel is algebraic in the  sense, th a t the  quantum  num bers of the  states 
are provided as representation labels of some Lie groups and  the  interactions are 
expressed in  term s of their generators.
As an  illustra tive exam ple Table I. presents the model space of the 12 C  +  a 
system, an d  Fig. 1. shows the  low -lying p a rt of the spectrum .
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A  sem i—m icroscop ic  a lgebraic s tu d y  o f  th e  
a —clu ster  s ta te s  o f  th e  180  n u cleu s
G. Lévaia)’b), J. Csehc),6) and W. Scheid^
A well-known common feature of many light nuclei is the  presence of a -c lu s te r  
states in their spectra. These states have been in terpreted  in term s of bo th  m icro­
scopic [1] and phenomenologic [2,3] cluster models. The V ibron M odel [3] (which is 
a  phenomenologic algebraic model of dipole collectivity,) was able to  reproduce sev­
eral im portan t characteristics of nuclear cluster states, using the simplified p ictu re  
of the ro ta tional-v ib rational m otion of two structureless clusters [4]. In order to  
take into account the in ternal degrees of freedom, this model weis developed fu rth er 
on a phenomenologic level by allowing collective quadrupole [5] and single-nucleon 
[6] excitations of the clusters.
Recently, a  semi-microscopic version of the V ibron Model was form ulated [7] 
as a general approach to nuclei consisting of non-closed shell clusters. This version 
describes the in ternal degrees of freedom of the clusters in term s of the  517(3) shell 
model of E llio tt [8], while the relative m otion of the clusters is accounted for by th e  
17(3) lim it of the  V ibron Model. The construction of the  model allows the  exclusion 
of the Pauli-forbidden states and the spurious states related  to the  CM m otion of 
the  whole nucleus [7]. The first results from the m odel were the reproduction of 
the spectra of the  12C  +  a  and the 12C  +  160  system s [7], however, the  thorough  
application of the  full m achinery of the model (including the description of E 2 an d  
E l  transitions) to some nucleus rem ained to be done.
The 18 О nucleus appeared ideal as the  subject of such a study for at least tw o 
reasons. On the  one hand, its relatively simple s tru c tu re  makes the  application of 
the model straightforw ard and easy to  test before tu rn ing  to  m ore complex sys­
tem s, while, on the o ther hand, the enhanced E l  (and  E 2) transitions, confirm ed 
by a recent work [9], cleaxly show the im portance of the  molecular ( U C +  a)  s tru c ­
tu re  of some of its states. The experim ental d a ta  have been com pared to  the m odel 
spectra corresponding to  the dynam ical sym m etries of the simple Vibron M odel
[9]. This description can account for the  enhanced E l  transitions, (actually  the  
experim ent was inspired by this prediction,) however the model spectra  con tain  
considerably less states th an  what was found experim entally.
We have used the (0 ,2) 517(3) shell model representation to  describe the  
internal s truc tu re  of the  14C nucleus, while the relative m otion of the a  and  the  
14C  clusters was characterised by the V ibron M odel quantum  num ber n n, w here 
(according to  the W ilderm uth condition) only s ta tes w ith n* >  6 were considered. 
We identified 34 T  =  1 states of the experim ental spectrum  w ith model s ta tes  and  
assigned them  to 11 bands w ith bo th  positive and  negative parity  after fitting  the  
model H am iltonian w ith 7 param eters.
E 2 and E l  transitions between the  SU (3) coupled model states were also 
calculated and specific non-triv ia l selection rules were found to  be hold for the  
phenomenologic transition  operators. The three param eters of the  T^E2  ^ o p e ra to r
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and the two p aram eters  of the T ^ 1 2345678910) opera to r were fixed by requiring the repro­
duction of th e  s tren g th  of certain, precisely m easured transitions [9,10]. T he E 2 
transitions ob ta ined  th is way were in  good agreem ent w ith the  experim ental d a ta  
set (of 16 item s), moreover the quadrupole  m om ent of the first excited (2+ ) sta te  
was also excellently reproduced. T he  results were somewhat poorer for the  E l  
transitions (30 item s), nevertheless th e  perform ance of our m odel was still b e t­
te r th an  th a t of a G enera to r-C oord inate  M ethod (G CM ) calculation [11] which 
overestim ated th e  В  ( E l )  values significantly. A rem arkable finding was th a t our 
results (especially th e  B ( E 2) values) showed non-negligible correlation w ith the 
GCM results in  th e  sense th a t the  sam e transitions were found to  be strong (or 
weak) in the  tw o m odels, sometimes even in contradiction w ith th e  experim ental 
data.
These first resu lts  obtained from  th e  SU(3) dynam ical sym m etry  of the  new 
sem i-m icroscopic algebraic cluster m odel are encouraging w ith respect to its pos­
sible applications to  m ore complex system s, which we plan to carry  out in the near 
future.
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A lgeb ra ic  12C + 12 C  c lu ster  m od el 
d escr ip tio n  o f 2 4 M g
J. Cseha)>6), G. Levaic)>b) and W. Scheid6)
A Possible 12C  +  12C cluster structu re  of 2iMg  was suggested for the  first tim e 
in connection w ith the  highly excited states of 2iM g,  which are populated  as 
m olecular resonances in the  12C + 12C reactions [1]. The explanation of the ir 
appearance was given in term s of phenomenological models, like the  N ogam i- 
Imanishi m odel [2], double resonance model [3], and band-crossing model [4]. Later 
on the phenomenological algebraic description of th e  vibron m odel [5] was also 
applied to  th is  system [6,7]. Furtherm ore, microscopic [8] and sem i-m icroscopic
[9] calculations were carried out, concentrating on the  high-lying quasi-bound  
states.
More recently the low-energy p a rt of the 2AM g  spectrum  has been described
[10] in term s of the coupled channel extension of the  local potential approach [11].
Here we report the  prelim inary results of our application of the sem i- 
microscopic algebraic cluster model [12] to the 12C +  12C sysytem . In th is ap ­
proach the  in ternal cluster degrees of freedom are described by the  S U (3) shell 
model [13], while the relative m otion is treated  in term s of the vibron model [5]. 
Furtherm ore several effects of the antisym m etrization are taken in to  account [12].
In particu lar, we have addressed the  question of the description of the  24 M g  
nucleus w hen bo th  the low-lying spectrum  and the  quasi-m olecular resonances are 
considered. B oth 12C  nuclei are characterised by the  (0,4) shell m odel represen­
tation , i.e. the ir relative orientations can change, b u t no other in ternal excitations 
are involved. (In the previous algebraic descriptions [5-7] bo th  clusters were con­
sidered to  be structureless.) The 517(3) basis of th is sem i-m icroscopic model com ­
bined w ith simple interactions corresponding to the  517(3) dynam ical sym m etry  
result in reasonable agreem ent between the experim ental and m odel spectra. The 
H am iltonian contains term s up to the th ird  order. The num ber of experim ental 
T  — 0 states taken in to  account is circa 180. The molecular resonances have 2hu> 
excitations in our model, similarly to Ref. [8]. T he strongest B (E 2)  values, which 
are associated in this description to in traband  transitions between states w ith sam e 
(A,//) quantum  num bers of the combined 517(3) group, are reproduced also fairly 
well. However, some weaker E 2 transitions are m issing from this description; they 
show evidence for a  weak breaking of the 517(3) dynam ical symmetry.
The effects of these cluster states on the 12 C  -f- 12C  reaction cross section 
can be studied  by combining the present nuclear structu re  calculation w ith  the 
R -m atrix  description of the reaction, like in Ref. [14].
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O n th e  R e la tio n  B etw een  C lu ster  and  
S u p erd eform ed  S ta tes  o f  L ight N u c le i
J. Cseha)’b) and W. Scheidb)
We have investigated the  relation between cluster and  superdeform ed states of 
light nuclei [1,2] bo th  in term s of H arvey’s prescrip tion [3] and in term s of the  
connection between the shell and cluster model basis [4]. It tu rn s out th a t these 
two prescriptions associate the same a-lik e  clusterisations w ith local m inim a of 
the  potential energy surfaces of N  — Z  even-even nuclei [5].
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F ig . 1. Possible cluster configurations of some highly deformed sta tes of 2AMg.  
Only the directions of sym m etry axes and the directions of am algam ations of the  
clusters carry  physical content, while the relative distances do not.
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P seu d o  S U (3 ) A p p roach  to  C lu ster iza tio n  in
H e a v y  N u c le i
J. Cseha),b), R. K. Gupta6)>c) and W. Scheidb)
C luster configurations in heavy nuclei have been discussed in th e  p ast in term s of 
a phenom enological algebraic cluster model, called Nuclear V ibron Model (NVM) 
[1-4], in  which the  collective states of the  core are accounted for by the  In teracting 
Boson Model (IBM ) [5]. The NVM reproduces several features of the  experim ental 
data. Nevertheless, questions like th e  existence or non-existence of a specific clus­
terization, and th e  ex ten t of sim ilarity  of various different cluster configurations 
can no t be answered easily in th is m odel. In the light of the observed heavy-cluster 
radioactivity  [6,7], these questions are of u tm ost interest. A sem i-m icroscopic ex­
tension of the algebraic approach, in which the in ternal cluster degrees of freedom 
are described by th e  S U (3) shell m odel instead of IBM, keeping th e  relative m otion 
described by the  V ibron  Model, seems to  work well for light nuclei [8,9]. Several 
effects of the antisym m etrization are also incorporated  in this approach. Since the 
shell m odel p a rt of th is  description is based on an L — S  coupled scheme, it is not 
applicable directly to  heavy nuclei. However, there  are indications in favour of a 
pseudo 517(3) shell m odel for heavy nuclei [10], which includes the  validity of this 
scheme also for som e cluster configurations [11].
Based on the sem i-m icroscopic algebraic approach of the pseudo S U (3) shell 
model coupled w ith  th e  Vibron M odel, we have applied a simple selection rule for 
the possible emission of heavy clusters from 224 Ra  [12]. This selection rule is given 
by a  m atching requirem ent between th e  17(3) and  UST{4) representations of the 
cluster basis and th e  shell model basis of the un ited  nucleus. We find th a t this 
selection rule is sensitive to the microscopic s tru c tu re  of the nuclei. For example, 
supposing a zero occupation of the  in tru d er neu tron  subshells, the  l4C  emission is 
forbidden, while oc an d  12 C  emissions are allowed. However, if we take the in truder 
states in to  account, th en  for the configuration (.715/ 2)^ <S>(26,4)„ ® (1 8 ,0 )р, which 
corresponds to a realistic  deform ation of 224Ra, the  14C  +  210Pb  clusterization 
is allowed. Then n o t only the g ro u n d -s ta te  band (44,4), but also the  lowest-lying 
negative parity  b an d  (49 ,2) can be ob ta ined  in th is model. Furtherm ore, due to the 
antisym m etrization effect, we find th a t  some cluster configurations, like 4He,  12<7, 
and 14 C  clusters p lus th e  correponding cores, are equivalent in th is approxim ation.
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D y n a m ic a l S y m m etry  B rea k in g  in  S U ( 2) 
M o d el a n d  th e  Q u an tu m  G roup  S U ( 2 ) q
R. K. Gupta*)’*), J. Cseh0)’-), A. Ludu“)’*), W. Greiner“) and
W. Scheid-)
We have studied the quantum analogues of the limiting symmetries 17(1) and 0 (2 )  
of the 17(2) algebra [1]. In particular, we have investigated the question whether 
the q-deformation parameter in the algebra of S U (2)f group can be looked upon 
as a dynamical symmetry breaking parameter of taking us from one limiting case 
to another. We find that in the lim iting case of 17(2) D  17(1), partially the real and 
imaginary q-deformations and more comletely the complex q-deformations give a 
transition horn f7(l) towards 0 (2 )  and also show intermediate results.
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F ig . 1 . Energy spectrum  as a  function of q-deform ation param eter s for SU(1). 
Here in (a) s (=  a) is real and in (b) s (=  ib) is im aginary-valued. The energy 
spectra  observed at b = 0.2856 and 0.34905 are shown as an inset.
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O n so m e recen t d ev e lo p m en ts  con cern in g  
so lvab le p o te n tia ls  o b ta in ed  from  S U S Y Q M
G. Lévai
The introduction of supersym m etric quantum  mechanics (SUSYQM ) [1] gener­
ated renewed in terest in solvable problem s of nonrelativ istic quantum  mechanics. 
This new approach relates pairs of one-dim ensional potentials ( ‘SUSY p artner 
potentials’) to  each o ther using (super)algebraic m anipulations, and has led to  
the rem arkable finding th a t knowing the  g ro u n d -s ta te  wavefunction of a potentia l 
VL(x) one can easily construct its SUSY partnpr V+(x) w ith  essentially the  same 
bound-sta te  energy spectrum . (See, for exam ple [2] for a recent review.)
It was soon noticed th a t the SUSY p artner potentials often depend on the  co­
ordinate in the  same way, which simplifies the calculation of the  wavefunctions and 
energy eigenvalues to  a  considerable ex tent [3]. These ‘shape invarian t’ potentials 
were, in fact, found to  be essentially the  same as those obtained earlier [4] from  the 
factorisation m ethod. Several a tte m p ts  were m ade to  identify and classify all the 
shape invariant potentia ls [5,6], and  the  results suggest th a t finding fu rther such 
potentials in addition to  the 12 known ones is unlikely, nevertheless its possibility 
can not be ruled out completely.
Recently a num ber of new solvable potentials have been reported  either as 
basic new results or as examples or illustrations to  some novel approach inspired 
by SUSYQM. Here we show th a t although the au thors stress the  novelty [7,8,9,10] 
and the shape invariant nature  [9,10] of these potentials, they can be obtained  
from already known P I  and P I I  class [6] (or, alternatively  [4], type A  and  E ) 
shape invariant poten tia ls by an appropria te  choice of the  po ten tia l param eters. 
We sum m arise the relation  between the  ‘new ’ and  ‘o ld’ potentials in Table 1. [11]. 
Using the notations of [6] the la tte r  can be w ritten  formally as V-(A ,  B; ax +  6), 
where A  and В  define the shape of the  potentials, a is a scaling factor of the 
coordinate, while 8 sim ply corresponds to  a shift along the x  axis. We displayed 
the param eters of the  ‘new ’ poten tia ls in the second column of Table 1. and gave 
their relation to the  param eters A , B, a and 8 in the  next four columns. In order to 
get the ‘new’ potentia l of W illiams [8] one has to  rew rite hyperbolic functions into 
exponential ones and  also has to  add  a  constant te rm  to  the resulting expression. 
The expression of the  energy eigenvalues E n also has to  be rearranged somewhat.
The ‘new ’ po ten tia ls  were ob tained  using various approaches. W illiams [8] 
followed earlier works [6 ,12] to  construct a  new class of solvable potentials related  
to  the Jacobi polynom ials, bu t, as it can be seen from  Table 1., w hat he found is 
a P I I  class potentia l shifted along the  x axis. Arai [9] also obtained  shifted P I  
and P I I  class potentials as ‘new ’ ones by using ‘deform ed hyperbolic functions’ 
like e.g. sinhgx =  | ( е г — q e~x). B o th  au thors notice th a t th e  energy spectrum  
of their ‘new’ potentials is independent of the  a ([8]) and q ([9]) param eters. The 
in terpretation  of th is result is clear, since as we see, these param eters represent 
practically only a  shift along the x  axis, so they should not be relevant to  the basic
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results. Cerveró [7] obtained a ‘new’ po ten tia l as a  special case of a  new approach 
based on the Jacobi elliptic functions. Here we also m ention th a t his expectations 
about the reflectionlessness of this po ten tia l seem to  be false, as can be seen from 
an earlier work [13].
Table 1. The ‘new’ potentials of refs. [7,8,9,10] expressed in terms of known shape in­
variant potentials [6]
‘New’ potentials ‘O ld’ shape invariant potentials V -(A , B; ax + 8)
Ref. param eters A В a 8 Class (g(x)) [6]
[7] P, Ф p COS Ф — 1 p sin ф 1 0 P I( i  sinh x)
[8] a , A, a a+14
1 -a 2 A 
16 4
1
2 § b f P I I (coth x)
[9] Ex. 1. a , ß, A, q -A ß a - | b  q P J / ( ta n h  x)
Ex. 2. a , A, /i, q -A - W 1/2 a 2 In Я P /( is in h  x)
[10] (33) a, b a - b 1 0 P J(co sh  2x)
(39) a, b —a b 1 7Г2 P / / ( — fcot x)
(40) a, b a - b 1 7Г2 P I (cos x)
In conclusion we can say th a t the tw elw e-m em ber ‘club’ of shape invariant po­
tentials appears to be exclusive, and adm ission of fu rth er members seems unlikely 
despite all the efforts in itia ted  by the recent developm ents of SUSYQM. N everthe­
less, these studies m ay open the way towards o ther exactly solvable problems of 
nonrelativistic quantum  mechanics and may help our understanding of th is field.
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A b so lu te  a lp h a  d ecay  w id th  o f 212P o  in a 
m ixed  sh e ll-a n d -c lu ster  m od el
K. Varga, R. G. Lovas and R. J. Liotta t
t M anne Siegbahn In stitu te  of Physics, Stockholm
We cannot say th a t  we understand  the  dynamics of a  decay u n til we are able to  
predict absolute a  decay rates, w idths or, equivalently, the probability  of o -particle  
pre-form ation. Obviously, such a  model should trea t the valence nucleons of th e  
parent nucleus microscopically, and  a  really fundam ental approach calls for the  
shell model of th e  parent nucleus. A shell-model wave function, however, can only 
be used for th is  purpose if it is correct in a far-enough region w here the nuclear 
interaction as well as Pauli exchanges axe negligible, and th a t requires prohibitively 
large basis dim ensions.
To overcome th is  hitch, we com plem ent the shell-model basis by cluster-m odel 
basis states of th e  type of a  partic le  plus residual nucleus. W ith  th e  core assum ed 
to  be infinitely heavier than  the  a  particle, the  cluster-model s ta tes  are trac tab le  
as some generalized shell-model states. They only require ex tra  trea tm en t because 
they  involve single-particle (s.p.) orbits not orthogonal to each o ther, to  the o ther 
valence orbits a n d  to  orbits occupied by the core nucleons. Thus, to  reduce the  
cluster-model p a r t  as well to  a  four-valence-nucleon problem, the  Pauli principle 
has to be allowed for by an orthogonality  condition on the s.p. orbits.
In the m odel we developed along these lines in the past years [1] everything 
can be calculated  analytically, though we had severe technical difficulties in its 
im plem entation an d  testing [1]. This is the first prelim inary report on the results.
Our approach  differs from the  sim ilar approach of Steinm ayer, Sünkel and  
W ilderm uth [2] in  th a t our shell m odel is a realistic shell model by itself, from th e  
approach of O kabe [3] in th a t we do not assume the  existence of a  single-particle 
m odel state nearby , and from b o th  in th a t we use a realistic s.p. potential.
In the a c tu a l application of the  model to th e  decay of the ground s ta te  of 
212Po we s ta r t w ith  a  reasonably realistic shell model w ith a W oods-Saxon-shaped 
s.p. potential. T h e  param eters are fixed at this level by fitting to  independent 
experim ental d a ta  for the energy levels of the core +  one-nucleon and  core +  two- 
nuleon systems an d  for core +  s.p. scattering. We then  include th e  cluster-m odel 
states. The decay w id th  is calculated as T  =  2P (rc)'y2(rc), where 7  is the  form ation 
am plitude ca lcu la ted  analytically from  the paren t-sta te  wave function and from a 
consistent a  in trin sic  wave function, and P  is the Coulomb penetration  factor. Г  
has proved weakly dependent on the  channel radius r c as it should be. The resulting
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value is not very sensitive to  the shell-model and cluster-m odel configurations 
either. The only ingredients whose effect is crucial axe the  s.p. po ten tia l and th e  a  
separation energy because these affect the size and shape of the Coulomb barrier 
to  be overcome by the a-particle.
In the above figure the two curves are the two contributions to  the  form ation 
am plitude: the  shell-model te rm  (thick line) and the cluster-m odel te rm  (th in  line). 
T he a  spectroscopic factor is 0.07. The resulting decay w idth is 1.3 x  10-15 MeV, 
while the experim ental value is 1.5 x 10-15 MeV. Since the uncertain ty  of th e  
inpu t param eters can well account for the difference between these two values, 
agreement w ith experim ent may be said to  be perfect.
To our knowledge, this is the best-ever estim ate obtained in a  fundam ental 
microscopic approach for the  absolute decay w idth of an a-radioactive nucleus.
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M a tr ix  e lem en ts  b e tw e e n  P a u li-d isto r ted  
s in g le -p a rtic le  orb its
K. Varga
The microscopic description of system s of nuclear clusters is very com plicated 
because the antisym m etrization is indispensible. W hen one of the clusters (the 
“core” ) is substantia lly  heavier th a n  the  o thers, it is a good approxim ation to  
antisym m etrization to  build up th e  wave function of the light cluster out of single­
particle (s.p.) s ta tes  th a t are orthogonal to  those occupied in the  core [1-3].
A typical s.p. wave function for the  nucleons of a light cluster is
V, =  ( | ) 3 /4 e x p ( - | ( r - S)2) ,
where s is the displacem ent vector of the cluster centre of m ass (c.m .) w ith respect 
to  the  core c.m., which is assum ed to  be a t rest in the  heavy-core approxim ation. 
This is then to  be replaced by th e  Pau li-d isto rted  wave function
p ’s  — P s  ^   ^ { P n l m \ P s ) P n l m  ( 1 ° 0
o c c u p ie d
/  ^ ( P n l m  \ P s ) P n l m  • ( 1 ^ )
u n o c c u p ie d
To calculate th e  one-body and  tw o-body m atrix  elem ents of the  Pauli-d istorted  
states, one usually uses [2-3] the harm onic oscillator expansion ( lb ) . To get con­
vergence in this way is not only com puter tim e consuming [2] bu t may lead to 
numerical inaccuracies [4] as well. Therefore, we propose to  use the expression 
( la )  directly.
For this purpuse, we constructed  a generating function
9(4) =
4a ß 2 4 3/4
7 r ( a  +  ß )2
exp
1 a ß  Л  f  1 2
2 ÍT T  )  еХР \~2ßr
( 1 _ г 2 ) 3 / 2  e Z f y  ( 1 - 2 2 )
- ( ß r 2 - f  7 s 2 ) +
2 z ß j r s
(Г^)У ’
where
7
a 1 ß
( a  +  ß)(a  -  ß)
and г =
а  — ß  
а  +  ß
1 /2
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The m atrix  elements of the generating function are well known (see e.g. [1]) 
as it has simple gaussian r dependence. From th is the  m atrix  elem ents of the  
Pauli-distorted wave function can be derived by using the  relationship
£ .  =  <K°) -  5^ 7 0 (9) U=o- (2)
One can easily perform  the operations prescribed by equation (2) using com­
puter algebra or a recurrence relation.
We have successfully applied th is m ethod in the  cluster-|-shell m odel descrip­
tion of the alpha-decay of 212Po [4].
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C o n tin u u m  R P A  ca lcu la tion  o f  esca p e
w id th s.
T. Vertse, P. Curutchet l , R. J. Liotta 1, J. Bang 2, N. Van
Giai 3
The effect o f an  external field on a nucleus can be characterized by the response 
function which is a  complex function of the energy and is constructed  from the  
operator of th e  field and the G reen ’s function of the system  concerned. The im ag­
inary  part of th e  response function is proportional to  the streng th  function and 
a  complex pole o f th e  response function lying close to  the  real E -axis represents 
a  resonance of th e  nuclear system . In a work reported  earlier [1] the  dependence 
of the particle-hole response function  on the real energy E  was studied in a very 
simple model. I t represented a  continuum  RPA (CRPA) calculation if the exact 
form  of the single-particle G reen’s function was used. In order to  speed up th e  
calculations we also  applied approxim ations to  the  CRPA, in which two sorts of 
pole expansions o f the  single partic le  Green’s function were used. T he result of the  
approxim ate m eth o d s were checked against th a t of the exact CRPA. The agree­
m ents encouraged us to  use these pole expansions even if we extended the study 
of the  p-h response function to  com plex energies.
The u ltim ate  goal of all th is  efforts m otivated by recent experim ental s tu d ­
ies is to develop a  new and efficient m ethod for the  calculation of the particle 
decay width of g ian t resonances in heavy nuclei. Here one of the  m ain compli­
cations is to inc lude  the contribution  of the continua of many p-h configurations 
which all sum u p  coherently in th e  building up of a giant resonance. In a realistic 
case CRPA calculations become hopelessly time consuming besides they give no 
insight into th e  s tru c tu re  of the  resonance whose decay w idth is calculated. In 
o rder to overcome these difficulties some of us [2] suggested an approxim ate 
m ethod  called resonan t RPA (R R PA ) where the continuum  is approxim ated by 
a  discrete set of b o und  and resonant single particle states. A stringent test of 
th e  RRPA (aga inst the  CRPA) and  another pole expansion m ethod based on the  
M ittag-Leffler expansion  of the G reen’s function were carried out [3] in a simple 
m odel case of re f.[l]. There the unp ertu rb ed  H am iltonian contained a  square well 
po ten tia l (w ith /w ith o u t Coulomb term ) and the  residual in teraction had  a sep­
arab le  multipole form . In this case the  p-h response function has a simple form 
an d  the partial decay  widths is proportianal to its residue. The complex pole of 
th e  response fu n c tio n  and the corresponding residue were determ ined numerically. 
T hough the m odel is oversimplified the  param eters of the  calculation were chosen 
so as to  simulate g ian t multipole resonances in 208Pb. The exact CRPA produced 
narrow  giant resonances for the isoscalar 0+ , 2+ and the isovector 1“  cases. The 
sum  of the p a rtia l w idths calculated for these resonances coincided w ith the to ­
ta l w idth of the  resonance (coming from the im aginary p art of the  energy) up to  
3-4 decimal digits. T h is fact proved th e  reliability of the CRPA calculations. The
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fact th a t b o th  the RRPA and the o ther approxim ate calculation reproduced th e  
partia l w id th  of the CRPA within 10% accuracy shows th a t the  pole expansion 
m ethods can be used to  get a reliable estim ate of the partia l w idth. The RRPA  
calculations not only took several orders of m agnitudes shorter tim e to be com ­
pleted th an  the  CRPA but gave some hint about the im portance of the different 
p-h configuration in the giant resonance. The other expansion m ethod which in 
principle m ust be more reliable[4] was also much faster th an  the CRPA (but slower 
th an  the R R PA ) and sometimes gave closer value to the exact result bu t due to  
the  overcompleteness of the basis has difficulties in extracting struc tu re  inform a­
tion . A nother experience we gained from this work is th a t the partia l w idths axe 
b e tte r reproduced by the approxim ate calculations than  the complex energy of th e  
resonance therefore the sum  of the partia l w idth values give m uch b e tte r estim ate  
to  the to ta l w idth  than  the one related to  the imaginary p art of the  energy.
The extention of the  calculations to  realistic potentials is under way.
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T est o f  C P  and C P T  S y m m etr ies  at L E A R
S. Szilágyi
T h e  C P L E A R  (P S 1 9 5 ) C o lla b o ra tio n
Univ.Athens, Univ.Basel, Univ.Boston, CERN, Univ. Coimbra, 
Delft Techn.Univ., Democritos INP, Univ.Fribourg, Ioannina Univ., 
Univ.Liverpool, J.Stefan Inst.Ljubljana, Marseille CPPM, 
Orsay CSNSM, Stockholm M SI, Univ. Thessaloniki, Zurich ETH
As a research fellow from A TOM KI, S.Szilágyi has been participating in the 
particle physics experim ent called C PLE A R  for four years. The experim ent is being 
performed a t the E uropean O rganization for Nuclear Research (CERN , Geneva) 
in a  large in ternational collaboration. As a m em ber of the  particle physics group at 
the M anne Siegbahn In stitu te  of Physics (MSI Stockholm ), he has worked on sev­
eral aspects of the C PLEA R  experim ent, taking actively p art in the construction 
and test of the detector, working especially on bo th  hardw are and software devel­
opments of the Particle  Identification D etector for CPLEA R. Now he is involved 
in the physics analysis program  of th e  experim ent.
The idea and the m ain  features of the  C PLEA R  experim ent are briefly sum ­
marized as follows.
The physics m otivation of the C PLEA R  (PS195) experim ent is to  study C P  
violation phenom ena using the im proved source of an tiprotons at LEAR (Low 
Energy A ntiproton Ring, CERN).
The study of the invariance under the  combined operation C P  is connected to  
several fundam ental questions in physics, like the observed asym m etry of particles 
and antiparticles in the  Universe. Since its first observation in 1964 in the decay 
of the long-lived neu tra l kaon into two pions, C P  violation rem ains one of the 
enigmas in particle physics.
W hile previous and o ther current experim ents (e.g. NA31 a t CERN and E731 
at Fermilab) m easure decays of K°L an d  interferences w ith generated K g, CPLEA R 
starts w ith pure |A'°) and  |A'°) s ta tes , which are re la ted  by the  C P  operator: 
C P |A '°) =  |A'°). The tim e evolution of these states is studied, and any difference 
(asym m etry) between K °  and K °  decay ra tes is a direct evidence of C P  violation.
An intense (2 x 106s - 1 ) beam  of low m om entum  (200 M eV/с )  antiprotons 
is stopped in a hydrogen gas target to  ob tain  a high flux of tagged A"0 and K °  
mesons through the  annihilation channels (called golden events)
pp (at rest)  —► ж± К Ч1К 0( К 0)
The average kaon m om entum  in these channels is around 550 M eV/с . Both 
annihilation channels have the same branching ra tio  (0.2 %) due to  C  invariance 
in strong interactions. In the  C PLEA R  experim ent the  decays of the  neutral kaon
2 S.Szilágy i
7Г +
Fig. 1. С ross-section of the CPLEAR detector indicating a golden event
into 2л-, Зл- and semileptonic final states are studied. A new approach  is used by 
measuring directly the interference effects and  the asym m etries of different
decay am plitudes in the neutral kaon system .
The quantity  to  be m easured for different sta tes /  is
_  R (K °  —> f ) - R ( K °  -> / )  
f  -  R (K °  -  / )  +  R (K °  -> / )
where R  denotes the decay rate. By th is m ethod  of sym m etrical production of 
particles and antiparticles in the pp annihilation a t rest and the identical detection 
of their decay products, not only will the system atic  errors be m inim ized, bu t C P  
violation in o ther th an  the  2л- channel can be detected  for the first tim e as well.
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The C PL E A R  detector (see figure) has been designed to tag  neu tra l kaons 
arising from pp channels and identify their decay products. The detector is cilin- 
drically shaped and  built inside a  m agnet of 1 m rad ius and 3.6 m  length  and  w ith 
a magnetic field of 0.44 T. In the  centre is a gas target at 15 atm . Tracking is 
provided by tw o layers of p roportional chambers, six layers of drift cham bers and 
two layers of s tream er tubes. O utside the  tracking devices there are 32 sandwiches 
of Scintillator-C herenkov-Scintillator (called PID for Particle Identification Detec­
tor), providing a  fast trigger and  partic le  identification (mainly К  — ж separation). 
Finally a  lead sam pling electrom agnetic calorim eter is to  detect photons.
In order to  select the golden events the large background (m ainly pions) has 
to  be efficiently rejected from the  o ther annihilation channels a t the  triggering 
level. A m ultistep  trigger based on hardw ired processors is used to  handle the 
very high (up to  2 MHz) annih ilation  rates. D ata  from  those events surviving the 
sophisticated trigger conditions are stored  on m agnetic tapes. In the offline analysis 
full kinem atical fits — including vertex fit, particle identification and  calculation of 
missing and invariant masses, m om enta — are perform ed on all events representing 
channels of physics interest.
In order to reach the expected accuracy w ith good statistics in C PLEA R , some 
1013 pp annihilations axe needed to  take place in th e  target.
In addition to  the main physics goal of C PLEA R , as an im portan t byproduct, 
the  experiment is able to con tribu te  to  different topics, like the study  of pp anni­
hilation process in to  different (m ainly kaonic) final s ta tes  and the spectroscopy of 
rare  decay m odes of light mesons.
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An Exact Comparison of the Experimental and 
Theoretical ECC Cusp Energies
S. R icz , I. Kádár, J. V égh , Z s. Fülöp, E. T akács, К . W akiya#,
G y. Szabó, L. Tóth
It is generally accepted that the ECC (Electron Capture to the Continuum) 
cusp electrons have the same velocity as the projectiles capturing them 1,2’3. To test 
this hypothesis the energy o f the ECC cusp has been accurately measured in proton- 
noble gas atom collisions at accurately known proton energies at 0° with high  
electron energy resolution. High resolution and accurate calibration o f  both ion and 
electron energy scales is o f  utmost importance. A lso, for an exact ECC cusp energy 
determination the elections should be measured exactly in the direction o f  the beam.
Earlier experiments4,5 revealed a definite change in the energy o f  the ECC  
cusp electrons in function o f the observation angle, but no exact comparison o f  the 
measured and calculated energies was made.
The proton energy scale was calibrated with high accuracy using w ell defined  
resonances o f  the 27Al(p,y)28Si reaction (1519.7 ±  0 .2 keV (Г=3.7 keV ), 760 .39  ±
0 .04  keV (Г<0.04 keV)). The energy resolution o f the electron spectrometer was 
5 x l0  4, the acceptance angle at zero degree ± 3.2°. The maximum possible angular 
deviation from 0° is < 0 .Г , as limited by the beam-shaping collimators. The 
alignment o f  the spectrometer with the scattering chamber is much better than ±  0 .04  
degree. The total angular uncertainty o f  the center o f  the 0° spectrometer channel is 
< 0.14°, the possible energy shift caused by it is negligible4,5. The electron energy 
scale was calibrated by the Ne K L ^ L ^  ‘D2 (804.5 ± 0 .1  eV 6,7) and the argon 
L3M23M23 ‘D 2 (203.49 ±  0.02 eV7) Auger lines.
Table 1. Experimental and theoretical energy values for the cusp shaped peak due 
to ECC electrons at two proton energies in different p - noble gas atom collisions.
Target Proton energy 
[keV]
Theoretical ECC 
electron energy [eV]
Experimental ECC  
cusp energy [eV]
Ar 1519.7 ±  1.5 827.68 ± 0.8 813.5 ±  2.9
I N e 1519.7 ±  1.5 827.68 ± 0.8 812.9 ±  4.6
He 1519.7 ±  1.5 827.68 ± 0.8 812.4 ±  1.5
Ar 760.39 ±  1.0 414.13 ± 0.5 408.7 ±  2.5
The results o f  the measurements are summarized in Table 1. The electron  
spectra and their theoretical estimates are presented in Fig. 1. The calculations were 
made according to Ref. 2 by using Roothan-Hartree-Fock target wavefunctions.
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The theoretical value o f the ECC cusp energy deviates from the measured one. 
The energy difference depends on the projectile energy.
Fig. 1 Electron spectra in the ECC cusp region: a. in the 1519.7 keV p-Ar, b. p-Ne, 
c. p-He, and d. in the 760.39 keV p-Ar collisions. The fitted curve (continuous line), 
the residual and the theoretical estimate o f  the spectrum (dashed line) are also shown. 
The vertical continuous line indicates the position o f  the cusp peak, the dashed one 
its theoretical estimate.
This work was sponsored by the Hungarian National Scientific Research Foundation. 
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Projectile energy dependence of the ECC cusp shape
P. Závodszky, L. Sarkadi, T. Vajnai*, J. Pálinkás,
L. Gulyás and D. Berényi
This work is a continuation of our study [1] of the asymmetry of the ECC 
cusp peak in H +—>He collisions. The projectile energy range has been  extended 
considerably in this study and now it is between 75 and 1400 keV. The proton 
beam  has been obtained from the 1.5 M eV V an de G raaff accelerator of 
ATOM KI. The electron spectra w ere taken by a distorted-field double-pass 
cylindrical mirror electron spectrom eter (ESA -13) at 0° ejection angle and fixed 
angular acceptance (about 2°).
The electron spectrom eter has been calibrated using the known energies of 
the LMM and KLL Auger lines of A r and Ne, respectively. The calibration spectra 
were taken at 0 =30° and 50° relative to the beam  direction w here the PCI shift is 
expected to be very small.
To com pare the velocity of the ECC cusp electrons and tha t of projectile, 
which is one of the aims of this work, it is necessary to determ ine precisely the 
beam  velocity (energy). This has been  achieved by a careful calibration of the 
analysing m agnet of the accelerator. For this purpose we used the  7L i(p ,a )8Be*—» 
8B e+ y  nuclear reaction at the 340, 671 and 935 keV  resonances. The target was a 
very thin LiF film vacuum -evaporated on A1 backing. The beam  curren t was small 
enough (max. 10 nA) to avoid the target contam ination which is especially critical 
at low energy. The gamma rays were m easured with a N al(T l) scintillator. The 
field of the analysing m agnet was m easured with an N M R based m agnetom eter.
We obtained the following form ula between the proton energy E p(in eV) 
and magnetic field В (in gauss):
E p= (C ±  AC)*B2
The values obtained for C and AC are shown in T ab .l.
At the fixed resonance energies of the above nuclear reaction we have taken 
the cusp electron spectra from the H +—»He collision. The energy values of the 
maxima of these cusp spectra (e“ p) are also shown in T ab .l, together with the 
corresponding theoretical energy values (e,h) calculated assum ing ve=vp. An 
excellent agreem ent can be observed between the two electron energy values. This 
verifies the theoretical assumption that the projectile and the E C C  cusp electron 
have the same velocity at the maximum of spectrum .
To analyse the asymmetry of the ECC cusp we have taken 14 spectra of good 
statistics, every spectra in the velocity range from  0.9 ve to 1.1 ve. These spectra 
corrected for the spectrom eter efficiency and constant relative energy resolution 
(about 0.0025),are shown in Fig.l.
The shape analysis is in progress. We use the m ethod proposed by 
M eckbach et al.[2] based on the series expansion of the cross-section. We wish to 
com pare our experim ental results with the recent theoretical results obtained by 
Moiseiwitsch [3].
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T ab .l.T h e  proton energies (E P),the calibration constants(C)obtained and 
used to  calculate the  theoretical energy (eth) of the EC C  cusp. The e“ ? 
values a re  the m easured energies of the maximum of the EC C  cusp.
(k e fy
C±AC eth gexp
(eV ) (eV)
34Q±1.0 0.1838+0.0005 185.2±0.5 185.5+0.4
671±2.6 0.1837±0.0007 365.5±1.4 365.6±0.6
935±2.0 0.1847±0.0004 509.3±1.0 508.5±0.8
Fig.l. E lec tron  energy spectra  of the ECC cusp at d ifferent im pact energies 
in H +—»He collisions.
This research w ork  was supported  by OTKA G ran t no.3011.
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V ersa tility  o f  th e  C T M C  ex it  ch an n els  
in  3 -b o d y  collisions
K . T ő k é s i a n d  G . H o ck
In atom ic collisions investigated in term s of the  Classical T rajectory  M onte 
Carlo (C TM C ) m ethods Newton’s (e.g., [1]) or H am ilton’s (e.g., [2]) classical (non- 
relativistic) equations of motions are used for the  three-body system  of colliding 
(bare or ‘dressed’) particles. These systems of coupled differential equations Eire 
solved num erically for a  statistically  large num ber of trajectories w ith  in itia l con­
ditions determ ined pseudorandomly.
We developed a  CTM C com puter code [3,4] for calculating to ta l cross sections 
of processes in atom ic collisions, in which we assum ed three bare particles to  
have arbitrary masses and charges and the forces acting among the  th ree  bodies 
were taken to  be pure  Coulombic ones. The projectile (particle 1) collided w ith 
a target (particles (2,3) w ith the  nucleus (particle 3) and electron (partic le  2)) 
chosen always to  be bound and characterized by means of Kepler o rb its  oriented 
random ly in space [5].
In m ost of the  C TM C calculations of atom ic collisions in lite ra tu re , only th e  
three m ain  channels, the  direct inelastic (involving the quasielastic), break-up  and  
simple rearrangem ent (such as charge transfer) channels are taken as final channels. 
The sp litting  up of the  phase space among the final channels is however, m otivated  
by the  aim  of the  given tasks. Thus, one distinguishes sometimes betw een different 
break-up processes e.g., direct, transfer [1] or saddle-point [6] ionization as well.
Following from the  general assum ptions on the three particles involved in the  
collisions, we had  to  extend the categories of the  final channels step-by-step, since 
we observed various ‘non-regular’ cases. Among them , there appeared  need to  in­
clude the  (positive /  negative) particle exchange and quasibound 3-body (negative 
ion /  quasi-molecule) channels, too. These la tte rs are alternatives of each o ther, 
corresponding to  the  kinds of charges of the 3 particles. Finally, to  our knowledge, 
there  is no direct proof to  exclude the 3-particle bonding channel of a  molecule.
Particle exchange processes were observed in a non-negligible am ount for iden­
tical particles, while 3-body (quasi-)bound states are strongly ‘in tegration  tim e- 
dependent’ so th e ir real existence need fu rther careful investigations.
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Table 1. Test conditions for the final states considered. A plus sign means that the test 
must be passed, a minus sign that it must not be passed, and a zero that it is not made. 
The entries and quantities are defined as follows: D:= direct (excitation), DI:= direct 
ionization, TI:= transfer ionization (ECC), CT:= charge transfer (EC), EX:= ‘negative’ 
particle exchange, TX:= ‘positive’ particle exchange, NI:= negative ion state, QM:= 
quasi-molecular state, M0:= molecular state, Epe:= centre-of-mass energy of (P e ) at 
time i(+oo), Е т е ~  centre-of-mass energy of ( Т е )  at time f(+oo), E p p : ~  centre-of-mass 
energy of ( T P )  at time t(+oo), V p e : =  velocity of the ( P e )  system in lab, V p  velocity of 
the Target in Lab, E 3& ( r e i ) y . =  3-body relative energy, A , S, C relative positions of three 
particles, У д, V f l, V c relative velocities of three particles, U:= total potential energy 
of the electron in the total field of particles P  and T ,  (/<>:= maximum value of U
Test D Dl T I C T EX TX  NI QM MO
A  <  C 0 + — 0 0 0 0 0 0
E p e >  0 + + + 0 0 0 + — —
E tc  >  0 0 + + + + + — — —
E p e  < Uo 0 0 0 + 0 + 0 0 0
E re  < Uo + 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
A V ä 0 + + 0 0 0 0 0 0
B V g + 0 0 + 0 + 0 0 0
C V c 0 + + 0 + 0 0 0 0
В  <  A 0 0 0 0 + 0 0 0 0
E p p  <  U0 0 — — 0 + 0 0 0 0
v h  <  v 0 0 0 — 0 + 0 0 0
E 3 B(rel)) <  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 — +
E p p  <  0 — 0 0 0 0 0 + 0 0
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Total Cross Sections in fi+, тг" —> H(ls) Collisions
G. Hock \  K. Tökési \  H. Nakamatsu 2 and T. Mukoyama 2
1 Institute of Nuclear Research of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences (ATOMKI), 
H-4001 Debrecen, P.O.Box 51, Hungary 
Institute for Chemical Research, Kyoto University, Uji, Kyoto-Fu, 611 Japan
The collision systems p±, n± —> H( Is) are treated in the 3-body Classical Trajectory 
Monte Carlo (CTMC) approximation. The total cross sections of direct (excitation), 
break-up (ionization), transfer and exchange processes (if any), simultaneously obtained 
in the CTMC calculations are determined with (full 3-body) and without the inclusion of 
the projectile— target potential (restricted 3-body). This latter case simulates the straight- 
line semiclassical or plain wave Bom approximations.
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Fig.l. Total cross sections of the p+, 7t+ —> H (ls) collisions as functions of the 
projectile velocity for full 3-body CTMC calculations. The projectile is: 
a) \T , b) p+, c) n~, d) 7t+.
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The calculations were carried out in the Computer Centre of Kyoto University, Uji, 
using the CTMC code written earlier [1]. These calculations are based on the 3-body 
CTMC method by the authors [2,3] for bare Coulomb particles. Results are seen in Fig.l, 
for the different projectiles and full 3-body case. No significant exchange processes have 
been registered, therefore such data are missing from the figures. The excitation cross-sec­
tions (including the elastic channel), at the same time, amount to about 1-2 orders of 
magnitude larger than the ionization and capture cross-sections.
These kinds o f  data may be instructive for e.g. muon catalised fusion calculations 
or experiments, w here the presence of these inelastic channels may influence the produc­
tive mechanisms in the fusion. The calculations may be extended to include real life times 
o f the decaying particles involved in the collisions and to determine channel probabilities 
along with cross sections and towards various states and kinds of target atoms.
One of the authors (G. H.) expresses thanks to JSPS for offering a grant to carry out 
the CTMC computations involved in this work.
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A l K a sa te llite  p o la r iza tio n  m ea su rem en ts  in  
m eta l and in  sapphir (AI2O3)
V. P. P e tu k h o v  x, I. T ö rö k , P . Z áv o d szk y , J .  P á l in k á s , L. S a rk a d i
1 Moscow S tate University, In s titu te  of Nuclear Physics, Moscow, USSR.
In the last two decades several a ttem p ts were m ade to  m easure and calculate 
the degree of polarization of X-ray satellite transitions [1-6]. Most of these studies 
dealt w ith the К satellites of A1 m etal. It is expected th a t the degree of polariza­
tion of X-rays from an atomic species in different chemical environm ent (different 
electron density in the  neighbourhood of the rad ia ting  atom ) will also be different. 
We measured the polarization of Ti K a satellites from m etal and different titan a tes  
(perovskite type crystal form) [7], b u t the resolution and statistics p e rm itted  only 
to get an average value for the polarization of th e  whole K L1 satellite group of 
metallic Ti. For alum inium  we could get much b e tte r resolution and statistics, 
therefore we started  to  determ ine the polarization for this m etal and for one of its 
oxides, sapphir.
O ur Soller-type X-ray polarim éter [8] installed on the beam  line of the  5 MV 
Van de Graaff generator of ATOM KI was used to  m easure the K a satellites of 
aluminium. A 99.99% purity  alum inium  m etal disc of 1 m m  thickness and  a  disc 
of a sapphir substrate  (used in sem iconductor industry) of 0.3 m m  thickness were 
bom barded by 3.2 MeV He+ ions. The K QL°-K QL3 region was scanned several 
times, and the spectra  were sum m ed up to obtain  good statistics (abou t 16 000 
pulse/channel for the  m etal, and about 2700 pulse/channel for th e  oxide in the  
most intense peak).
The evaluation of the sum m ed spectra  by the  EWA code [9] is in progress. 
The nominal energies of the d istinct satellite features like К а>, К аз , К а4 [10] axe 
used in the fitting. For both target m aterials, and for bo th  m easuring positions (i. 
e. parallel and perpendicular relative to  the incom ing ion beam ) the  intensities of 
the satellite features will be determ ined, relative to  the K ai peak. The degree of 
polarization will be calculated from these relative intensities. At the  present stage 
of evaluation it seems th a t for the  sapphir the  degree of polarization is sm aller, 
than  for the  m etal.
The results of these m easurem ents will be com pared to  the  values ob tained  
from former sim ilar m easurem ents and theoretical estim ations for A1 m etal [1-6]. 
Similar m easurem ents have been perform ed recently in Berlin a t the  H um boldt 
University, with the  participation of one of the  au thors (V. P. P.),where the  ta rge t 
was also A1 m etal, but the bom barding particles were 350 keV protons. The ex­
perim ents were perform ed also by a polarim éter of Moscow- design, and we in tend  
to use the same evaluation process for the spectrum  fitting, etc..
This work was supported by OTKA, grant: No. 3011.
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T he R ou gh  D eterm in a tio n  o f  T i K as and  
K a6 X -R ay  S a te llite  E n erg ies at Ion  
B om b ard m en t
I. T ö rö k , P. Z á v o d sz k y
W hen the energy resolving power of our Soller-type X-ray crystal spectrom eter 
was measured, a  lot of К spectra  of different elem ents from  Mg to  Cu have been 
taken. Some of the  satellites could be seen, e. g. for Ti. In the  first evaluations 
these satellites were not used, being ra ther weak, especially in the K L2 group, and  
taken with not too good resolution. Later we needed the energy values m entioned 
in the title of this paper, but we could not find them  in X-ray line catalogs, like [1], 
and in the current literature, either these or any other K q5 and K a6 lines for th e  
4 th  row elements. For Ti Hill et al.[2] gave an average energy of the  K L2 satellite 
group in the case of He ion bom bardm ent: 4.5598 keV.
Therefore we decided to determ ine these values from our old calibration spec­
tra . The 3.2 MeV Не-ion induced Ti K Q spectrum -scans were sum m ed up, and  
a t first we graphically determ ined the values. As a test we also determ ined these 
values from a paper [3], where only a rough figure contained the  inform ation we 
needed. Fig. 2. of [3] gave a K a spectrum  of Ti bom barded by 125 MeV Xe8+ ions. 
(From this source we could estim ate also the  rough energy values for K a8 and 
satellite lines as 4.5954 and 4.6127 keV respectively.) Table 1. gives the  num erical 
results from different determ inations. Later using the EWA code [4], a th ird  p a ir 
of da ta  has been got. Fig. 1. shows the spectrum  from the  He ion bom barded T i, 
fitted  by the EWA. Equal w idth pseudo-Voigt peak shapes were used. The d a ta  
obtained from it are presented as the th ird  row of the table. (It is interesting to  
compare the m anual and machine-m ade results.)
All these results are only rough estim ations of the real value, because also 
the M shell is ionized in the energetic collision, especially in the case of the X e 
ions. Several eV displacements are due to  this effect. Even if the energy resolution 
is much be tte r, this problem remains. However, these approxim ate energy values 
helped us in fitting the Ti spectra, when we were m easuring the polarization degree 
of Ti K Q satellites [5].
Table 1.. Ti Kas and K«6 X-ray satellite energies obtained by different methods.
Ka5 *a6[energy in keV]
From Fig.1. graphically 4.5621 4.5721
From Fig.2. of [3] graphic. 4.5662 4.5725
From Fig.1. by EWA 4.5627±2.6eV 4.5701±leV
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Fig. 1. Ka spectrum obtained by an ADP analyzer crystal in the third order of reflection, 
from He ion excited Ti metal. The nominal Soller-collimator divergence is about 0.3 
degree.
In  the  meantime we got a finer Soller-collim ator, so it is planned to  repeat this 
m easurem ent by h igher resolution a n d  w ith b e tte r statistics.
T his work was supported  by O T K A , grant No 3011.
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P IX E  w ith  C rysta l S p ectro m eter , U sin g  
D ifferent O rders o f  R eflec tio n
I. T ö rö k
Closely spaced higher order and lower order reflections can be used to  deter­
mine elem ent ratios. The m ethod is based on em pirical calibration curves giving 
the  K„ peak area ratios as a function of element (or its com pounds) concentration 
ratio . If the  low intensity higher order peak comes from the  m ajo r elem ent and 
the  lower order strong reflection peak is originated from a m inor elem ent one can 
determ ine efficiently a m inor lower Z element in a sample of a  m ajor higher Z 
element. As an example we have measured small am ounts of Mg in the presence 
of much Ca, using first order Mg K a and th ird  order Ca K a lines. Such m ea­
surem ents can be optim ized by using proper analyzer crystal, efficient position 
sensitive detector for the X-rays, selective excitation (perform ing m easurem ents 
a t bom barding energies, where the  cross section of X-ray p roduction  is a t about 
the m axim um  for the m inor element), and by using low absorption  m aterials in 
the X-ray p a th  (windows of detector and vacuum chamber, etc.).
The M g/C a ratios are im portant da ta  for geologists for limestones. The so- 
called dolom itization grade gives some information on the genetics of the stone, one 
can conclude what type of w ater the stone was sedim ented from. The durability  
of concretes also strongly depends on Mg content.
F irst we recognised this possibility from a spectrum  of a  n a tu ra l lim estone 
from the Bükk m ountains (northern  Hungary) [1,2]. We m ade a series of cali­
bration  m easurem ents on artificial СаСОз +  MgCC^ m ixtures a t 2 MeV proton 
bom barding energy [3-5]. Later a more precise series of m easurem ents was per­
formed using 1 MeV protons.
Fig. 1 gives a spectrum  obtained from an artificial СаСОз +  MgCC>3 sample, 
showing th a t w ithout changing analyzer crystal (in our case A D P), one can get 
well separated  peaks. Fig. 2. shows a calibration curve deduced from spectra  of 
different com position m ixtures of the two m aterials. Such m easurem ents a t the  
m oment are too expensive and difficult for geologists, who would like to  get the  
inform ation in the terrain . At the same time for other elem ent pairs, perhaps in 
sem iconductor industry  or in m aterials science one can use the  m ethod efficiently, 
because in these industries many small accelerators are already in use.
F urther inform ation on this m ethod can be found in two recently published 
work from  our laboratory  [6,7].
The high resolution PIXE m ethod is available at m any accelerators, but its 
proper applications are not really found. 1 Perhaps from discussing as much m a­
terial as possible, a promising direction for the high resolution PIX E research can 
be drawn. 1
1 The author would like to prepare a review of the available systems and the applications 
attempted to use them, therefore any contributions made in this field are welcome, 
including reprints, preprints, research reports, personal views, etc..
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F ig . l .  Third order Ca and first order Fig. 2 . A calibration curve deduced from
Mg Ke peaks, taken by an ADP crystal measurements of different composition
from а СаСОз +  MgCCb mixture. mixtures of the two materials.
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Ionization of H 2 by proton impact
I. Single ionization
L. Nagy and L. Végh
The knowledge of the to ta l and differential ionization cross sections is a  basic 
requirem ent for many fields connected w ith the in teraction of rad ia tion  w ith the  
m atter. W hile in m any cases, the irrad iated  m ateria l has some m olecular struc­
tu re , the available cross section values have been m easured mainly for atom ic or 
simpler m olecular targets. Generally, using the recom m ended cross section values, 
the molecular character of the irrad iated  m a tte r is neglected. Really, m aking some 
binding energy modification to take in to  account th e  different binding energies 
in  atomic and molecular orbitals, the to ta l cross sections can be well described 
approxim ating the molecule as an entity  of its atom s.
In paper[l] we investigate the approxim ation of molecular cross sections by 
the  sum of cross sections of the constituent free atom s. For the investigation we 
have chosen the simplest diatomic system, the hydrogen molecule. We discuss the  
problem why the assum ption, tha t the m olecular hydrogen is identical w ith two 
independent hydrogen atom , is so successful in the  description of p ro ton  induced 
ionization cross sections.
To analyse the significance of two-center effects, we use simple H eitler-London 
type molecular wave functions as a  ta rget vawe function to  calculate the  ioniza­
tion amplitudes. Single ionization cross sections of th e  proton - hydrogen molecule 
collision are calculated in semiclassical approxim ation by using atom ic and Heitler- 
London like two-center molecular wave functions for ground s ta te  of H 2- In tra n ­
sition m atrix  elements calculated w ith two-center wave functions the  factors de­
pending on |r  — p / 2 | (p  is the vector of the m olecular axis) are expanded in to  
Legendre series. The calculated cross sections are com pared to  the  d a ta  and the  
dependence of the cross sections on ta rge t wave functions are discussed.
The success of approxim ation using the twice th e  calculated cross sections for 
hydrogenic atom s is explained by the dom inance of monopolé contributions in the  
expansion in term s of p. While for hom onuclear diatom ic molecules the  differential 
cross sections could be well described as twice of the  atom ic cross sections, for o ther 
molecules such approxim ations may be inaccurate for the calculation of to ta l and  
mainly for differential cross sections.
R eferen ces
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Ionization of H 2 by proton impact
II. Two-electron processes
L. Nagy and L. Végh.
The cross sections for two-electron processes th a t occur during collisions of 
fast charged projectiles have been reported  recently by Edwards et al[l-3]. These 
processes have included double ionization and  ionization plus excitation chan­
nels. The projectiles in teract w ith  the  H 2 molecule forming dissociative s ta tes of 
H2 + and H 2  ■ T he  fragm ents th a t are ejected from  these dissociative states were 
analyzed[l-3] a t specified angles relative to  the  beam  direction.
Cross sections for the double ionization and  ionization plus excitation of H 2 
by high-energy pro tons have been calculated  in independent electron approxim a­
tion as a function of orientation of the  in tem uclear axis of the  m olecular target. 
The model is form ulated using the semiclassical (SCA) approxim ation where the  
projectile p a th  is described classically. The ground s ta te  of the  ta rg e t is described 
by Heitler-London type wave functions and  the  m olecular orbitals for the excited 
states of H 2 are constructed  from S later-type atom ic functions. We have restricted  
ourselves to study  of the double-collision m echanism  when the projectile in teracts 
separatly w ith each electron to produce the  final state .
The calculated cross sections have been com pared to the d a ta  of Edwards 
et al. The calculated  and m easured cross sections have the sam e m agnitude for 
double ionization bu t the contribution of o ther mechanisms involving electron- 
electron in teractions are relevant to  reproduce the  differences betw een the cross 
sections induced by protons and electrons. The rem arkable dependence of the  
calculated cross sections on the  ta rge t wave functions suggests th a t  the  model could 
be improved by using more realistic H 2 wave functions, too. For the  excitation of 
the 2pau, 2piru, and  2sa g states the calculated cross sections are m uch lower th an  
the measured ones. The small values of the  calculated cross section suggests th a t 
the double-collision mechanism does no t give the  dom inant contribution  to  the  
am plitude of the  ionization plus excitation  processes. The details are discussed in 
paper [4].
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D eterm in a tio n  o f  а /З2 >  0 value at th e  cusp  
sh a p e  stu d y  in H e+ -H e co llision
/
L. Gulyás, L. Sarkadi, J. Pálinkás, A. Kövér, T. Vajnai 
Gy. Szabó, J. Végh, D. Berényi and S.B. Elston 2
1 University of Miskolc, Physics D epartm ent, H-3515 Miskolc, Hungary
2 University of Tennessee and Oak Ridge N ational Laboratory, Oak Ridge,
Tennessee, P.O.Box 2008, USA
There are theoretical predictions [1,2] according to  which a t low im pact en­
ergy values (less th an  several hundred keV), the /?2 values in the series expansion 
analysis [3] of the  ELC cusp in the em itted electron spectrum  should be positive. 
The positive value of /?2 means a so-called cusp inversion (cf. ref. 1,2).
The study of th is phenomenon, however, is ra th e r difficult. F irst of all, in th e  
case of He+ im pact there is a possibility for an ECC contribution as well and so 
to  study the ELC cusp a coincidence arrangem ent should be applied (e-spectrum  
in coincidence w ith He2+). In the impact energy region concerned, however, th e  
relative ELC contribution is only 5-10 per cent [4] and thus a ra th e r long m easuring 
tim e is needed to  obtain experim ental values of good statistics enough.
In this s tudy  we used the  same experim ental arrangem ent a t the  1.5 MV Van 
de Graaff accelerator of ATOM KI which was used before [4].
The singles and coincidence spectra were taken in the collision He+ (200 keV) - 
He and they were analysed by the series expansion m ethod in the  cusp region of 
the  spectra.
In Table 1 the  values of the  experimentally determ ined param eters are given for 
the  coincidence spectrum  in  comparison with the theoretical values. It can be seen 
th a t the param eter /?2 is definitely positive and its value is not in contradiction w ith  
the  theoretical values calculated in PW BA approxim ation w ith analytic R oothaan- 
Hartree-Fock wave functions for the target electrons [5]. On the basis of the present 
experim ental da ta , however, the relative ls -2s contribution cannot be determ ined.
In th is study  a non-zero value of ß\ was also found which is not allowed for 
ELC cusp according to  the  first Born approxim ation.
Further details is given on the whole investigation in ref. [6].
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T ab le  1. Cusp-shape parameters ß\ and ßi at # e + (200 keV) impact determined on the 
basis of electron - outgoing He+ projectile coincidence measurements
T a r g e t
He
exp theor.+
Is 2s
ß r 0.28±0.10
ß 2 0.35±0.18 0.18 0.28
+ There is a possib ility  for the m ixture of the proportion of the  different initial 
Is  an d  2s states [6].
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Determination of 3p and 3d core-level widths in 
ammonium pertechnetate by internal conversion electron
spectroscopy
I. Cserny and L Kövér, V. Brabec*, M. Fiser*, O. Dragoun* and J. Novák*
* Nuclear Physics Institute, Czechoslovak A cadem y o f  Sciences, 250 68 R ez near to Prague
The applicability and use of internal conversion electron spectroscopy (ICES) in the 
determination of 3p and 3d core-level widths in metallic technetium have been  
demonstrated in a previous study [1]. Here we present an extension of that work: 3p and 
3d core-level widths in a non-metallic sample (NH 4TCO4 ) have been determined 
experimentally.
Source preparation and measurements [1] were carried out at Nuclear Physics 
Institute, Rez near Prague. Peak positions, background parameters and FWHM values 
have been determined by the EW A v2.23 program[2].
The 3d level widths have been determined from the comparison o f M4, M5 ICES 
spectra measured earlier [1] on non-metallic (N H 4TCO4 ) and metallic Tc samples 
assuming that these spectra are identical except for the difference in the lifetime 
broadening, and the metallic state produces asymmetric line-shape in contrary to the 
fairly symmetric lines observed from the non-metallic state. The pertechnetate M4, M5 
lines were fitted by using Voigt line profiles and linear background. In the case o f  
metallic Tc M4, M5 spectra a more complicated model (Doniach-Sunjic profile 
convoluted by a Gaussian and Tougaard background) was used. The overall widths 
evaluated from the pertechnetate M4,5 lines are higher by about 0.1 eV  than that of the Tc 
M5 line (Table 1). This small change may be partially or completely caused by the 
difference in the phonon broadening between the two samples.
The determination of 3p core-level widths in NH 4TCO4 based on the assumption 
that the shape of the М2 and М3 conversion lines (Fig. 1) is similar to that of the M5 line 
except for the difference in the lifetime broadening. Folding the measured M5 
conversion line with Lorentzians of different widths and comparing the line obtained this 
way to the measured M2,3 lines, the difference between the M5 and М2 or М3 level 
widths can be obtained (Fig. 2). The resulted value (2.05 ±0.1 eV ) is very close to the 
value determined earlier [1] for Tc metal.
Table 1. Core level widths and kinetic energy o f  conversion electrons determined in this 
work compared with values obtained for m etal[1  ].
Level width [eV] Kinetic energy [eV]
Level metal NH4TCO4 metal NH4TCO4
3pl/2 2.08(15)a 2.27(20) 1726.5(2)a 1721.3(2)
3p3/2 2.08(10)a 2.27(20) 1746.3(2)a 1741.2(2)
3d3/2 0.48(15)a 0.22(10) 1916.1(2)a 1910.8(2)a
3d5/2 0.13(10)a 0.22(10) 1919.9(2)a 1914.4(2)a
a data taken from  R ef 1
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Fig. 1 The M 2,3 conversion spectrum from  a N H 4 TCO4  sam ple fitted  by Voigt profiles and  
Tougaard background.
The pertechnetate level width values determined by us (Table 1) may also contain 
an unknown contribution from phonon broadening. The corresponding value for Tc 
metal was estimated at 95 meV [3].
Fig. 2 The М 3 conversion spectrum fro m  a N H 4 TCO4  sam ple com pared to the M 5 line 
broadened by a Lorentzian having an F W H M  o f  2.05 eV
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Coupled-States Model Calculations of the 
L3-Subshell Alignment Induced by Ion 
Bombardment in Ag and U
L. Sarkadi and T. Mukoyama t
The subshell coupling effects axe known to  influence the ionization of the  L 
subshells significantly, especially for heavy-ion im pact. For the  inclusion of these 
effects into the s tandard  first-order descriptions of the ionization process (PW B A , 
SC A) the so-called coupled-states model has been developed [1]. The model is 
based on the solution of eight coupled equations governing the  tim e-evolution 
of the  L -substate am plitudes. The coupling effects are expressed in the  form  of 
a correction facto r (for each subshells), which can be applied to  cross sections 
obtained from an accurate first-order theory. Due to  the great complexity of th e  
problem , the correction factors are determ ined using series of approxim ations. In  
spite of the simplifications, the coupled-states model has been successfully applied 
for the  in terp re ta tion  of m easured subshell cross sections, subshell ratios, ionization 
probabilities, and  L3-subshell alignment.
Recent alignm ent m easurem ents provided fu rther possibilities to  test the  p e r­
form ance of the model. Jesus and Ribeiro [2] studied the L3-subshell alignm ent 
of uranium  induced by protons and alpha particles in the energy range 0.35-1.00 
M eV /nucleon by measuring the  angular d istribution of the  L; x-ray line. They 
com pared the results of the experim ents to our previous second-order SCA an d  
coupled-states model calculations. They concluded th a t the agreem ent betw een 
the experim ent and  theory was good. Unfortunately, a firm conclusion could no t 
be draw n from th e ir comparison, because the calculations had been m ade for gold, 
and the use of the  same alignm ent param eters for uranium  was questionable.
M eierkord et al. [3] have m easured Ьз-subshell alignment param eters for M o 
and Ag target following im pact ionization by ions w ith atom ic num ber Z j= 2 -1 8 . 
The m easurem ents were perform ed with a high-resolution crystal spectrom eter in 
order to  get inform ation about the amount of the multiple ionization. Significant 
deviations have been observed between the experim ental d a ta  and the alignm ent 
param eters calculated in a first-order theory. The deviations were a ttr ib u te d  to  
m ultiple ionization effects, as well as to possible subshell coupling effects.
To analyse the  results of the above experim ents theoretically, we have p e r­
form ed coupled-states calculations for p, He, N on Ag and p, He on U collisions. 
M aking the calculations we have applied several further approxim ations to  im ­
prove the model. For example, according to  the  suggestion of Legrand et al. [4], 
we used such renorm alized interaction m atrix  elements, which were in accordance 
w ith the experim ental binding energies of the united atom  in the limit of the  very 
slow, adiabatic collisions. A significant improvement in the description of the  ex­
perim ental d a ta  was achieved correcting one of the basic assum ptions of the  m odel 
connected w ith the  energy transfer to the ionized electron. U ntil now only excita-
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tions with m inim um  energy transfer were considered, in the modified version these 
w ere replaced by excitations w ith  an  average energy transfer.
The calculations reproduced th e  m ain tendencies of the experim ental da ta, but 
th e  agreement is o n ly  qualitative (for uranium  see fig .l.). Further im provem ent is 
expected  replacing th e  non-relativistic hydrogenlike wave functions in  the  model 
by m ore realistic ones.
F i g . l .  The L,3-subshell alignment parameter of uranium for proton (a) and helium (b) 
bombardment as a function of the relative collision velocity. The experimental data are 
from Jesus and Ribeiro [2]. The dashed and the solid line denote the PWBA and the 
coupled-states theory, respectively.
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Wear Measurement of Cutting Edges of Superhard
Turning Tools
I. Mahunka, S. Takács, Г. Ditrói and L. Vasváry
During last years the conditions for introducing superhard cutting tools in 
machinery industry increased rapidly. The most important demands for using 
superhard cutting tools are as follow:
- high cutting speed;
- high accuracy of machining;
- high quality of machined surface.
To fulfil these demands one first of all should have the possibility to measure 
and monitor ("on-line") of the wear of the cutting edge with high accuracy.
Our group started a project to develop a method and instrument for 
measuring and monitoring of the wear of superhard cutting edges of turning tools 
by using nuclear method.
The cyclotron based Thin Layer Activation (TLA) method was used to 
measure the wear of the cutting edges. The investigated tools were made from 
Boron Nitride (BN) and industrial Diamond (DIA). At the first step the cutting 
edges were irradiated with proton beams. The irradiation geometry was chosen to 
produce a cylindrical (0 2 OO д т )  activated volume, parallel to the main axis of the 
tool. The position of the cutting edges relative to the collimator was checked under 
microscope. Due to several considerations (irradiation damage of material, depth 
distribution of generated activity, target material, nuclear reaction, possibly short 
irradiation time, ... ) Ep = 8.0M eV for DIA and Ep = 5.4M eV beam energy for BN  
was used. The beam current was kept at 10 nA. In the BN material 7Be isotope 
(T1/2 = 53.3 d) was produced via 10B(p,a)7Be reaction. In the case of D IA  56Co 
isotope (T1/2 =  77.7 d) was produced via 56Fe(p,n)56Co reaction from the iron content 
of the material that fills in the gaps and keeps together the diamond particles in the 
DIA.
The realistic wear of cutting edges was simulated by grinding away of the 
activated volume step by step on diamond wheel. Wear of back surface of the 
turning tools were measured by microscope and the residual activity by gamma- 
spectrometer after each step of grinding.
Using this method an activity-wear calibration curve was produced for both 
the BN and DIA materials. Calibration curves for BN materials measured with 
scintillation and HpGe detectors are shown in Fig. 1. It is easy to see that the low  
cost scintillation technique gives a result as good as the HpGe system.
Analyzing these curves one can see that the irradiation geometry used results
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low sensitivity for the early stage of wear, but the rapid increase o f the incline of 
the calibration curve at the end of measured interval indicates high sensitivity. This 
fact makes possible to detect the moment, when the tool has worn out and must be 
changed. Using these calibration curves it is possible to monitor "on-line" the wear 
of tuning tools.
Changing the irradiation geometry is the way to modify the activity 
distribution and the shape o f the activated volume as well as to increase the 
sensitivity of the method to measure the actual wear of the working tool.
This work was made in cooperation with the Department of Technology in 
Machinery of the Technical University of Miskolc.
2. I. Mahunka, S. Takács, F. Ditrói, L. Vasváry
Figure 1. Calibration curves for BN material measured by HpGe and Scintillation spectrometers
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Thick dead layer in a Si(Li) detector
G. Kalinka
There has been a puzzle for a long tim e about the u ltim ate  lim it of undepleted 
uncom pensated p-type Si layer thickness in Si(Li) detectors and on the  n a tu re  and 
s truc tu re  of so called dead layers assumed to be responsible for low energy tail and 
shelf (see for example Cam pbell’s review article [1]).
As a  contribution to  solving this problem we have investigated th e  response 
of a Si(Li) detector to  ArK X -rays as a function of detecto r bias. T he particu lar 
detecto r chosen had  earlier been left uncooled for a  couple of years thus, like most 
o ther Si(Li) detectors, had extrem ely thick decom pensated p-Si layer providing us 
a unique possibility to  ’’tune” the dead layer thickness in very wide range by the  
applied detector bias Ud-
The Ar spectra  aquired were fitted by sum of G aussian photo  (P),  escape 
( E S C )  and silicon (Si)  peaks as well as smooth polinom ial (a t lower bias) or a  
m ore or less flat continuum  (S, a t higher bias). The residue left to  P  was considered 
as ta il (T)  of the ArK line. By extrapolation of photopeak intensities P(Ud) to  
Ud —► oo a P°  value was determ ined and photo dead layer thickness was defined 
according to  P /P °  =  e x p ( -p x ^ ) .  Note th a t x ^  defines the  boundary betw een th e  
com plete charge collection (CCC, rj =  1 ) and incom plete charge collection (ICC, 
0 <  7/ <  1) regions. On the o ther hand, by a simple model it was proved th a t a t 
lower biases (below full depletion) the ICC region coincides the undepleted  p art 
of the  decom pensated p-Si which had been formed dmring the  long te rm  storage 
a t room  tem perature. The to ta l decompensated thickness was ~  45 pm,  while the  
depletion voltage was ~  420 V. Varying the bias from 200 to  1000 V , Xj  changed 
from  15 to  0.25 pm.
From the dependence of all the spectrum  com ponents ( P , T ,  S ,  E S C ,  S i )  and  
their sum  (TOT)  on x% the following conclusions have been reached:
(I) There is a  transition  region between approxim ately x % =  14- 2pm,  below 
this no undepleted p-Si exists.
(II) In the upper x% range the undepleted p-Si layer (0 <  tj <  1) can be divided 
into two regions : (i) adjacent to  the m etal-sem iconductor interface (ж =  0 ) there  
is a  completely inactive region w ith no charge collection a t all (N C C , 77 =  0) 
w ith thickness x£,  (ii) next to  it from x$  to x% is located the ’’tru e” ICC* region
(0 <  77 <  1).
As a consequence only in this case can be detected  fluorescent Si line origi­
nating  from the window. The 3 dimensional model derived for the  SiK intensity 
assum ing NCC as the  source and ICC* as an absorber fits the experim ental obser­
vations quite well. A similar model for the relative escape intensity E S C / P,  w ith  
CCC as the em itter and ICC* as absorber, however, does not seem to  be as good : 
experim ental points suggest NCC +  ICC* =  ICC to  be the absorber. T he ’’sh e lf’ 
com ponent S shows an approxim ate linearity w ith up to 1/f i ~  4pm,  bu t it 
seems unlikely to  vanish as x% —> 0 .
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(III) In th e  lower dead layer region where there is no NCC region except for 
an infinitesim al MOS interface w ith assumed high surface recom bination ra te  [2] 
it is the T  ta il com ponent which seems to  be assigned to  photons absorbed in the  
ICC layer for we observed T  =  TOT[  1 — exp(—px%)\.
In order to  get more inform ation about the  nature  of dead layers additional 
m easurem ents of S / T O T  and T / T O T  ratios versus energy were m ade at x% values 
of 0.3 and 8 p m  (low and high region, respectively) as shown in Fig. 1. (The tail 
could not be determ ined w ith  certainty due to  the high shelf a t 8 pm.)  Detailed 
analysis of th is  figure will be given elsewhere.
F ig . 1 . Tail/total and shelf/total intensity ratioes vs photon energy for a Si(Li) detector 
at 300 V (x% = 8pm)  and 1000 V (x% =  0.3/xm) biases
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A Si(Li) detector with improved low energy
response
G. Kalinka
Though in principle a sem iconductor detector w ith bulk trapp ing  only m ust 
have true G aussian line shape a t low enough photon energies, real X -ray detectors 
always exhibit more or less severe low energy tailing and shelf due to  near surface 
interactions [1, 2]. This is pronounced at low penetration  depths typically ju s t 
above the К  or L absorption edge of the detector m aterial.
There have been sim ultaneously investigations [3-5] on the n a tu re  and origin 
of the  so called dead layer responsible for the surface effect and a continuous effort 
for dim inishing it by appropriate entrance window technology [6-9].
On the basis of previously published works in the field of Si detectors and of 
m etal-sem iconductor interfaces [8-15] we have been developing modified Schottky 
barrier w ith  conventional polarity  (entrance electrode is negative) for Si(Li) de­
tectors w ith improved low energy response. The best result to  d a te  is shown in 
F ig .l.: a К  X -ray spectrum  of elem ental phosphorus excited by 55Fe together w ith 
the  fitting com ponents of the P K 0 line. The best fit was achieved by the  following
function. ... __ , .. , .. .
F( i )  =  G 0(t) +  G\ ( i )  +  Т)(г) +  S( i )  +  B( i )
where G0(i) denotes the m ain Gaussian, G\(i)  a second G aussian, T j(i) an 
exponential ta il of Gi(z), the la tte r two bo th  responsible for the skewing (tailing) of 
Ga( i ) while S(i)  is the s tandard  shelf component and B(i)  is a general background 
caused by th e  excitation source (note the gap between the  m ain G aussian and its 
ta il com ponents).
The line and component param eters are given in Tables 1. and 2. It is w orth  
noting th a t the  to ta l degraded event fraction (Gi + T \  + S)  is 5.3 % which corre­
sponds to  an equivalent affected silicon layer thickness of about 0.08 /лп.
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Fig. 1 . A phosphorus К X-ray line taken with improved entrance window Si(Li) detector
PK a+/3 PKa measured/true Gaussian
FW 0.5 M 106 106 1.00
FW 0.1 M 218 194 1.83 : 1.82 =  1.005
FW 0.01 M 381 323 3.05 : 2.58 =  1.18
FW 0.001M 633 500 4.72 : 3.16 =  1.49
Table 1. Width parameters in eV of phosphorus К lines shown on Fig. 1.
Go Gi Ti S
FWHM (eV) 106 86 -
AREA 0.947 0.037 0.005 0.011
Eo-E (eV) - 90 165
Table 2. Parameters of PK<* line components
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A line shape model of planar Si(Li) X-ray
detectors
G. Kalinka
It is well known th a t bulk trapping of charge carriers in sem iconductor de­
tectors degrades the  line shape. The effect is more pronounced a t higher photon  
energies where the  penetration  depth  is comparable to or m ore th an  the  thickness 
w of the detector due to  the  position dependent charge collection efficiency and  
its statistical fluctuation.
The basis of presently used line shape models is the equation established by 
Tram m el and W alter [1]. M cM ath and M artini were the first to  involve into th e  
equation position dependent variance as extracted  from their experim ental inves­
tigations on Si(Li) and Ge(Li) detectors [3]. Later these models were succesfully 
applied to  large coaxial H PG e detectors w ithout [4] and w ith tak ing  in to  account 
ballistic deficit [5] bu t still using empirically determ ined expression for the signal 
variance due to  trapping.
Now for the  first tim e we present a model for p lanar Si(Li) X -ray detectors 
using theoretically derived variance assuming:
constant and homogeneous electric field, charge carrier m obilites (//, =  const ., 
i =  e, h), trapp ing  w ith no detrapping (r,+ =  const, тщ =  oo) and m ean free p a th  
(A; =  const.) respectively, as a  consequence.
The line shape is given by the modified Trammel-W alt er equation:
d N ( E 0,E ) rw 1
= P ( E 0,x )  — —- =  exp
Jo o(x)y/2n
(E  - t](x )E0) 
2 o 2(x)
2
dE  Jо ’ /
where P(Eo ,x )  is the absorption probability density function:
p / г  ^  _  h(Eq) exp [—y,(Eo)(w -  x)] P \ E q, x )
1 -  exp [—fi(Eo)w J 
r)(x) is charge collection efficiency:
dx
П(х) = — 
w
1 — exp ( —
w — X +  h
w
1 -  exp ( -  —
( 1 )
( 2 )
(3)
and the to ta l variance is 82{x) =  82st +  82el + 82oll(x)  , where 82t and  82el are th e  
contributions due to  charge creation statistics and electronic noises respectively, 
while th a t from  the charge collection is :
^ c o ü O )  =  E o£
1 (4)
The flow diagram  of line form ation is illustrated in F ig .l., while in Fig.2. th e  
effect of trapp ing  assym m etry on line shape is shown under the following condi­
tions: Eo = 59.56 keV, 1 — rj =  0.0067, assym m etry is characterised by ye/yh,  w ith  
y, = Ai/w .
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Fig. 1. Illustrative flow diagram of line shape formation
F ig . 2. Effect of trapping assymmetry on line shape (for details see the text)
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Calibration of electron spectrometers using Tc internal
conversion sources
L. Kövér
For obtaining analyzer functions of electron energy analyzers used for surface analysis, 
the following requirements should be considered regarding the electron sources applied 
for calibration:
-  Electrons should be emitted isotropically and homogeneously from a solid sample 
in the same sample-analyzer input geometry as in the case of the surface analytical 
measurements.
-  The width o f the energy distribution of electrons from the calibration electron 
source should be much smaller than the energy broadening caused by the analyzer.
-  If possible, the number of the electrons emitted from the calibration source should 
be determined with high precision.
On the basis o f  these requirements new methods are proposed for resolution and 
efficiency calibration of electron spectrometers.
Q Q
Internal Conversion Electron Spectroscopy (ICES) of Tc sources (combined with 
XPS measurements for a precise energy calibration) provides a unique tool for both 
resolution and absolute efficiency calibration of electron spectrometers. The 2.2 ke V energy, 
highly (99 % )  converted nuclear transition from a long lifetime isomeric state to a prompt 
decaying intermediate nuclear state induces narrow energy width electron peaks [1] and other 
appropriate conditions (for e-y coincidence experiments) are available as well for using 
these lines in various calibration methods.
Resolution calibration
QQ
The lineshape o f the Те M4M 5 internal conversion lines has no contribution from 
X-ray excitation in contrast with XPS lines available for calibration. The respective core 
hole lifetime broadenings can be determined from independent measurements [1,2] and 
in the case of NH4TCO4 samples symmetric lineshapes can be obtained. For determination 
o f analyzer functions, the measured M5 spectrum can be deconvoluted of contributions^] 
due to the M4 line and to the inherent (Lorentzian) lifetime broadening and the remaining 
part can be fitted e.g. with a Gaussian.
Absolute efficiency calibration
The aim of the procedures to determine the ratio rj of the number Nd  of the detected 
electrons to the total number Nt  of the monochromatic electrons leaving the sample surface 
in 2 л  solid angle, ^ = N d /Nt . Measuring the respective internal conversion electrons in 
coincidence with the y-ray photons which are following the decay of the nuclear isomeric 
level (Fig. 1), the absolute number N0 o f the decays per unit time can be determined. 
Methods: а) 4 л  ß —y  coincidence measurements of monolayer " mTc samples
following the respective calibration ICES measurements.
For a simple two-stage ß - y  decay:
N ß  = N 0  Eß
N y  = N 0  Ey - *  N o  = N ß  N y / N c  (1 )
N c = N 0  Eß Ey
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where Ny3,y,c denotes the numbers of the measured counts in the electron, the gamma 
and the coincidence channels, respectively, and Eß,y refers to the efficiencies of the 
respective detectors.
For the case of " mTc, (1) is shown [3] to be valid, with: No(observed) -» N0("true"), 
if e ß  -*1.
Varying eß  (the discriminator level of the А л  ß  proportional counter) and 
extrapolating to Eß =  1, N 0("true") can be obtained [3] from (1), with a precision better 
than 1%.
The number Nt  of the M5 conversion electrons emitted (per unit time) during the 
calibrating ICES measurements is:
N ° = N t  * ^ j * ß * e t/Tl/2 (2)
where a /( l+ a )= 0 .8 8  [3] is the probability of the IC process (as opposed to the y-ray 
emission) in the 2.2 ke V transition; ß  is the relative probability (branching ratio) of the Ms 
conversion in the same transition; n /2  =6.0  h (half lifetime of the isomeric state); and t is 
the time interval elapsed between the calibrating ICES and the succeeding 4ж ß - y  
coincidence measurements.
b) Measurements o f a selected subshell conversion electron (e.g. M s) peak with the 
electron spectrometer in coincidence with the respective у photons using a "built in" 
scintillation y-ray detector.
Z  =  N C / N y  (3)
In both cases, by choosing different subshell IC peaks and using calculated values [4] 
for ß ,  the energy dependence of the spectrometer efficiency can be determined.
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P re lim in a ry  R esu lts  on  M u ltip le  A n gu lar  
D e te c t io n  A uger S p ectro sco p y
J .  C a z a u x  *, T . B a rd o u x  *, D . M o u ze  *, J .M . P a t a t  *,
G . S a la c e  *, X . T h o m a s  *, J .  T ó th
From elem entary calculations of the Auger signal intensities issued from  a 
specimen a t 2 different take-off angles G\ and @2, it is shown th a t the sim ultaneous 
acquisition of these spectra  allows to distinguish between homogeneous alloys and 
stratified sam ples. It also signs the  presence of topographic effects.
The prelim inary results confirm the potential of the M ultiple Angular D etec­
tion Auger E lectron Spectroscopy (MADAES) th a t can be developed by using only 
one analyzer of CMA type. F urther developments are also indicated  in our paper 
(title  and authors: see above) presented at ECASIA ’91 (European Conference on 
Applications of Surface and  Interface Analysis, 14-18, Oct, 1991; B udapest, H un­
gary) and to  be published in SIA, (Surface and Interface Analysis), ECASIA 91 
Proceedings.
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We have some new results on u ltra th in  layers (20 Á) of epitaxial erbium  silicide 
(prepared by LEPES-C N RS, Grenoble) as an application of MADAES.
An other p a rt of our angular dependent experim ents are inner shell EELS (Elec­
tro n  Energy Loss Spectroscopy) on graphite specimen concerning the  m om entum  
transfer relating to  transitions of C Is—* n* and Is —> a*.
These results will be presented in a paper entitled  ” Double detection  angulaire 
en spectroscopie Auger et pertes d ’energie” (in French) by B ardoux T ., T ó th  J ., 
Salace G., Mouze D., P a ta t J . M., Thom as X., Cazaux J ., at the Journées Surfaces 
e t Interfaces, Nice-30 et 31 janv ier 1992.
*LASSI (L aboratoire d ’Analyse des Solides Surfaces et Interfaces) B P  347 Faculté 
des Sciences 51062 Reims Cédex France
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E n ergy  D isp ersiv e  X -R ay S p ec tro m eter  for 
A rchaeological U se
M. Kis-Varga, P. Kovács, G. Kalinka, S. Fekete *, J. Szádai,
and L. Költő 2
1 DIGITM ODUL Ltd., Debrecen 
2K aposvár Museum, K aposvár
In the  ATOM KI, in collaboration with the K aposvár M useum , we have since 
m any years been investigating the composition of archaeological objects (m ostly 
bronzes, silver- and golden alloys) by XRF analysis [1]. Utilizing the  experiences 
gained during th a t work an energy dispersive X R F spectrom eter has been in- 
truduced in the K aposvár Museum. This is the first analytical equipm ent of th a t 
type in a H ungarian museum.
The spectrom eter is based on the ATOMKI NZ-860 Si(Li) detector and NZ- 
853 pulse processor which is connected to  an IBM AT through an  analogue-digital 
converter board  developed for th a t purpose. The d a ta  acquisition software [2] 
provides usual m ultichannel analyzer functions: tim ing, setting  up m easurem ent 
param eters, spectrum  accum ulation, energy calibration, identification of elem ents 
by KLM m arkers, simple peak evaluation by ROIs, storing of spectrum - and result 
files, etc.
The X R F program  calculates the composition by using the  fundam ental p a ­
ram eter approach. The built-in autom atic element identification routine provides 
easy operation  for the  analyst. A lthough the x-ray yields are sim ply calculated in 
ROI windows, and only experim entally determ ined overlap corrections are used 
if necessary, the  concentrations achieved are in good agreem ent w ith th a t of us­
ing the intensities provided by least squares fit of AXIL code [3] (see Table 1.). 
The spectrom eter has been tested  w ith known composition stainless steel, brass, 
bronze, silver and golden alloys. The accuracy of analyses satisfies the  requirem ents 
for classification of archaeological findings.
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Table 1. Concentrations calculated by using x-ray intensities of ROIs (a) and that of 
achieved from least squares fit with AXIL [3] code (b).
Specimen Element C oncentration (w /w ) 
a b
Brass N o.l. Cu 58.5 58.7
Zn 39.6 39.6
Pb 1.8 1.7
Brass No.2. Cu 57.8 58.0
Zn 39.9 39.3
Pb 2.3 2.1
Stainless Cr 18.8 18.7
steel Fe 65.8 65.0
Ni 12.7 13.2
Mo 2.8 2.6
R eferen ces
1. M.Kis-Varga, L.Költő, ATOMKI Annual Report (1989) 62
2. P.Kovács, to  be published
3. P. Van Espen et al., Nuci. Instr. Meth. 142  (1977) 243
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Energy Dispersive X-Ray Spectrometer with 
Reduced Background
M.Kis-Varga, G.Kalinka and P.Kovács
Prelim inary results in improving the detection limit of our x-ray spectrom e­
te r  achieved w ith  a recently installed Siemens Kristalloflex 710H x-ray generator 
and  M o-tube are presented here. Most of the background in tu b e  excited X R F  
spectra  arises from  elastic and Com pton scattering of the prim ary  photons by th e  
specimen. To improve the detection limits the background has to  be significantly 
reduced. The application of polarized x-rays for background reduction  has been 
published by m any authors [1-8].
We used th e  classical B arkla principle for polarization: if the  unpolarized beam  
is scattered  a t a  90° angle from a low Z amorphous target (Be, B, C, etc.) th e  
scattered  beam  will show linear polarization. Using this rad ia tion  for exciting 
characteristic x-rays in the three-axis geometry proposed by T .G . D zubay et al [1], 
where the p a th s  between the  source, polarizer (or secondary ta rg e t) , sample an d  
the  detector represent three m utually orthogonal vectors, the sca tte red  background 
will be highly reduced.
To som ewhat com pensate the intensity loss caused by polarization  process 
we have constructed  a com pact irradiation block w ith the p a th  lengths as follows: 
tu b e  window-polarizer (secondary target) 20 mm, polarizer-sam ple 35 mm, sample- 
detector 15 m m . In order to accomplish this geometry we had  to  modify th e  
detector cryostat (product of the Institu te  of Instrum ental Technique of the Czeko- 
Slovakian Academ y of Sciences, Brno [9]). The new cryostat is m ore flexible: it can  
be used from horizontal up to  45° upwards.
We have tested  our three-axis geometry X RF system w ith boron-nitride an d  
graphite  polarizers as well as w ith different secondary targets (Mo, In, Sb, e tc .). 
Fig. 1 shows the  x-ray spectra  of Soil-7 IAEA standard  reference m aterial as m ea­
sured by using graphite polarizer in 2-axis geometry (the prim ary, the  polarized 
and the  fluorescence beam propagate in the  same plane) and  in  3-axis geom etry 
as well. The d rastic  improvement in the scattered background is obvious. In Fig. 
2 the  detection lim its as a function of atom ic num ber are com pared for 1-125 ra ­
dioisotope and  tube  excitation w ith In and graphite targets. T he polarized tu b e  
excitation gives cca 2-5 tim es lower detection limits and decreases below one ppm  
level at m edium  atom ic num ber elements.
Further im provem ents are expected after optimizing the  ta rg e t m aterials an d  
the ir thicknesses, proper filtering the prim ary beam and replacing the detecto r 
crystal w ith a  b e tte r  one ( the  present detector has an intense low energy tailing  
as seen in Fig. 1 below 10 keV).
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F i g . l .  The Soil-7 x-ray spectra excited by graphite polarizer. Upper: 2-axis geometry, 
lower: 3-axis geometry.
Fig. 2. Comparison of detection limits for 1-125 radioisotope and tube excitation (Mo 
anode/In and graphite target, respectively).
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Si(Li) Detector Line Shapes at M edium  
X-Ray Energies
M. Kis-Varga and J. Végh
The response functions of Si(Li) x-ray detectors has been widely investigated 
[1-8]. A lthough m any different model functions has been succesfully tested  and 
proposed for routine use, the physical mechanism of detection is still not well 
understood. The line shapes axe described m ostly by semiempirical equations in­
cluding G aussian shaped full energy and Si-escape peaks, a flat continuum  (shelf) 
from  zero to  the  full energy and a  tailing function on the low energy side of the  
photopeak.
The line d istortion  is particularly  significant a t low x-ray energies due to  near 
surface interactions in the detector crystal [5-8]. At medium o r higher energies 
(above 15 keV) the  line shapes of x-ray fluorescence spectra are strongly  influenced 
by C om pton scattering  of fluorescence radiation in  the sample [4,5].
We have been studying the X R F spectrom eter response in th e  energy range 
of 2 to  30 keV for different Si(Li) detectors constructed in our laboratory. Pure  
m etals and  light m atrices containing one element a t 5000 ppm  level were excited 
by 1-125 isotope and  by low power x-ray tube as well. The characteristic  K-lines 
were fitted  by using the com puter code EWA [9]. T he peak shapes were described 
by a modified version of Hyperm et function [1]:
Yi = Y0 * (G f auas -I- E f scapt +  C 'l*u +Escape i T a i l , S k c l f >
where Gi denotes the  Gaussian photopeak, E, is the Gaussian escape peak, C, 
includes the short term  and long term  exponentials of H yperm et, as well as the  
tru nca ted  shelf proposed by J.L . Cam pbell et al, [4] for the C om pton scattered 
p art, Pi is a Shirley-type function [10,11] which describes the flat continuum  from 
zero to  the  full energy.
Using the  above form excellent fits have been achieved in th e  whole energy 
range except for thick and light m atrices above 15 keV, where in m any cases b e tte r 
fits have been realized by using a broad Gaussian instead of tru n ca ted  shelf for 
fitting the C om pton scattered region (see Fig 1.). Our studies have also shown 
th a t the  area ra tio  of this component to  the m ain Gaussian varies strongly w ith 
sam ple m atrix  and  thickness.
The details of our line shape studies (e.g. the  influence of instrum enta l and  
m atrix  param eters on the response function as well as the com parison of line shapes 
for different detectors) will be published elsewhere.
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E nergy(keV )
F ig . 1. The fit of Compton-tails of Mo К-lines with Gaussians.
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C om bined  A p p lica tion s o f  th e  P IX E  and  
P IG E  A n a ly tica l M eth o d s
I. Borbély-Kiss, Zs. Fülöp, A.Z. Kiss, E. Koltay,
E. Somorjai and Gy. Szabó
A ero so l research
During this year a regular aerosol sampling has been continued in collaboration 
w ith  Central In s titu te  of Atmospheric Physics. Samples of atm ospheric aerosol 
particles collected in B udapest (two sampling stations), in a  rural site  (K -puszta) 
and in Debrecen (ATOM KI) were analysed up to  22 elem ents (Al, Si, P, S, Cl, K, 
Ca, Sc, Ti, V, Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, Zn, As, Se, Br, Ba, Pb) by P IX E  m ethod. 
They were searched for light element contents, especially boron an d  sodium by
PIG E.
B a ln eo lo g y
P IG E  trace element analysis has been perform ed from hot wells of the  hydrothera- 
peutical therm al b a th s Zsóri (Mezőkövesd) and Hajdúszoboszló. Special emphasis 
was given for the determ ination of their Li content.
A rch eo lo g y
The determ ination of elem ental concentrations of ancient glass pastes  has been 
continued this year. On the collection of 26 specimens reported  in  our last year 
annual report [1] a complex m athem atical study, a  cluster analysis has been per­
formed. The resulted dendrogram  displaying the  levels of sim ilarity among the  
specimens supports the classification m ade according to  the p a tte rn  seen on the  
glass sealings.
1. I. Borbély-Kiss, Zs. Fülöp, T. Gesztelyi, A. Z. Kiss, E. Koltay and  Gy. Szabó, 
Atomki Annual R eport, 1990, p.81.
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T h erm a lly  a c tiv a ted  flux  m o tio n  in  
B i(P b )S rC a C u O  th ick  film s
K. Vad, S. Mészáros and N. Hegman
A mechanism of energy dissipation generated by DC tran sp o rt currents in su­
perconducting B i(Pb)SrC aC uO  screen-printed films was studied. C urrent-voltage 
characteristics w ere m easured by the standard  four contact m ethod  using bo th  
continuous and pu lsed  transport currents. We studied  the m agnetic field and tem ­
p era tu re  dependence of current-voltage characteristics for different film w idths 
systematically. T h e  magnetic field and tem peratu re  ranged from 0 to  10 m T and 
from  5 to 120 К  respectively. Some peculiarities of the current-voltage character­
istics were observed. The film carrying a current th a t was slightly higher than  its 
critical current w as found to be in  an instable s ta te . The weakly pinned vortices in 
in tergrain  Josephson junctions s ta r ted  to slip, which caused some energy dissipa­
tion  in the film. T h is  phenom enon appeared in current-voltage characteristics as a 
linear part just above the critical current. At higher currents the voltage increased 
m uch faster and th e  characteristics became strongly nonlinear. A clear distinction 
could be made betw een  the critical current lim itation  caused by flux creep and the  
cu rren t value, a t w hich the curve started  to be strongly nonlinear. The difference 
betw een these two dissipation m echanisms was dem onstrated  by m easurem ents of 
quan tum  interference patterns of an  appropriate film.
R eferen ces
1. K. Vad et al. Proc. 6th Int. Symp. on Weak Superconductivity, S. Benacka, M. 
Darula and M. Kedro (editors), Word Scientific, 1991. p. 64.
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C om p lex  AC su scep tib ility  o f  h igh-T c 
su p ercon d u ctors in th e  R F  range
S. Mészáros, N. Hegman and K. Vad
The AC susceptibility m easurem ent is a good m ethod of obtain ing inform a­
tion about the  m agnetic behaviour of high-Tc superconducting m aterials. The 
m easurem ents are usually perform ed in the frequency range from a few kHz to  a 
few hundred KHz and in the  microwave region. Much less experim ental inform a­
tion has been gained in the RF range. In order to  get a more com plete picture 
we perform ed complex AC susceptibility measurements in the frequency range of 
5 to  500 MHz. The experim ental arrangem ent consisted of a low loss 50 Ohm 
R F cable shorted  by a  low inductance Helmholtz coil. This coil generated  the  ex­
citation field using the  cable in n \ / 4  resonator mode. The generated m agnetic 
moment of the  sample was detected by a pick-up coil placed around th e  sample 
located in the  centre of the  Helmholtz coil. The pick up coil signal was connected 
to  the 50 Ohm  input of a high frequency lock-in by a  coaxial cable. In-phase and 
quadra tu re  com ponents of the signal were detected by the lock-in and analysed 
by a com puter to deduce the two components of the  complex susceptibility. The 
probe was immersed into an experim ental chamber, where the tem p era tu re  and 
the  static  m agnetic field could be regulated. AC susceptibility was s tud ied  as a 
function of excitation am plitude, frequency, tem perature and static  m agnetic field 
for high tem peratu re  superconducting powders, ceramics and single crystals of 
YBaCuO and B i(Pb)SrC aCuO .
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R a d o n  m easu rem en ts in H ungarian  k arstic
regions*
J.Hakl, I.Hunyadi, I.Csige, G.Géczy “, L.Lénárt b, I.Törőcsik c
“Eötvös Loránd University, Dept, of Physical Geography, B udapest 
6University Miskolc, Dept, of Hydrogeology and Engineering Geology 
“University Medical School, Institu te  of Forensic M edicine,Debrecen
Starting from  1978 continuous radon observation was perform ed a t about 150 
sub- and  near-to-surface m onitoring stations in different substances (cave air, soil, 
w ater) of H ungarian karstic regions. The radon activity concentration was regis­
tered  by m onthly changed nuclear track detectors using diffusion cups. The m ean 
value of the obtained tim e series fall in the range of 0.2-14 k B q /m 3. In cave air, 
typically, sum m er m axim a and winter m inim a were observed, their ra tios fall in 
the  range of 2-50. The soil gas measurem ents perform ed above a cave showed m ax­
im a in w inter and m inim a in summer. In a few cases the radon content of w aters 
was strongly related  to the yield of the feeding stream .
All these phenom ena are strongly connected w ith the geology of the  investi­
gated  areas. K arstic caves are generally situated  in highly fractured  rocks w ith a 
few ’entrances’, where some of them  are only a complex of small openings and 
fissures. Such a  configuration is favorable for emerging an air circulation through 
th is fracture system. In first approxim ation, the strength of these a ir m otions is 
proportional to  d T /f, where dT  is the tem perature difference betw een the cave 
and  outside air and f is a friction factor. These ’w inds’ in a  seasonally changing 
direction wash out the  air from the radon rich fracture system  of karstic terrains. 
If this washing out process is taking place in the direction of rock or soil surface 
—► fracture system  —► galleries —► entrance then an increased radon level can be 
m easured inside the caves. This is typical for summer in our country. In w inter, 
when the flow direction reverses, the fresh atm ospheric air dilutes the  radon con­
centration in the  caves. It is interesting to  note th a t, according to  th is model, 
in the w inter season an increased radon exhalation can also be expected on th e  
surface. These w inter m axim a were detected at the ’to p ’ of the biggest H ungarian 
vertical karstic cave system  (Istvánlápa), in a few m deep vertical fracture and 
covering soil above the Hajnóczy cave and in some potholes in the  Mecsek region. 
It is w orth m entioning th a t due to gravitational reason in all these cases only 
m inim a could be expected in winter. The dilution effect of colder atm ospheric a ir 
is reflected only in the smaller am plitudes of these winter m axim a. T he m ost con­
vincing experim ental results are presented in Fig. 1. The last three year section of 
m ean radon concentration observed in the air of the Hajnóczy cave (a) is shown 
together w ith the radon concentration m easured simultaneously in the  surface soil 
(b) and in the  air of an open fracture (c) on the upper side of the  hill, where th e  
cave is em bedded. Approaching deeper parts  of the karst, the s treng th  of these 
winds decreases due to  their 1 /f dependence. In passages of a deep karst it also 
may cause lower radon activity concentration values. Due to  satu ra tio n  effects th e
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am plitude of changes will also decrease. Indeed much lower activity concentrations 
were found in th e  deep  parts of the  narrowest vertical caves in Hungary (Szepessy, 
Istvánlápa), w here th e  seasonal change was found also to be negligible. From the 
po in t of view of ven tila tion  these caves can be considered as the m ost closed for­
m ations. In the longest and biggest cave of Hungary (B aradla), m ore effects take 
place sim ultaneously, which influence the radon concentration and finally in tim e 
and  space a well balanced level is formed. These m easurem ents showed th a t in 
kaxstic regions th e  s tructu ra lly  controlled convective radon transpo rt is dom inant 
over diffusive tra n sp o rt. Radon dissolved in circulating subsurface fluids m igrates 
over a longer d istances along caverns and fractures, depending on the  velocity of 
transporting  m edium . Two im portan t radiological consequences follow from the  
periodical behaviour of this karst breathing: In the  radon concentration of the air 
of caves and m ines used also for speleo- and balneotherapy big differences can 
occur between th e  sum m er and w inter values consequently in the radon  exposure 
received by the p a tien ts . On karstic terrains a  notably increased surface exhalation 
can be expected seasonally, which may enhance the indoor radon concentration of 
houses built on th is  region.
Fig. 1 . Variation of the radon activity concentration in the air of a Hajnóczy cave (a), 
in the surface soil (b) and in the air of an open fracture (c) on the upper side of the hill, 
where the cave is embedded.
T his work was supported  in p a rt by the H ungarian Academy of Sciences, 
N ational Scientific R esearch Funds (O TK A ), contract No. 3005.
^Shortened from  th e  paper presented at the 5th Int. Symp. on N atu ra l R adi­
ation Environm ent, Salzburg, A ustria, Sept. 22-28, 1991.
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G eoch ron o log ica l stu d ies  w ith  th e  К / A r  
m eth o d  in 1991
/
К.Balogh, E. Arva-Sós, Z. Pécskay
A num ber of publications subm itted  in earlier years appeared in 1991.
An age of 156.8 ±  3.9 M a has been established for the hydrotherm al a lte r­
ation and ore m ineralization of the Kelasuri Massif, NW Caucasus, Georgia [1]. 
Two distinct phases, 8-12 M a and l-2M a, of the basaltic volcanism in the  Bao Loc 
and Dilinh areas (V ietnam ) were distinguished, and it has been dem onstrated  th a t 
bauxitization is connected only to  the older phase [2]. Tertiary volcanic rocks in 
East S tyria and  Burgenland have been dated. The oldest ones are th e  trachyan- 
desites (13-14 M a) of W eitendorf and Gossendorf, lo.5-12 Ma has been m easured 
for the alkali basalt and diabase of Oberpullendorf and Pauliberg. The nephelin 
basaltic activity lasted  from 3.7 to 1.7 Ma B.P. [3]. In the D ráva-basin K /A r age of 
< 2 fi illite gave the  age of the last tectonic-therm al event (cca 30 M a) correspond­
ing to  the  end of horizontal displacement of blocks [4]. K /A r ages of m agm atic 
(ophiolites and island arc volcanites) and m etam orphic rocks in N E C uba reflect 
the tim e of tectonic events in the Upper Cretaceous [5].
In 1991 continued dating of <2/i illites in the Bükkium, NE Hungary, and clo­
sure ages from U pper Jurassic to  Upper Cretaceous were obtained and  in terpreted  
as the  tim e of low-grade m etam orphism  (Cooperation: Geochem. Res. Lab. Hung. 
Acad. Sei., B udapest; P. Árkai).
U pper Cretaceous uplift ages have been measured for the m etam orfic rocks of 
Macskamező, R om ania (Coop.: Hung. Geol. Inst., Budapest; Gy. Lelkes-Felvári).
In the southern  part of Transdanubia Miocene and Paleogene volcanic rocks 
have been distinguished (coop.: Geophys. Res. Comp., B udapest).
The study of Neogene volcanic belt from the G utin M ts. to  the  southern 
end of Haxghita has been continued in cooperation w ith the Inst. Geol. Geophys., 
Bucharest and IP E G , M aramures. The results help the im provem ent of Pannonian 
and Pontian  chronostratigraphy.
Tertiary tuffs from the Mecsek Mts. were dated and resulted Lower and M iddle 
Miocene ages (coop.: Ore M ining Comp of Mecsek, Pécs; Z. M áthé).
On the basis of geochemical, geochronological and tectonic s tudy  of the basalt- 
tephrite-phonolite series, it has been concluded th a t the Lower C retaceous volcan­
ism of SE Transdanubia was the result of the final stage of an aborted  rifting  
process at a passive continental m argin (coop.: Dept. Petrogr. Geochem., Eötvös 
Univ., B udapest).
Several geochronological problems were studied in cooperation w ith the Fac­
ulty  of M ining and Geology, Univ. Belgrade, Yugoslavia (S. K aram ata). P a rtly  
M iddle Triassic and partly  Jurassic-Cretaceous ages were ob tained  on Mesozoic 
rocks from the  Budva area. The younger ages correspond to  tectonic events. In 
accordance w ith  the geological position, Miocene ages were determ ined on th e  
granites from B ukulja and Cer.
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Biotite, fe ldspar and glauconite were dated  from volcanoclastic rocks in the  
M arche Region in  Italy, and cca 11 Ma age has been determ ined for the age of 
tectonism . (coop.: Univ. Urbino; Hung. Geol. Inst., Budapest).
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Geochronologic and paloclimatic 
characterization of quaternary sediments in 
the Great Hungarian plain
E. Hertelendi, P. Sümegi t and GY. Szöőr t
 ^Department of Mineralogy and Geology, Kossuth Lajos University, 
H-4010 Debrecen, Hungary
The application of the ’m aloco-therm om eter m ethod elaborated by P. Sümegi 
[1] was tested on a detailed eco-statistical analysis of the Upper Pleistocene- 
Holocene malacofauna of the G reat Hungarian Plain. 10 m alacofaunalistic levels 
and some species of chronologigal indicator role have been ascertained w ithin the  
period 7000-32.000 BP years. The paleoclimatologic investigations, according to  
the rules of sedimentology, have been based on the oxygen isotope analysis of prop­
erly collected Pupilla muscorum shells. Oxygen isotope ratios of rem ote deposites 
from the same tim e period showed good agreement. Tem perature values obtained 
from the results of the isotopic studies and of a m alaco-therm om eter constructed 
on the basis of the dispersion and  climatic claims of the Mollusc species are also 
closely correlated.
For the in terpretation of the  results it was cosidered im portan t to  calibrate 
the temporal scale of our clim atic curve with radiocarbon data. Radiocarbon m ea­
surements were performed, parallel to the determ ination of stable isotope ratios, 
on G astropoda-shells.
Comprehensive studies of the paleoclimatic changes, chronological, isotope 
geochemical da ta  as well bioindicative results showed the same climatic periods as 
found in Northern and W estern Europe, although the climate of the studied area 
was of a rather continental character at the end of the Pleistocene (F ig .l.).
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Fig. 1. Paleoclimatic and paleoecological reconstruction of the Great Hungarian Plain 
based on mollusk fauna and isotope geochemical data. Mean temperature values were 
obtained from 12 sequences: 1. Thermophilic, steppean species; 2. Mesophilic, steppean 
species; 3. Forest species; 4. Hygrophilic, cold-resistant, steppean fauna; 5. Hygrophilic, 
cold climate, steppean fauna; 6. Cold climate fauna, resistant to dry climate; 7. Radio­
carbon data (from Hannover); 8. Radiocarbon data (from Debrecen); 9. Fossil species of 
the Great Hungarian Plain; 10. Malacothermometer (Sümegi 1989); 11. Current species 
of the Great Hungarian Plain; 12. Number of sequences used for the calculation of the 
mean percent ratio for a given species
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Short-Range Transport of Aerosols Em itted
by a Point
Source of Mixed Character in 
Complex Terrain
S. Amemiya b S.K. Biswas b I. Borbély-Kiss, T. Katoh b
E. К olt ay, Gy. Szabó
'D epartm ent of Nuclear Engineering, Faculty of Engineering, Nagoya 
University, Furo-Cho, Chikusa-Ku, Nagoya, Jap an  
2Atomic Energy Centre, P.O.Box 164, D haka 1000, Bangladesh
As reported in the last volume of ATOM KI Annual R eport longitudinal dis­
tribution  of ground level aerosol concentrations have been m easured in the neigh­
bourhood of an emission source of mixed character by PIX E m ethod. The source 
was located in a valley in hilly terrain . R epeated  m easurem ents and  evaluation 
revealed the following features of short-range tran sp o rt of the aerosols;
— the concentration of the plume as the function of distance calculated  from a 
simple G aussian model falls off much faster th an  the observed concentration 
of the various elements, even if only the diffusion is taken into account w ithout 
dry and wet deposition. A plausible explanation for the slow decrease can be 
found in flow channeling due to the walls of the  valley; the  te rra in  strongly 
limits horizontal dispersion w ith respect to the  w idth of a fla t-area  G aussian 
plume.
- as a first orientation concerning the environm ental effect of the  emission 
source, a comparison is given in Table 1 between the to ta l aerosol concen­
trations m easured for the elem ents in different sam pling sta tions in the valley, 
(source-to-sam pler distances are indicated in km in the upper indices) an d  
the total aerosol concentration observed in ru ral site, K -P usz ta  [2] which is 
a reference station  of atm ospheric observations in Hungary. The elem ents in  
Table 1 are divided into two groups according to the m agnitude of the fine- 
to-coarse concentration ratios. The small ra tio  approxim ately corresponds to  
dispersion mode, the large one to  the accum ulation m ode aerosols. It is th e  
crust-related (dispersion mode) elem ents and  the sum  of th e  concentrations 
of the observed constituents tha t are predom inant in coarse fraction. They 
show strong decrease w ith  transport distance. The oil-related  (accum m ula- 
tion mode) elem ents emerge in the fine fraction. Their concentrations are
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relatively stab le  during short-range tran sp o rt. A build-up of the  coarse sul­
phure fraction during tran sp o rt due to condensation and adsorption can be 
observed w ith increasing distance. Under m eteorological conditions given dur­
ing the m easurem ent the environm ental effect was lim ited to  a  distance of 
5 km. Beyond th a t  the curves approached th e  values observed a t the back­
ground station  in  a  distance of 210 km from  th is  site. Significant differences 
were experienced for zinc, lead and  calcium. In the  cases of zinc and lead the 
weak sedim entation is caused by high fine-to-coarse ratios. A nother reason of 
the  higher lead concentration m ay be a local enrichm ent of lead in pearlite 
stone. This was indicated by a  P IX E  analysis of a stone sample.
Table 1. Total aerosol concentrations in  //g /m 3 m easured 
a t two sampling stations in the  valley. For com parison corresponding da ta  
for a rural background station  are also indicated . U pper indices show the 
source-to-sam pler distances in km.
Mode Elem ents
, r ,  0 .2 -5 .3
' ' - ' c o a r s e  '
z-*0.2
t o t a l
^<5.3
t o ta l C % 2 ' [ r e / .2]
Si 0.63 61.6 0.874 0.81
Disper- Cl 0.13 2.4 2.05 1.54
sion Ca 0.31 2.59 0.88 0.005
Fe 0.61 2.06 0.95 0.29
Accu- S 11.45 5.35 7.05 1.54
mula- Zn 2.71 0.27 0.25 0.025
tion Pb 6.6 0.27 0.27 0.02
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Dry Deposition Velocities of Atmospheric 
Aerosol Particles from Vertical 
Concentration
Profiles Measured by PIXE M ethod
S. Amemiya 1, I. Borbély-Kiss, T. Katoh 1, E. Koltay,
E. Mészáros 2, A. Molnár 2, Gy. Szabó, M. Varga 2
d e p a r tm e n t of Nuclear Engineering. Faculty of Engineering. Nagoya 
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Hungary
Vertical concentration profile m easurem ents perform ed on aerosol sam ples by 
PIX E elemental analysis have been reported  in the last volume of the  Annual Re­
port of ATOMKI [1]. From samples taken in two subsequent sam pling experim ents 
elemental concentrations have been obtained in coarse and fine size fractions for 
13 elements as the function of height. Experim ent 1 and 2 covered the air layers 
0-100 m  and 0-30 m, respectively, the  first sampling was perform ed a t noon in 
summer tim e while second sampling early next morning. Different meteorological 
conditions resulted in different character of the d istribution  curves. As an exam ple, 
d a ta  for the cases of Si and  S as well as the sum  of concentrations of elem ents Al. 
Si, S, Cl, K, Ca. Ti, Mn, Fe, Cu, Zn, As and Pb are shown in F ig .l. The differ­
ent behaviour of the d istributions in experim ent 1 and  2 can be clearly seen. The 
general decrease of the concentrations w ith increasing height, which was observed 
in experiment 1, revealed an upward air tran sp o rt under the given m eteorological 
conditions. This means th a t the lower-lying air surface represented the  p rim ary  
source of aerosols. This behaviour shows much sim ilarity w ith th a t described in 
Ref. [2]. A direct determ ination of deposition velocities from th is experim ent seems 
to  be impossible. The opposite behaviour found for the m ajority  of the elem ents 
in experiment 2 suggested the application of the analysis described in Ref.[3] to  
deduce dry deposition velocities for the i-tli elem ent. For m oderately unstable 
meteorological conditions the formula
C,{z2) (ku*)
Ci{z\)  — 1 ln ( Z2/ Z1 )
is valid, where C' i (Zj )  is the  concentration of the i-th  element a t height Zj ,  k  is 
the Karm an constant (к %0.41), w* =0.0071 is the friction velocity. W ith  a
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fitting procedure, dry  deposition velocities presen ted  in Table 1 have been deduced 
for seven elem ents. Also shown are in the  tab le  the  experim ental d a ta  from  Refs. 
4,5,6,7,8,9. T he  large sca ttering  of the  m easured d a ta  from Refs.4 and G as well 
as the large difference betw een the  calcu lated  values predicted  by different models 
(Ref.10,11) reflect the  com plexity of the  deposition  process. O ur d a ta  - w ith a 
single exception - are w ith in  the  intervals covered by o ther a u th o r’s results.
F ig . 1. Height distribution curves for elements Si and S as well as for the sum of con­
centrations of Al, Si, S. Cl. K. Ti, Mn, Fe. Cu. Zn. As. and Pb. Coarse and fine fractions 
and their sums are presented for both experiments
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Ele­
ment
—
This
work
Ref.
4
Ref.
3
Ref.
5
Ref.
6
Ref.
7
Ref.
8
Ref.
9
Ref.
10
A1 0.20* 0.20-7.90
2.63
0.9-2.7 1.30 2.41 0.98
Si
0.39*
1.63+
0.55#
1.91 0.71
S 1.10*
0.13+
1.0- 1.4
1.0- 1.4
0.2-2.9 
0.2-2.9
Cl 0.19+ 0.2-6.3 1.61 0.67
Ti 0.03* 0.50-5.GO 
3.0
0.7-2.2 1.0 3.22 1.26
Mn 0.46+ 0.27-6.40
1.70
0.4-0.9 0.56 0.4;2.2 1.31 0.60
Zn 0.10+ 0.05-0.G6
0.34
0.4-4.5 0.62 0.25 1.05 0.45
Table 1. Dry deposition velocities for atmospheric aerosol in cm/s from the present 
experiments compared to the data from the literature (measured on coarse [*], fine ["*"], 
and coarse+fine ["*] fraction)
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Dosimetrical Parameters of a d + D Type High 
Pressure Gas Target with Double Entrance Foil
T. Molnár+, A. Fenyvesi, I. Mahunka
Intense fast neutron sources based on cyclotrons provide important 
opportunities for human purpose applications (e.g. radiotherapy treatments of some 
kinds of malignant tumors, fast neutron radiography, in  v iv o  fast neutron activation 
analyses, in v iv o  experiments to study the radiobiological effects of fast neutrons,
etc.).
At low energy cyclotrons (E ton  ^ 20 MeV), a pressurized D 2-gas target 
bombarded by deuterons of the highest energy available at the accelerator is the 
best solution to fulfil the mean neutron energy and intensity requirements of these 
type of irradiations. A single entrance foil type gas target was developed by 
Schraube [1] for these purposes for the German Cancer Research Institute 
(Heidelberg). A  double foil version of Schraube’s target developed at the ATOMKI 
[2] has been installed at the MGC-20E cyclotron in order to make most of the 
mentioned applications possible also in Debrecen. This report presents some 
dosimetrical parameters of the uncollimated mixed neutron-gamma field in air 
produced by our double entrance foil version.
The multi foil activation technique and the LSQUNF code [3] was applied 
to determine the spectral distribution of neutrons at SSD = 1 m from the center 
of the neutron emmitting volume (Fig. 1.) produced at pressure pgas = 1 1  bar. The 
average energy of neutrons above 1 MeV was 10.1 MeV.
Figure 1: Spectral distribution of neutrons at forward direction and at SSD = 1 6  cm  
from the geometrical center of the pressurized D 2-gas target.
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Neutron and gamma dose rate distributions were measured by the twin 
chamber technique using thimble type ionization chambers of different neutron and 
gamma sensitivities. The first one, the TE-TE chamber (Type: EXRADIN T2 with 
a build up cap of 3 mm thick) was made of A -150 tissue equivalent plastic and it 
was flushed with tissue equivalent gas. The second chamber was a Mg-Ar chamber 
(TyperEXRADIN М2 with 3 mm build up cap).
A  map containing isodose curves of the total dose rate distribution o f the 
uncollimated mixed neutron-gamma field produced in air at pgas = 1 1  bar is shown 
in Fig. 2. It was measured in a horizontal plain containing the simmetry axis o f the 
field.
At SSD = 1 m from the center o f the neutron emmitting volume, the total dose 
rate was D tot =  (160 + /-8) mGy/ ц С  and D Y/D tot =  0.06 +/-0.003 was resulted 
for the gamma component.
2. T. Molnár+ ,.»
5.00  11.12  17 . 2 +  23.37  29.49  55.61  41 .73  47,66  53.98  60.10  66.22  72.35  7 6 . A -~
Longitudinal distance from the center of the target volume (cm)
Diference between two neighbouring curve: 24 mGy/цС p = 11 bar
Figure 2: Isodose map o f the distribution of the total dose rate of the uncollimated 
mixed neutron-gamma field in air in the horizontal plain containing the symmetry 
axis o f the field.
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Determination of RBE and OER of the p(18MeV) + Be 
Cyclotron Fast Neutron Source on Bacterial System
A.M. Dám+, L.G. Gazsó+, M. Rétlaki+
A. Fenyvesi, T. Molnár*, I. Mahunka
Clinicians and researchers have a considerable interest for the 
radiobiological and cytogenetic effects of neutrons since their introduction as a 
radiotherapeutic tool more than twenty years ago. High LET (Linear Energy 
Transfer) radiations having lower OER (Oxygen Enhancement Ratio) than the 
conventional low LET radiations afford distinct advantages for radiotherapy [1]. The 
application of fast neutrons and other high LET radiations in radiotherapy has been  
stimulated by the expectation that in comparison with X-ray, the differences in 
radiobiological factors might result a larger RBE (relative biological effectiveness) 
[2]. Accepting that the biological effects of low and high LET particles are different, 
it is clear that the knowledge of the most important RBE and O ER values are 
crucial in application of a fast neutron irradiation facility for radiobiological 
research and therapeutical purpose.
To facilitate the introduction of neutron therapy in Hungary, the basic 
radiobiological parameters of the p(18 MeV) + Be intense fast neutron source based 
on the MGC-20E cyclotron were determined. The OER and RBE were determined 
on bacterial model system (Escherichia coli B/R, ATCC No. 23277) in uncollimated 
mixed neutron-gamma fields (Dgamma/D neutron = 0.1). The survival was investigated 
at end point. The absorbed dose was determined on the basis of the 
recommendations of the ICRU [3] and the ECNEU [4].
The RBE for E. coli B/R was determined in nitrogen and under oxic 
condition using “ Co y-ray as reference radiation. The summarized data of survival 
curves are shown in Fig. 1. The values are: RBE(anoxic) =  3.92 and RBE(oxic) =  
2.46. The results of the calculation of OER are: OER(“ Co) = 2.10 and O ER (n-y) 
= 1.31 .
Chemical modification of radiation response as a potential adjust to radiation 
in cancer treatments has received renewed interest. One potential use of chemical 
radiation modifiers involves the sensitization of hypoxic cells or/and the protection 
of normal cells. From therapeutical point of view it is essential to know the effects 
of these agents at high LET radiations.
Two of the most effective compounds were tested. Misonidazole as a 
selective hypoxic electron affinic sensitizer was found to be lower in modulation of 
neutron induced cell lethality than observed for the “ Co y-rays. The sensitizer 
enhancement ratio (SER) for the mixed field was found to be SER(n-y) = 1.07 and 
for the reference gamma radiation SER(“ Co) =  1.84.
The effect of the aminothiol type radioprotector WR 1065 was characterized 
by the protection factor (PF) and PF(n-y) =  1.67 and PF(“ Co) =  2.01 were 
resulted for fast neutrons and gamma radiation, respectively.
Our results can promote setting up the further experimental protocol based
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on mammalian cell culture systems and tumor bearing animals.
OER: 1.31 (mixed field); 2.1 (Co-60)
RBE: 3.92 (nitrogen); 2.46 (air)
Figure 1. Survival curves of E. coli after exposure in mixed neutron-gamma 
field or “ Co gamma rays.
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Status Report on the Nuclear Data Program for 
Practical Applications of Debrecen MGC-20
Cyclotron
F. Tárkányi, L. Andó, A. Fenyvesi, Z. Kovács, I. Mahunka, P. Mikecz,
T. Molnár’, F. Szelecsényi, Z. Szűcs
Nuclear data play important role in different applications o f charged particle 
and secondary neutron beams of cyclotrons. Usually for the practical applications 
the decay data are measured with sufficient accuracy. The reaction data, however, 
are not so well known and there is an increasing demand for standardization.
The Department of Cyclotron Application have been working in this field  
since the commissioning of the cyclotron in Debrecen in 1985. In the last one year 
period in close collaboration with other institutes, this program was continued in 
traditional direction of charged particle induced nuclear reactions. First technical 
steps were done for starting measurement of some neutron induced reactions.
1. Charged Particle Induced Data
1.1. Measurements of excitation functions for isotope production
The investigated isotopes and reactions were chosen on the need of the 
nuclear medicine, biology and ecology.
The excitation functions for production of 82mRb, ^K, 77Br and 75Br were 
studied in collaboration with the Institut für Chemie 1 (Nuklearchemie) (KfA  
Jülich, FRG) under a Hungarian - German bilateral scientific agreement.
The excitation function of 209Bi(3He,3n)209At was investigated for production 
of 209At which is used for modelling and testing the chemistry of the well known 
211At (1). The irradiations was performed at the Accelerator Laboratory of the A bo  
Akademi (Turku , Finland) in a collaboration between the Hungarian Academy of  
Sciences and the Academy of Finland.
For optimization of production of 123I on low energy cyclotrons the excitation 
function of the 123Te(p,n)123I nuclear reaction was remeasured in collaboration with 
Moscow Kurchatov Institute.
The measurement of the excitation function of the 40Ar(a,p)43K reaction was 
completed. The produced 43K was used for investigation of water transport in 
different plants.
Different efforts were made to measure excitation function using enriched 
202Hg for production of 201T1.
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1.2. Measurements of excitation functions for monitoring charged particle beams
In the frame of a systematical study of monitor reactions for intensity and 
energy determinations of charged particle beams, the excitation functions of proton 
induced nuclear reactions on natTi were remeasured in collaboration with the 
Department of Radiopharmaceuticals of Nuclear Research Institute (Rez, 
Czechoslovakia)
13. Calculations of cross sections
It is well known that the existing nuclear models are able to predict the 
necessary reaction cross sections only with modest power. These models can be 
used as a fitting tool during data evolution. The calculated cross-sections can be 
useful as a guide in the case of non-measured nuclear reactions, or can help to 
select among data sets when large disagreements exist.
As a requirement of investigation of new reaction routs and the critical 
evaluation of the existing data we have started to implement and to compare the 
capability of different codes. First the minimal input EXIFON code of Kalka(2) and 
the more sophisticated STAPRE (Hauser - Fesbach plus Exiton M odel) code of 
U hl(3) were tested. Both of them can be useful for selecting a proper experimental 
conditions and to understand the measured experimental data.
1.4. Data compilation and evaluation
On the basis of experience collected on the field of nuclear data 
measurement in cooperation and with help of Nuclear Data Section of the 
International Atomic Energy Agency compilation of charged particle induced 
reaction data has been started. The compiled and evaluated data will be used in the 
international data network through the IAEA and in our local applications.
2. Neutron Induced Data
In connection with practical applications of our high intensity and broad 
energy spectrum cyclotron neutron beams, a quasi monoenergetic neutron source 
is under installation. After the investigation of the quality of the neutron source, 
cross section measurements for dedicated applications will be started.
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Production of Astatine Isotopes via 209Bi(3He,xn)
Processes
F. Szelecsényi, Z. Szűcs, О. Solin', J. Bergman* and S.-J. Heselius'
* Abo Academi, Accelerator Laboratory, SF-20500 Turku, Finland
There is a growing interest in astatine radioisotopes from the standpoint of 
radiobiological and therapeutical application, particularly with respect to the use of 
astatine-labelled monoclonal antibodies. On the other hand, both the organic and 
inorganic aspects of the chemistry of astatine stimulate a continuing interest, especially 
in connection with the formation of complexes and stability of ionic compounds [1]. 
Due to the very weak gamma- rays of the medically significant m At (T1/2 = 7.2 h), 
developmental chemistry is best accomplished with other astatine isotopes (i.e. 208At 
T1/2 = 1.63 h; 209At T1/2 =  5.41 h; and 21°At T1/2 = 8.1 h) which are more suitable for 
gamma-ray spectroscopy.
It is known that astatine is produced directly via the irradiation of bismuth with 
alpha particles. However, this method of production demands a high energy accelerator 
with Ea >30M eV  [2]. The aim of the present study was to investigate the production 
possibilities of different astatine isotopes using a multiparticle compact cyclotron. 
Taking into account the parameters of our cyclotrons and the threshold energies of the 
possible charged particle induced reactions leading to At isotopes, the 209Bi(3He,xn) 
processes appeared most suitable.
Excitation functions were measured by the activation method using the stacked-foil 
technique. High purity bismuth prepared via evaporation of Bi on natural copper foils 
were used as target materials. The target stacks were irradiated in the external beam  
of the Turku cyclotron with 28 MeV incident 3He-particle energy. The average beam 
current on the targets was determined using a Faraday-cup. The activity of the 
irradiated samples was determined by standard Ge(Li) detector gamma-ray 
spectroscopy. The total estimated errors in the cross sections are 12-17 % .
The measured excitation functions covering an energy range of 15 to 28 MeV are 
shown in Fig.l together with the only previously reported values [3]. In the case of 
2o9Bi(3He,3n)209At reaction the present work shows good agreement with the data of 
Storm but for the 209Bi(3He,2n)210At reaction, our values are significantly higher than 
the earlier published ones. Our presented excitation function shows a maximum of 21 
mb at 24 MeV for 210At production. The cross section data of Storm around 29 MeV  
( 165 mb) support our values measured at lower energy regions for 209B i(3He,4n)208At 
reaction. Metallic bismuth targets of 0.25 g/cm2 melted on Cu backings were used for 
thick target yield measurement. The integral thick target yields of 
209Bi(3He,xn)208209’210At reactions calculated from the excitation functions are shown in 
Fig.2. The experimental thick target yields are in good agreement with the calculated 
values. For separation of astatine from the bismuth target a dry-distillation method was 
used with 85 ±5%  overall yield [4].
On the basis of our data the 209Bi(3He,3n)209At reaction is the method of choice for 
the production of 209At for in-house use at low energy cyclotrons.
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Fig. 1. Excitation functions for the formation of 208>209-210At in 3He-particle 
induced nuclear reactions on 209Bi
Fig. 2. Calculated thick target yields of 208-209'210At in 3He-particle induced
reactions on natural Bi as a function of the incident 3He-particle energy
This work was supported by the Hungarian Academy of Sciences and the Academy of 
Finland.
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PRODUCTION OF ИСН4 FOR THE PREPARATION 
OF HnCN INTERMEDIER
É. Sarkadi, Z. Kovács, P. Mikecz, F. Szelecsényi, L. Andó
nC labelled radiopharmaceuticals are frequently used in the positron 
emission tomography. Considerable part of the syntheses of these products are 
carried out using H nCN intermedier, like nC-labelled amino acids [1,2,3]. Two 
different types of methods have been described for routine H nCN production via 
n CH4 precursor. In both cases the 14N (p,a)nC nuclear reaction is involved. In one 
case the target is N2 containing 1 % 0 2 and the final product in the target gas is 
n C 0 2 , which forms nCH4 after reduction steps [4]. The other procedure uses a 
mixture of N2 and H2 gases, 95% and 5% respectively, as a target gas with very low  
0 2 content [5,6], which directly gives nCH4 without further treatment. This later 
method was chosen to develop our H nCN production procedure. We report here 
on the preparation of the nCH4 precursor and its conversion to H n CN.
The target gas was prepared in an evacuated 15 1 volume bottle as follows. 
H2 was slowly led through a 5 A molecular sieve trap, cooled with liquid nitrogen, 
filling the bottle up to 0.7 bar. Then the pressure was increased up to 14 bars 
during 8 hours with N, cleaned at 700 °C over a copper furnace regenerated with 
H2 at 700 °C. The 20 cm long and 3 cm in diameter aluminum target chamber was 
filled up with a total pressure of 10 bars of this gas mixture through Oxisorb trap 
(Messer Griesheim GmbH) to reach further elimination of 0 2 traces.
The water cooled target was irradiated for 40 minutes with 15 MeV protons 
at 10 дА  beam current using our MGC 20 compact cyclotron. The yield of n C was
0.5 GBq//xA and a small amount of 13N coming from 14N(p,d)13N reaction also was 
detected. The composition of the 
irradiated target gas was determined 
by gas chromatography using 
thermal-conductivity and subsequent 
radioactivity detectors. The analysis 
were carried out on Porapak Q 
column (length 1.5 m, diameter 4 
mm, mesh size 80-100) at a He flow 
rate of 10 ml/min. The temperature 
was programmed as follows: -30 °C 
for 12 min followed by a linear 
gradient of 10 °C/min up to 150 °C.
4 ml irradiated gas sample was 
injected in together with 1 ml 
inactive sample (25 % N,, 64 %
CH4, 6 % CO and 5 % CO,) for
CH.
Time [ s 1
Figure 1 Radiogaschromatogram of the irradiated 
N2 : H, target gas mixture
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peak identification. The radiogaschromatogram is shown in Fig.l. together with the 
thermal-conductivity signals of identifying gases. 90 % of the total nC activity 
appears as nCH4 and only 8 % n CO and 2 % nC 0 2 was formed due to traces of 
0 2 in the target gas mixture.
The scheme o f the NH3 + n CH4 -* HnCN conversion system is shown in 
Fig.2. The flow rate o f the irradiated target gas was regulated by a needle valve and
Waste balloon
kept constant at 200, 400 and 600 ml/min. He gas flow was used for washing out 
the rest of the target gas. The NH3 was added to the target gas by bubbling through 
liquid NH 3 held at -60 °C. The Pt furnace (quartz tube with 10 mm in diameter, 16 
g Pt in 8 cm length and 320 cm2 surface) was kept at 1000 °C. The n C 0 2 and H 20  
traces were removed by anhydrous LiOH absorber, while the P2Os retained the 
surplus NH 3. The H n CN was trapped in liquid ( water, THF etc. ) suitable for 
further chemical syntheses. Experiments for conversion optimization are still under 
development. The best yield of Hn CN from nCH4 corrected by decay was 60 %  at 
400 ml/min flow rate.
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Figure 2 The scheme of the Hn CN production system
A case control study of radon and lung 
cancer in eastern Hungary*
Zs. Déri S. Takács I. Csige, I. Hunyadi
“Public H ealth Institu te  of County Borsod, Miskolc, Hungary
In joint research program s the Public Health Institu te  of C ounty Borsod and  
the  In stitu te  of Nuclear Research of the H ungarian Academy of Sciences have 
m ade from 1989 a  case control study in dwellings by track etch  detectors in the  
eastern  p art of Hungary. The goal of the study was to  adap t a  complex survey 
technique and to  apply it for the investigation of the possible relation between 
indoor radon concentration level and lung cancer. We chose the case control study  
as an appropriate  m ethod and constructed a well-selected questionnaire on d a ta  
about the  persons, the  s ta te  of their health condition, smoking habits, and about 
their house w ith special a tten tion  to  building m aterials and m ode of construction. 
T hen we designated a region for the  investigation and nom inated the members of 
the  case and the control group. The selected town and its surroundings of about 52 
thousand  inhab itan ts have a closed population, and the average annual incidence 
of lung cancer during the last eight years was one of the highest in Borsod county 
bu t w ith the lowest deviation (526 ±  44 case/m illion people year). This average 
is higher th an  the Hungarian average of 1990 (460 case/m illion people year). T he 
m em bers of the  case group were selected on the basis of d a ta  of the  local oncological 
in s titu te  and the individuals of the  control group were selected am ong volunteers. 
One radon m onitor was placed in the most frequently used room  of the house for 
one year and another one was dug in about 0.4 m depth  and covered by soil nearby 
every m easured residence for 3-4 months in the w inter season. The technique for 
the  m easurem ent of the indoor radon activity concentration was developed by th e  
In stitu te  of Nuclear Research, Debrecen. The m easuring device is a diffusion cup 
equipped by LR-115 alpha track etch detectors bo th  inside and  outside. The cup 
is closed by a  40 ^m  thick PE  filter. This way the detector inside measures only 
the  222Rn exposure, and the detector outside m easures the  to ta l alpha exposure. 
A fter exposure the  track detectors were developed by chemical etching in 10 w t%  
solution of NaOH at 60 °C during 2.5 hours and the tracks were counted m anually  
under optical microscope. The observed track densities were in the region of 40- 
1200 track /cm 3*30 day for dwellings and 80-3000 track /cm 3*30 day for soil gas. 
The collected d a ta  were evaluated by LOTUS 1-2-3 software, the  studies of th e  
statistical significance were carried out by Welch test of the  norm alized d is trib u ­
tions. It was presum ed th a t the  indoor radon follow log-normal distribution, as it 
is considered in m any studies. After a careful selection we got the  case group of 
33 individuals and the control group of 66. The arithm etical average of the  m ea­
sured radon activ ity  concentration da ta  are 192 B q /m 3 (52-703) and a 155 B q /m 3 
(22-726), respectively. Figure 1 shows the normalized d istribu tion  of the radon  ac ­
tiv ity  concentrations for the case and control groups. Our calculations show th a t  
the difference between the m ean values of the two distributions is significant a t 95 
% level. The annual bronchial dose equivalent (Щ ), the pulm onary dose (Hp), a n d
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th e  effective dose equivalent (H e) were estim ated by the  m ethod described in the  
IC R P  50 P u b lica tio n  [1].
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INDOOR RADON DISTRIBUTION OF 
THE CASE AND CONTROL GROUP
I c a s e  mean: 2 .22  (166 Bqm'3) 
1 control mean: 2 .08  (120 Bqm'3)
A n n u a l  d o s e  e q u i v a l e n t s  
e s t i m a t e d  f o r  s e v e r a l  
g r o u p s  ( m S v / y e a r  )
H . H . H .
c a s e 6 8 . 2 7 . 8 3 . 9
c o n t r o l 3 5 . 2 4 . 7 2 . 4
h o u s e
u n d e r b u i l t
w i t h  c e l l a r 2 5 . 8 3 . 5 1 .7
n o  c e l l a r 5 2 . 8 7 . 0 3 . 5
log (CRnlBqm'3])
Fig. 1. Indoor radon distribution of case and control group.
T he  value of equ ilib rium  factor was accepted as 0.5 from  the literatu re , the resi­
dence probability w as taken into account individually based on the questionnaires, 
its m ean  value is 0.78. The dose equivalents were derived only from the  exposure of 
indoor radon d a u g h te r  concentration in homes. We could not estim ate the  to ta l ex­
posure , thus the risk  of fatal lung cancer because the radon activity concentration 
and  th e  residence probabilities in o th e r buildings (working place) and outdoor were 
not sufficiently know n. We did n o t find correlation between the m easured radon 
ac tiv ity  concentration in homes an d  in the  underlying soil. The results of our inves­
tig a tio n  are not in  con trast w ith th e  supposition th a t the  most im portan t reason 
of th e  lung cancer - after smoking - may be the elevated indoor radon activity 
concentration. T he  statistica l evaluation  of our d a ta  showed th a t the  presence of 
an underlying cellar is more im portan t factor than  the type  of building m aterials 
to decrease the in d o o r radon level in  houses.
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B ioch em ica l P aram eters and  C a  
C on cen tra tion  in H air*
J. Bacsó and I. Uzonyi
As the  X R F is a powerful analytical m ethod, by the determ ination of concen­
tra tion  of bioelements, it might prom ote the development of (noninvasive) diag­
nostical m ethods to  gain more and more information on the health  condition of the  
hum an body. W ith  this intention we began to study the level of Ca concentration 
in hair (hair-C a) in different groups of adult males in cooperation w ith different 
hospitals m ore than  ten  years ago. Namely, it was revealed from our previous 
m easurem ents th a t the  concentration of hair-Ca is decreased in ischaemic heart 
diseases [1,2]. The aim  of the present work is to  study the correlations between 
hair-C a and some biochemical param eters of blood and urine m easured regularly 
in the Aeromedical Research Institu te  of the Hungarian Army and to  follow the 
m utual variation of health  sta te  and hair-Ca level.
The population consisted of males aged 19-56 years and a  younger group aged 
~16-18 years. In the collaborating institu te  the following quantities were m ea­
sured: age; body weight; height; Brocka-index; blood pressure (systoles and  di­
astoles); glycoside; uric acid; lipoid; cholesterin (total); ” alfa-cholesterin” (HDL 
cholesterin); ”beta-cholesterin” (LDL cholesterin); and triglicerid. The concentra­
tion of hair-C a was m easured in ATOMKI by XRFA m ethod using Fe-55 radioiso­
tope source for excitation. A ltogether 514 and 232 d a ta  set were available in case 
of older and younger groups, respectively, and each of them  consisted of th e  quan­
tities listed above supplem ented w ith the hair-Ca. Based on our previous results 
the d a ta  sets were divided into two groups according to  the ir hair-C a content 
(C a<700m g/kg and C a>700m g/kg). The correlation investigations were carried 
out for all groups separately.
The ra tio  of the num ber of d a ta  sets (persons) falling into the C a>700m g/kg 
and C a<700m g/kg groups is 12:502 in the older group (which is very unfavourable) 
and 60:172 in the younger one (this is also unfavourable).
T ight and positive correlation has been found between cholesterin and  beta- 
cholesterin (r=0.9-0.96, see Fig. 1.) in each group, but in contrary, no correlation 
has been found between cholesterin and alfa-cholesterin.
High positive correlation has been found between lipoid and cholesterin in 
each group, bu t correlation w ith the triglicerid has only been observed in the  older 
group (r>0 .78) and not in the younger one (r= 0 .04-0.1). Because of the high lipoid 
-  cholesterin and cholesterin -  beta-cholesterin correlations lipoid correlates w ith 
the beta-cholesterin as well.
In case of hair-C a the  coefficients are usually low (|r | <0.56), bu t in m any cases 
they are still significant. This means, among others, th a t hair-C a has a  nonlinear 
connection w ith these param eters and the tim e dependence of the biological pro­
cesses should also be taken into consideration. We observed a  negative correlation 
w ith the  triglicerid and lipoid in all cases, and the highest being found in the  older
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C a< 700m g/kg  group, ind icating  th a t the increasing cholesterin or triglicerid value 
results in decreasing hair-C a level. The medical evaluation of the correlation d a ta  
is in progress.
F ig .1. Beta-cholesterin as a function of cholesterin in the younger group having 
Ca<700mg/kg hair-Ca concentration. The linear regression equation and the correla­
tion coefficients are: BETA=0.84*CHOL-0.81 and r=0.94 (p<0.001), respectively.
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Investigation of Mercury and Other Toxic 
Heavy Metal Concentrations in Fish*
J. Bacsó
It is known th a t Zooplanktons and small aquatic animals concentrate  the  
heavy m etal po llu tan ts to a m arked degree over the w ater level. T hey may be 
of use in m onitoring the level of heavy m etal pollution[l]. BALOGH (1987) [2] 
investigated the  Hg pollution in the Lake BALATON (HUNGARY). It was found 
th a t Hg content varies in zooplanktons (Cladocera, Copepoda) by tim e and by 
location in the Lake in sum m er period: (0.07-0.26)mgHgkg_1.
It has been shown th a t Hg can be m ethylated in aquarial and n a tu ra l sedim ents 
[3] by m ethanogenic bacteria [4] and by methylcobalam in [5]. These results are 
of great significance, as it has become apparent th a t Hg in all lake sedim ents 
even in inorganic form, can be mobilized and is liab le for being transform ed into 
extrem ely toxic m ethylm ercury derivatives and so to enter the food chain. This way 
m ethylm ercury poisoning is a  widespread problem, especially in aquatic  systems 
where various organism s can concentrate the Hg up to  1000-fold. These phenom ena 
are strongly confirmed by the M inam ata [6] and the N iigata [7] epidem ic outbreaks. 
However, there is no evidence th a t m ethylm ercury is formed in m am m als.
A few years ago a relatively high concentration of Hg was observed in tinned  
fish by the au thor. Spinal column with spinal cord was selected from  fish slices, 
dried at relatively low tem perature  (<70°C ), pressed into pellet an d  m easured 
by X R F. The concentration of Hg was equal to (42±5) m g/kg. This observation 
inspired the au th o r to investigate the Hg content in different pa rts  of tinned and  
fresh fish products. The collection of samples is still in progress.
S am p lin g . Tinned fish samples of different origine and sort were collected 
w ith  the  perm ission of a num ber of health  authorities for commerce, as well fresh 
fish caught in surface w ater (river, lake) in Hungary. All samples for m easurem ent 
were selected from  fish prepared for consumption. Usually a few gram m s of spinal 
column w ith spinal cord, muscle from neighbor of spinal column (w hite muscle), 
and  the same am ount from near to  skin ( dark muscle) were collected.
In the first step  the samples were dried w ith paper-napkin (to  remove th e  
oil used for production), then  more dried under infrared lamp at low tem peratu re  
(< 7 0 °C ), ground, and finally pelletized. 100-200mg of mass was pressed into pellets 
w ith  10 mm diam eter.
M ea su rem en t. The concentration of elements was determ ined by XRFA 
m ethod.
R e su lts . Toxic heavy m etal concentrations measured in different tinned and  
fresh-w ater fishes, m g/kg (dry w t.), are shown in Table 1.
According to  the recom m endation of WHO (Geneva 1972) the  perm issible 
intake in m g/kg(b . w t.)/w eek for C d:=0.5 for Hg:=0.005, for Pb := 0 .05 , which, for a  
person of 70 kg body weight, is equal to (mg/week): C d=35, Hg=0.35, Pb=3.5 . T he  
tab le  shows th a t the tinned and fresh-water fish species investigated, in the case of
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Table 1. The code numbers mark the trade name of product or species of fish, the letters: 
a =  bone (vertebrae) with spinal marrow or without, b = muscle (white), c =  muscle 
(red, or near to skin) d = spinal marrow, e =  bone (other than vertebrae).(*)Measured 
in fish from Lake BALATON [8].
Code N i Cd Hg Pb
la 9 .1 3 .2 2 . 3 1 1 . 5
l b 0 .0 0 . 0 0 .0 1 . 5
Id 6 . 1 0 . 0 2 . 2 0 . 2
2a 0 .0 0 . 0 0 . 0 1 . 8
2b 9 . 1 0 . 0 4 . 2 3 . 6
2c 0 .0 0 . 0 0 .0 6 . 5
3a 3 . 3 1 . 3 0 .0 9 . 4
3b 2 . 5 0 . 5 1 .0 3 . 8
3c 3 . 1 2 . 0 0 . 0 5 . 4
4a 1 3 . 6 3 . 8 0 .0 8 . 7
4b 0 .0 0 . 0 0 .0 4 . 7
4c 0 .0 0 . 0 0 .0 4 . 4
5a 1 0 . 9 1 .0 2 . 1 6 . 5
6a 5 . 9 0 . 0 0 .0 9 . 8
6b 0 .0 0 . 0 0 .0 4 . 7
7a 1 0 . 7 2 . 0 3 . 9 1 2 . 7
7b 0 . 7 0 . 8 0 . 8 1 6 . 9
8a 1 4 . 0 0 . 8 0 .0 1 . 1
8b 0 . 8 0 . 0 0 . 1 9 . 3
8c 2 . 8 0 . 9 1 .0 1 0 . 7
9a 1 7 . 4 0 . 2 0 .0 1 5 . 3
9b 0 . 0 0 . 0 ( 1 . 8 8 ) 0 . 0 ( 0 . 0 8 9 ) 5 . 9 ( 4 . 6 4 ) *
10a 0 .0 2 . 9 4 . 2 1 0 . 1
11a 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 2 1 2 . 2
12a 9 . 8 0 . 0 3 . 9 0 .0
13a 4 . 5 0 . 6 0 .0 0 .0
highest toxic m etal concentrations [i.e.: for Cd: la , 4a, 10a samples ~10 kg/week; 
for Hg: la , Id , 5a, 7a, 10a,12a sam ples ~0,08-0.1kg/week; and for P b :la ,3 a , 6a, 7a, 
7b, 8b, 8c, 9a, 10a, 11a samples ~ 0 .35  kg/week to  be consumed] are not suitable 
for continuous h u m an  consum ption, considering the  limit of heavy m etals (Cd, 
H g,Pb) recom m ended by W HO. In  different tissues of fish the concentrations of 
Hg an d  Pb came th e  closest to  th e  lim it of tolerance. 0.1-0.2 kg (dry weight) can 
be consum ed weekly, which, in som e places, can be close or equal to  the actual 
consum ption, even in  Hungary.
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Study of Incorporation of Dimethylmercury
in Small Animals*
J. Bacsó, Zs. Bacsó I. Fekete 2, T. Ferenczy 2 and I. Uzonyi
U n iv e rs ity  M edical School of Debrecen, D epartm ent of Biophysics,
Debrecen
2 K ossuth University, Institu te  of Biology, D epartm ent of Com parative
Animal Physiology, Debrecen
M ercury is an ancient poison. Yearly 30000-150000 tons are being released into 
the atm osphere by degassing from th e  ea r th ‘s crust and the oceans and additional 
20000 tons of m ercury  are released in to  the environm ent by hum an activities[l]. 
Mercury is found in the  environment in various chemical forms, and the different 
forms have different pharm acokinetic properties as regards absorption, bodily dis­
tribution, accum ulation and excretion. Inorganic m ercury can be m ethylated in 
the environm ent and  the  resultant dim ethylm ercury (M e2-Hg) is readily taken up 
by some organism s, m ore readily th a n  inorganic mercury.
Experim ents carried  out on cat w ith  Hg com pounds showed damage in brain  
and the highest concentration of Hg was found in liver, hair, kidney and brain, in 
the order of list. H un ter et al. [2] observed four cases of intoxication by Me-Hg. 
The sym ptom s were as follows: heavy general ataxia, dysarthria , and large m easure 
of narrow ing in the  field of vision. In the  second half of this century two serious 
Me2-Hg intoxication took place in Jap a n  (M inam ata; 1953-60, 111 cases of special 
symptoms [3], N iigata; 1964-65, 26 diagnosed cases). O ther hum an intoxications 
were caused by the  consum ption of contam inated fish and shell-fish [4]. Anim al 
experim ents and accidental hum an cases show th a t the Hg content in hair can 
serve as an ind icato r of exposure to  Hg [4, 5].
E x p e r im e n ts .  For these very reasons we have in itiated  an experim ent to  
exposure anim als to  M e2-Hg at different doses. The aim of th is experim ent is 
to study the  accum ulation of dim ethylm ercury in tissues and hair and to  make 
reference m aterial for Hg and Me2-Hg analytical quality control from the hair of 
animals.
The m easurem ent was started  w ith  33 guinea pigs and 33 rats. The anim als 
were divided into th ree  groups (11-11 animal in each group). Two groups were 
intended for experim ent w ith different dose of Me2-Hg per day, and  the th ird  group 
for control. All anim als were male and  SPF quality. The Hg was adm inistared 
partly  in drinking w ater and partly  by stomach tube. Taking in to  account the  
previous results for th e  lethal dose of various organic Hg com pounds (~15-70 
m g/kg b. w t.) and  th e  results of S. Ohmori and K. H ashim oto [6] we applied a 
lower and a  higher daily dose of M e2-Hg: 2.5 m g/kg  (b. w t.)/d ay  and 5m g/kg 
(b. w t.)/d ay  for ra ts  and  7.5 m g/kg( b. w t.)/day  and 15.0 m g/kg  (b. w t.)/d ay  
for guinea pigs. H air cut was carried out on all anim als at the  set-out. On the
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experim ental animals the hair cut was regularly repeated  every ten  days in guinea 
pigs and every twenty days in rats. At the end of the  experim ent the  hair cut was 
repeated on control anim als, too. The period of experim ent was two m onths. At 
the  end of the  experim ent the  animals were sacrificed and dissected. The following 
tissue samples were prepared: brain, liver, kidney and testis. T he m easurem ent of 
the  concentration of Hg and other elements in the  different tissues and hair was 
carried out by EDXRFA by using Fe-55 and 1-125 sources for excitation. The tissue 
samples were homogenized and lyophilized and pelletized (m =100m g, 0=10 m m ). 
The hair sam ples were only pelletized. A pproxim ately 400 sam ples were prepared  
and  m easured.
The evaluation of all the spectra has not been completed yet, only the Hg 
concentration in hair has been evaluated. Nevertheless, it can be seen th a t Hg 
accum ulates in hair in very high concentration depending on th e  daily dose (Fig.
1.). Moreover, Hg appeared immediately in the hair after intake. In 40-day’s tim e 
it reached a  higher value th an  planned. These facts means th a t h a ir is a very sen­
sitive indicator of m ercury loading. We plan to carry out a correlation analysis to  
explore fu rth er connections between bioelemental and Hg concentrations m easured 
in tissues and hair.
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Study of Incorporation of Dimethylmercury in Small Animals* 3
t ime
Fig. 1. Variation of Hg concentration in the hair of guinea pigs during and after the 
treatment with dimethyl-mercury.
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The Use of XRF for the Determination of
M ercuria lism
J. Bacsó, L. Bognár 1 and 0 . Pallinger 2
1 C entral Hospital of Army, D epartm ent of M ental Hygiene 
2C entral Hospital of Army, D epartm ent of Toxicology
CASE HISTORY: A young woman got to the D epartm ent of Toxicology of 
C entral Hospital of Army for exam ination and trea tm ent due to  excessive mercury. 
T he patient h ad  no complaint, and our exam inations did not show any kind of 
sym ptom s of poisoning by mercury. There was a high level of m ercury in her 
urine, and an extrem ely high level could be detected in her hair.
Since we precluded the possibility of occupational poisoning, we looked for 
the  cause of m ercurialism  in the environment of the patien t. In order to reduce 
the  am ount of m ercury in her body, a dim ercaptol (BAL) therapy  was employed. 
A fter the trea tm en t course a decreased mercury level was m easured in urine.
W hen the  patien t is rubbing gold or copper things am ong her fingers those 
become white in a  short while (10-20 minutes) and after a longer tim e (in a few 
hours) they brake into pieces.
Sampling: O n 11 of November 1990 hair sample was taken  from  the lady, cu t 
near to skin. The mercury content in the sample was determ ined by X R F m ethod. 
T he m easurem ent was carried out by steps of 17mm in length of hair. The resu lts 
are shown in Fig. 1. As the lady’s power for w hitening the  gold and  copper th ings 
rem ained continuously in spite of the hospital treatm ent, the hair sampling was 
repeated  on 7 th  of M arch 1991. At the same tim e, hair sam ple was taken from  
her grandm other and son living together w ith her. Furtherm ore vegetables, fru its, 
leaves and different parts of different plants, m ost of them  are used as food, w ere 
collected from their garden for analysis.
Results: By the  second hair sampling her hair had grown 42mm in leng th  
since the first sampling. From this figure and tim e interval the  growing power of 
her hair was determ ined (42mm /1 1 6  days =  0.3621 m m /day ). So it is possible 
to  fit together the  results of two samplings.
It is very surprising th a t there was no Hg found in the second hair sample even 
in th a t part which covers a p art of the first sample (overlapping part). The Hg 
contents in the  g randm other’s and son’s hair were similar to  th a t of the p a tie n t’s 
second sample. This is a new observation in the field of hair trace  element studies. 
The explanation of the phenom enon requires further investigations.
The authors are thankful to  Dr. Uzonyi and Dr. Kovács for th e ir technical help.
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T ab le  1. Overlapping of the two hair sample of patient.
Hg i n  h a i r  ( p p m )  8 2 . 4 ± 1 0 . 7  1 1 4 ± 1 3 . 7  1 1 7 ± 1 5 . 0
4 1 ± 7 . 3  9 7 . 9 ± 1 2 . 1 1 1 6 . ± 1 4 .  1 0 0 ± 3 0
2 3 '.X I 211. V I I  I 1 8 ' . I V  I 1 4 ' . I
D a t e  o f  s a m p l .  1 9 9 0  0 6 . IX  0 4 . V I  0 2 . I l l
Hg i n  h a i r  (p p m )
0 . 0  0 . 0  0 . 0  0 . 0  0 . 0
6 . 7 ± 8 . 7  
1 . 7 + 4 . 4
D a t e
1 9 ^ 1 . 1 6 Л 1  I 1 4 ' X I  I 12.^7111 I 10 '.V f 
19 90  3 1 . XII  2 8 . IX 2 6 . VI
T ab le  2. Toxic heavy metal content of vegetables and other plants.
V e g e t a b l e ,  p l a n t s N i Cd Hg P b
S t r a w b e r r y ,  l e a v e s - - - *
4 . 8 * *
1 . 3 ± 2 . 8
E u r o p e a n  h a z e l 3 . 6 ± 8 - *
4 . 6 * *
1 . 3 ± 2 . 9
L e a f  o f  a  n u t - t r e e ~ 0 . 2 ± 2 . 9
2 . 2 * *
2 . 5 ± 3 . 1
P e a  l e a v e s 4 . 5 ± 7 . 6 “ 2 . 2 ± 4 . 7  
8 . 1 * *
-
B e a n  l e a v e s , s t a l k 1 5 . 5 ± 8 . 3 -
5 . 0 * *
-
N u t s h e l l 4 . 0 ± 7 . 3 0 . 3 ± 2 . 7
1 . 3
-
B r u s s e l s  s p r o u t s 1 1 . 0 ± 7 . 6 4 . 2 ± 2 . 8 4 . 1 + 4 . 6  
8 . 8 * *
-
C a r r o t 2 . 7 ± 7 . 4
4 . 1 * *
-
P a r s l e y “ “
3 . 8 * *
-
K o h l r a b i 1 0 . 3 ± 7 . 7 6 . 9 ± 2 . 9
3 . 1 * *
-
R e d  c a b b a g e 4 . 9 ± 7 . 4 3 . 5 ± 2 . 8
2 . 4
-
S t r i n g  b e a n s 9 . 5 ± 7 . 4 3 . 6 + 2 . 7 5 . 0 ± 4 . 5  
5 . 4 * *
S t r a w b e r r y 4 . 1 ± 6 . 9 - 3 . 8 ± 4 . 4  
4 . 2 * *
-
S o u r - c h e r r y 1 . 6 ± 6 . 8 1 . 8 ± 2 . 6 1 . 1 ± 4 . 3  
4 . 3 * *
1 . 9 ± 2 . 5
F i g . l .  The variatoin of Hg-content in length of hair sample.
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DEVELOPMENT OF METHODS
AND
INSTRUMENTS

A G e + B a F 2 C o m p o site  7-ray  S p ec tro m eter
A. Krasznahorkay, J. Bacelar,(a) A. B a l a n d a , and A. Buda(a)
(a* Kernfysish Versneller Instituu t, 9747 AA Gronigen, The N etherlands 
^  Institu te  of Physics, Jagellonian University, Cracow, 30-059 Krakow , 
Reym onta 4, Poland
The detection of high energy 7  rays following the  decay of giant resonances to  
specific final states dem ands a detector system  w ith high efficiency and good energy 
resolution in the 10 - 20 MeV energy region. A new Ge +  B aF2 7 -ray spectrom eter 
fulfilling this requirem ents has been designed [1]. The schematic layout of the 
detector system  is shown in Fig. 1. The energy of the  7  quanta is reconstructed  by 
summing (off-line) the  energies deposited in coincidence in the Ge de tec to r and in 
its B aF2 shield.
Response function measurem ents have been perform ed at KVI G roningen at 
a few 7 -ray energy between 4.4 and 15.1 MeV. T he measured energy resolution 
and efficiency of the  system  are in agreem ent w ith  the results of M onte-Carlo 
calculations perform ed w ith the code GEANT3. This type of spectrom eter can 
have be tte r than  0.5 % energy resolution and m ore than  10 % efficiency at 15 
MeV (see in Fig. 2.).
KVI 5596
F ig -1- Schematic layout of the Ge +  BaF2 spectrometer.
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F ig . 2 . Comparison of the efficiency of different 7-ray spectrometers as a function of the 
7 energy. For the Ge -f BaF2 spectrometer an ’’optimal” geometry excluding the extra 
spaces between the scintillator crystals was taken. For the single Ge-crystal the efficiencies 
are given seperately for the 1. escape peak 2. escape peak as well as the photopeak.
R eferen ces
1 A. Krasznahorkay, J. Bacelar, A. Balanda and A Buda, submitted to the Nucl. 
Instr. and M eth.
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A  U V -p h o to e lec tro n  sp ectro m eter  for h igh  
tem p era tu re  stu d ies
D. V a rg a , L. K ö v é r, I. C sern y , K . T ő k é s i
A special UV (Vacuum Ultraviolet) photoelectron spectrom eter has been  de­
veloped for studying free atom s and molecules, including short-lived transien t 
species obtainable a t higher tem peratures.
For energy analysis of photoelectrons a hemispherical electrostatic analyzer 
has been built w ith a working radius of 150 mm and w ith identical en trance and 
exit slits of 0.5, 1.0 and 1.5 mm widths, respectively, variable w ithout breaking 
the vacuum  in the spectrom eter. A fixed analyzer pass energy can be selected in 
the 2-10 eV range for electrons having kinetic energies in the 1-50 eV interval, by 
using a 7 elements input lens system  with an object-im age distance of 570 mm . 
This length provides a  good separation between the  sample cham ber and analyzer 
(facilitating its differential pum ping and preventing its contam ination). C onsisting 
of a com bination of two cylindrical lenses of four elem ents each, the elem ents of 
the com plete zoom system  are operating w ith potentials dependent linearly on the  
energy of the  incoming electrons. The electron optics and the analyzer is enclosed 
by a double layer m agnetic shielding made of high perm eability m aterial.
The sample cham ber of the spectrom eter is pum ped by a diffusion pum p 
(600 1/s )  m ade fully of stainless steel (making possible studies of highly reac­
tive gases) and equipped w ith a special liquid nitrogen cooled cryotrap. A sim ilar 
diffusion pum p ensures the differential pumping of the  analyzer while the  sam ple 
region and the entrance slit of the lens system is separated by a watercooled blend.
Photoelectrons are excited by a capillary discharge UV lam p w ith a two stage 
differential pum ping provided by a ro tation pum p and a diffusion pum p (300 1/s), 
respectively. The m axim um  discharge current of the UV lam p is 150 mA.
Gaseous samples can be introduced into the sample cham ber th rough special 
units which makes possible the use of both  nozzles for narrow beam  sam ples and  
gas cells for large volume homogeneous samples. Vapour samples can be ob tained  
from a small oven by in situ evaporation of solid m aterials (max. tem p era tu re  
is 250 °C) w ith the  possibility of fast sample changing by the  help of a  gate 
system  w ithout effecting the operation of the spectrom eter. For studying transien t 
molecules, the sam ple cham ber is equipped by a pyrolizator unit w ith  a  quartz  
tube heated indirectly by therm ocathodes providing controllable tem peratu res up 
to 1000°C.
The spectrom eter is controlled by an IBM AT based d a ta  system. D a ta  ac­
quisition and recording is perform ed entirely on in te rrup t level m aking it possible 
to ru n  any other application program  without affecting the d a ta  acquisition in 
progress. The acquired d a ta  can be accessed for on-line evaluation by using the  
evaluation program  EWA developed by J. Végh.
The perform ance of the spectrom eter is illustrated  by the  He Ia excited pho­
toelectron spectra  shown in Figs 1 and 2.
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Fig. 1. The photoelectron spectrum of argon excited by He Ia radiation
Fig. 2. A detail of the He Ia excited photoelectron spectrum of anthracene
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E x tra ctio n  o p tics  ca lcu la tio n s for a  
hollow -cat h od  ion source: th e  first s te p s  o f  
th e  E C R  program
S. Biri, J. Pálinkás, A. Báder
In the last year a proposal for a  heavy ion facility has been prepared  in 
ATOMKI [1]. The key element of the  planned facility is an electron cyclotron 
resonance (ECR) ion source, which will be installed a t a 300—500 kV electrostatic  
accelerator and at the cyclotron of the  institu te . The EC R  source can also be used 
independently (at a  max. 30 kV acceleration potentia l) for low-energy atom ic 
physics investigations. The ECR source will be used a lternately  a t the  two m a­
chines. During the operation of the E C R  source at the  cyclotron, a  hollow-cathode 
type ion source (DANFYSIK 911A) producing single-charged heavy ions will be 
used at the electrostatic accelerator. This source also can be used independently, 
at 30 kV potential. The source was bought w ithout any accessories (ex traction  
lens, power supplies, etc.) Recently, the  com puter planning and optim ization of 
the beam  extraction optics has been carried out for this ion source.
The planning of the optics was s ta rted  using the  ”cos-lin” m ethod [2]. The 
arrangem ent, obtained this way, was a lternated  step-by-step using experiences of 
similar extraction optics and considering technical restrictions on the  insulations 
and the displacement of the electrodes. Meanwhile, the  axial po ten tia l d istribution  
was continuously controlled and an effort was m ade not to  ’’dam age” the form came 
from the model. The final testing and  optim ization of the optics were carried out 
w ith the SIMION [3] com puter code. In fig. 1 the geom etry w ith the  m ost suitable 
potentials can be seen. The potentials on the electrodes can be varied depending 
on the required beam  energy in such a  m anner th a t the character of the  axial 
potential d istribution will not change significantly.
Fig. 1 . Extraction ion-optics system. The electrode potentials from left to right are 20, 
—2, 1, 13, 1 and 0 kV, respectively
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Other param eters like the  distance and  ap ertu re  of the  electrodes and  the  
effect of the  p lasm a boundary, were investigated using the SIMION code. It was 
found th a t th e  effect of the  p lasm a meniscus can always be com pensated altering 
the potential o f the fourth electrode (fig. 2).
и
F ig .2. Beam transport in the 3-dimensional potential field of the extraction system. The 
initial energy of the particle is 200 eV, plasma meniscus is 20° (convex plasma), diameter 
of the source slit is 1 mm. The potential of the source is 20 kV
The m echanical part of th e  ex traction  system  is under construction and the  
electrical control system  is under developm ent. All present and fu ture  results are 
considered as a  preparation  for the  installation of the  EC R  source and the heavy 
ion facility.
R eferen ces
1. The heavy ion physics program of the ATOMKI. Institute of Nuclear Research, 
1991. Non-published.
2. S. Biri, S.L. Bogomolov, J. Tech. Phys., 60 17 (1990)
3. D.A. Dahl, J.E . Delmore and A.D. Appelhaus, Rev. Sei. Instr., 61 607 (1990)
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M od ellin g  o f  e le c tro sta tic  ex tra c tio n  o p tics
o f  ion sou rces
S. Biri, S.L. Bogomolov I. Koós 6
“Joint In stitu te  for Nuclear Research, D ubna, R ussia 
6K ossuth University, Debrecen, Hungary
Investigations on the problems of external ion source e lectrostatic  extraction 
optics were carried out.
a .  /  A x ia l sy m m e tr ic  b ea m
A m athem atical model was established, which is applicable for calculations in the  
case of ion sources producing axial sym m etrical ion beam s (e.g. ECR, duoplas- 
m atron sources) [1]. It was supposed th a t to  get a beam  of suitable perform ance, 
the  necessary potential d istribution along the z-axis must be a  special, weighted 
superposition of linear and cosinusoidal members. In fig. 1 simple potentia l d is tri­
butions of th is type are shown. From the  potentia l d istribution  th e  full electrode 
structure can be obtained. Performances of optical systems calculated  in th is way 
and experim ental results from working optics, were com pared. It was found th a t 
systems by th is model and the  experim ental optics work identically. The procedure 
of the model creation can be used to  design electrostatic  ex traction  optics w ithout 
the usual large amount of calculations.
b . /  R ib b o n  b eam
The case, when a crossed, position depending force influences th e  beam  ex tracted  
from the source, was studied. This is a  real situation , for exam ple, a t the applica­
tion of a Penning source w ith radial extraction. The system  consists of the source, 
an accel-decel electrode system  and an electrostatic  com pensator (W ien-filter) to  
compensate the deflecting action of the m agnetic field. It is shown [2] th a t hyper­
bolic potential d istribution between the  filter plates provides the  ion beam  w ith  
minimal deflection from the  axis of the ion optical system  (IOS) a t the exit of th e  
IOS. The filter plates m ust have different absolute values of poten tia ls and also a 
strong geometrical asym m etry to the IOS axis (fig. 2). The com puter sim ulation 
of ion trajectories in the IOS, constructed by the  proposed m ethod, has also been 
carried out.
R eferen ces
1. S. Biri, S.L. Bogomolov, J. Tech. Phys., 60 17 (1990)
2. S Biri, S.L. Bogomolov, I. Koós, Nuci. Instr. Meth., A306 56 (1991)
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F ig .l .  Potential distribution along the axis of the IOS. 1 - Uc=0, 2 - Uc/Ui=0.2, 3 - 
Uc/Uj =  1.4. Uc and U, are the amplitudes of the cosinusoidal and linear parts of the 
distribution, respectively.
r------------------------ 1-------------------------1------------------------- 1------------------------ 1-------------------------1------------------------ 1----------------------- 1—
0 50 100 150
ж (mm)
Fig. 2. IOS geometry and particle trajectories with A /Z=3. The injection potential is 19 
kV, the potential of the extraction electrode is —5 kV, potentials of the upper and lower 
compensator plates are -(-15.1 and —0.5 kV, respectively.
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Ion sources
S. Biri
The field of ion source research and  development has grown intensively since 
the sixties-seventies and  especially dram atically  in th e  last decade. New kinds of 
ion sources have been invented and the  perform ance of existing sources has been 
upgraded significantly. There are ion sources in m any devices and  facilities: in 
accelerators, in separators, in im plantators, etc. The ion source is one of the most 
im portant parts of these facilities since the features of the beam  on th e  target are 
basically determ ined by the features of the  beam  ex trac ted  from the  source.
It is frequently necessary to identify or classify the  m any types an d  kinds of 
ion sources or to  understand  the physics of the applied source. In Hungary, in 
Hungarian has not been published a  detailed work abou t ion sources yet. For this 
purpose a  longer study was w ritten  [1], which is designed to  serve as a  guide and a 
review for the field of ion source physics and technology. The study  is intended for 
ion source users in general, for physicists who are in terested  or actively engaged 
in ion source development or related work and for students, engineers, who have 
a basic knowledge of plasm a physics, atom ic physics and  electrom agnetic theory. 
The contents of the  study:
1. The basics of plasm a physics for ion sources
1.1 Basic term s
1.2 Basic processes in the plasm a
2. Classification of ion sources
3. The m ost wide-spread and known ion sources
3.1 Penning (P IG ) ion source
3.2 Electron cyclotron resonance (ECR ) ion source
3.3 Electron beam  ion source (EBIS)
3.4 Laser ion source
3.5 D uoplasm atron, duopigatron
3.6 Cusp ion sources
3.7 Negative ion sources
3.8 Miscellaneous sources
4. Comparison of ion sources
5. Beam extraction
6 . The present and planned ion sources at the cyclotron in Debrecen 
References (94)
R eferen ce
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Magnetic structure formation in ECR ion
sources
S. Biri, J. Molnár
During th e  last few years th e  electron cyclotron resonance (E C R ) ion sources 
have played an  im portan t p a rt in  heavy ion facilities. Up to  the  present tim e m ore 
th an  40 ECR ion source designed for the p roduction  of high-charge-state ions have 
been built in different laboratories [1].
In sources of this type one of the most critical p art is th e  m agnetic system  
of the ionization chamber. T he m agnetic field in  the  cham ber has the ’’minimum- 
B ’' type m irror configuration. T he axial m agnetic field is usually produced by 
solenoidal coils, th e  radial m agnetic field is p roduced by SmCo or NdFeB hexapole.
In order to  m ake the design, the  m easurem ent and  the final form ation of the  
magnetic s tru c tu re  of ECR sources easier and quicker, com putations and in s tru ­
m ental developm ents were carried  out.
1. Using a  sim ple, but quick com puter code th e  axial m agnetic field d istribution 
an d  the param eters of the coils to  create th is field, can be planned. In fig. 1 the  
result of a calcu lation  can be seen. The calculation of the to ta l m agnetic field, 
which is a superposition  of th e  m agnetic field of the  hexapole (radial) and the  
coils (axial) in th e  ionization cham ber, is illu stra ted  in fig. 2 .
2. To m easure the simple o r combined m agnetic  field inside the  coils a n d /o r  
th e  hexapole, a  sem i-autom atic field-m eter was developed [2]. The control of the  
field-meter and th e  data acquisition was realized w ith a PC , via special interface 
developed for th is  purpose. In fig. 3 the m ain m enu of the control program  can be 
seen.
3. Another com puter code transform s the resu lts of field m easurem ents to  any 
required text or graphics form. D epending on th e  choosed param eters and on the  
m easured data, th e  axial, rad ial or azim uthal m agnetic field distributions (fig. 4, 
5) and two-dimensional field m aps can be obtained . The Fourier-analyzis of the  
В г(ф) or Вф(ф) field com ponents is also possible (fig. 6 ).
R eferen ces
1. R. Geller, Proc. 10th Int. Conf. ECRIS, Knoxville, USA, 1990, p.381.
2. S. Biri, A.A. Efremov, V.V. Behterev, J. Molnár, in Proc. XII. All-Union Conf. 
Charged P art. Accel., Moscow, 1990.
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Fig. 2. The total magnetic field between 
the poles of the hexapole
Fig. 4. The radial field component (Br ) 
at different radius (R)
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Fig. 6 . The Fourier-spectra of the radial 
field component at a given axial position 
(region: 0-360°, R=33 mm)
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IBM  P C  b ased  in ter fa ces  for sy stem  con tro l 
and d a ta  a cq u is itio n
J. Molnár, S. Biri
For several y ears  m icrocom puter controlled system s for collecting and analyz­
ing d a ta  have been  used in the In stitu te . In the  last few years IBM P C  com puters 
have also provided low cost ’’host com puters” for com puter-based m easurem ent 
control and d a ta  acquisition system s in nuclear physics. According to  this con­
cept several types of interfaces were designed to  solve the  problem  of control and 
recording and evalua ting  data  m easured in the  experim ent. Two of these interfaces 
are described here.
A PC A /IN C R EM EN T M EM ORY (F ig .l)  interface has been developed and in­
stalled  for the ’’G A M M A ” complex for the investigation of fragm entation processes 
in nuclei-nuclei collision [1,2]. Using th is interface reduces the m easuring tim e for 
acquisition of gam m a-ray  spectrom etric inform ation and  gives b e tte r  statistics by 
increasing counts/channel storing capacity. The un it features the following m ain 
functions: 1/  connection  between th e  Analog Signal Processor and  the  PC , 2 / 
nuclear spectrum collection up to  224 count s /channel using increm ent or decre­
m ent method, 3 /  d a ta  read /w rite  from  or to  m em ory via the PC bus during the 
measurement.
In  many applications - process control, d a ta  acquisition, au tom ated  test equip­
m ent, nuclear and  m edical instrum entation , robotics - the  fast dig itization of var­
ious analog signals, d a ta  storage and  evaluation are very im portant reguirem ents. 
An IBM  PC based 16 Single-Ended C hannel Interface (PC /16SE C I F ig .2) was de­
veloped to meet th ese  requirem ents [3]. The analog inpu t part of the P C /16S E C I 
unit consists of a  16 channel fully p ro tec ted  m ultiplexer, a channel address regis­
ter, an  operational am plifier and a com plete high speed 10 bit ADC. Analog input 
voltage ranges from  0 to  +10V. The system  th roughpu t ra te  is lim ited by the per­
form ance of the IBM  P C  DMA system . The interface operates in IN T E R R U P T  or 
DMA modes controlled  by the program . The user-select able sam pling ra te  gives 
high performance a n d  versatility for signal analysis.
R eferen ces
1. S.Biri, J.Molnár et ah, JINR Pl-89-298, Dubna (1989)
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of the PCA/INCREM ENT MEMORY card
Fig. 2 . Block diagram of the PC/16 SECI card
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L eak te s t in g  stu d ie s  o f  226R a  sou rces by  
rad on  d e te c tio n  w ith  S S N T D s
1 L. Medveczky, I. Hunyadi, J. Hakl and B. Bíró “
“N ational Oncological Institu te , B udapest, H ungary
The SSNTD and  charcoal (the  H ungarian standard ) m ethods were com pared 
for testing the  leakage of old m edical R a sources. Defining the  sensitivity of the 
given m ethod as signal to  noise ra tio  using sim ilar exposure tim es, the  SSNTD 
m ethod proved to  be 2-3 orders of m agnitude m ore sensitive th a n  the  charcoal 
one. Due to  th is  reason SSNTD m ethod gave positive results also in  cases where 
charcoal tests  failed. The radon emission threshold of Ra sources by this m ethod 
(in a given geom etry) can be tested  in 4- and 8-hour runs for CR-39 and LR- 
115 detectors, respectively. Com paring irradiation chambers of different m aterial, 
it tu rned  out th a t  special care m ust be taken to  prevent radon from  escaping 
in order not to  falsify the results. Moreover a t the  H ungarian s tan d a rd  m ethod 
radon can easily escape from the plastic cup through the  plastic m ateria l itself and 
through sm aller openings on the cup. Exam ining the  same source in a more tight 
weighting bo ttle  w ith  a  ground-in stopper also sensitivity of the  charcoal tab let 
was increased, b u t never achieved the  SSNTD one. As it was expected, by using 
sim ultaneously the  two radon detectors in the same cup the resu lts given by the  
SSNTD were also falsified due to the  radon absorption in the charcoal tab let.
Table 1. Recent leakage testing results of some medical 226 Ra sources by 222 Rn detection
Source Kxp. Measured data* Estimated Leakage teat
22eRa time TR-115 CR-39 charcoal free 222Rn result4»
rhl [a-track/cm1 2 1 [ cpe) activity [Bql SSNTD charcoal
Needle 6 16 52 nd 5-45 -
<3 me) 24 36 92 nd -
72 75 135 nd -
72 nd nd 0.5 - -
Tube 1 6 19 41 nd 3-50 _
(5 mg) 24 23 11.1 nd -
72 61 202 nd —
72 nd nd 0.5 - —
Tube 2 6 250 609 nd >700
(10 mg) 6 nd nd 1 - <+/-)
96 4.4-10e 9.8-10B nd >1000 +
96° 1.2-10« 4.2-10« 25 162 (+/-) +
96 nd nd 29 - +
Tube 3 6 700 1200 nd >1000 +
(10 mg) 6 nd nd 1.5 - <+/-)
96 4 • 10® 8.6-10B nd >5000 +
96° 2.6•10B 6.6-10B 18 >3000 + +
96 nd nd 23 - +
• background ie aubstracted, which ±e 40/45 track/си2 for LR-115 and 20/90 
for CR-39 before and after mailing, respectively and 4-5 cpe for charcoal
ъ the leakage test is ( + ) if the estimated free 222Rn activity >185 Bq (SSNTD) 
or if the measured charcoal activity is the twice of the background counts
° simultaneous track detector and charcoal exposition
1 Shortened from the paper presented at the Int. Workshop on Radium, Uranium Tho­
rium and Related Nuclides in Industry and Medicine: History and Current Uses, 
Badgastein, Austria, Oct. 1 - 3 ,  1991.
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B ack grou n d  e lim in a tion  trea tm en t for T L D s
I. Uray t
t Present address: Forschungszentrum Jülich GmbH, Jülich, G erm any
A probable oxidation effect on the surface of LiF detectors m ay produce chem i­
luminescence, which appears as a high tem perature background (H TBG ). At lower 
tem peratu res (200-300°C) it is possibly much higher than  the infrared (IR) signals. 
By plunging the detectors in m ethanol w ith a 0.2 % HF content before reading 
ou t, it is possible to  elim inate th is disturbing effect. In this way lower detection 
lim its and b e tte r accuracy can be attained in the  low dose range m easurem ents, 
and  there also exists the possibility of fitting and measuring the high tem pera tu re  
peaks more accurately th an  was previously possible.
Recently we investigated questions concerning the lowest possible detection 
lim it in dose m easurem ents, the  extension of the dosimetric use of high tem pera tu re  
peaks and correct determ ination of the IR part of a glow curve.
All of these efforts, in conclusion, seem to  be guiding us tow ards an investi­
gation of an incalculably high tem perature background (H TB G ), which appears 
a t different m easurem ents. Its tem perature region begins slightly lower th an  IR  
radiation , bu t it shows a form similar to a peak w ith a maxim um  in the 350-400°C 
region. This background in the  peak 5 region of LiF detectors m ay m easure a few 
10 fiGy. It is, of course, a strong limit to  the m easurem ent accuracy.
The dosim etric use of peak 7 is also limited. In this tem pera tu re  region th e  
H TBG  may be much higher th an  the IR  signals. It is, of course, an im portan t 
disturbing effect and  may be a lim itation for neutron  dosim etry by TLDs, as well.
To avoid destroying of the detectors, a small HF content was mixed w ith  
m ethanol. Experim ents show th a t no more than  0.2 % HF in the m ethanol b a th  is 
necessary and no longer th an  2 m inutes time is required for a sufficient trea tm en t.
To test the effectiveness of this background elim ination trea tm en t (B E T ) 
m ethod, glow curves of TLDs were compared w ith and w ithout B E T  before th e  
readout. Figure 1 shows a series of measurements of detectors irrad ia ted  by a dose 
of 1.0 (Fig. la )  and  0.1 (Fig. lb )  mGy dose of 137Cs gam m a rays and  exposed to  
a  room  background (of about 0,08/iGyh-1 dose ra te) for 120 h (Fig. lc ) , accum u­
lating  a dose of about 0.01 mGy. Curve 1 illustrates a conventional readout while 
curve 2 is the glow curve after a BET of the detectors.
Fig. l a  shows th a t the B E T  ensures a good m easurable peak 7 also in gam m a 
glow curves and in quite low dose ranges. This fact, above all, m ay be im portan t 
in neutron  dosimetry, and Fig. lc  suggests a very low detection lim it a tta in ab le  
by using the B E T  m ethod. The first measurem ents verify th a t applying the B E T  
m ethod a gam m a dose of 1-2 pG y and a neutron dose of 10 fj,Sv (in mixed 7 -n- 
rad iation  field) is by LiF-s measurable.
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By using th is  B E T  m ethod b o th  the conventional and the m ore complicated 
glow curve deconvolution m ethods m ay work m ore precisely.
temperature
F ig . 1. Comparison of glow curves after conventional readout (curve 1) and a readout 
after a BET (curve 2) for detectors irradiated by doses of 1.0 mGy (Fig. la ), 0.1 mGy 
(Fig. lb) and .01 mGy (Fig. lc), respectively.
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A N A L 90: a N e w  C o m p u ter  C od e for 
M easu rin g  and H an d lin g  X -ray  S p ec tra
P. Kovács
The NZ-881 D igital Signal Processor and Analyser developed in our Insti­
tu te  by T. Lakatos [1-3] is a fully digital equipm ent for processing the  signals of 
sem iconductor X-ray detectors. Using a  recently developed interface card [4] th is 
equipm ent is connected w ith an IBM P C /A T . For setting the param eters of the  
signal processor and handling the spectra  stored in the analyser m em ory of the  
interface card a com puter code has been developed.
The ANAL90 is a menu controlled, easy-to-use Personal C om puter Analyser 
Program  which provides acquisition, displaying, storing and sim ple processing of 
IK , 2K, 4K X-ray spectra. The 4096 channel acquisition m em ory can be divided 
into 4x lK  or 2x2K or lx4K  sector(s) and one of them  is always active i.e. in which 
the d a ta  acquisition can be perform ed.
The more th an  40 functions of ANAL90 are arranged into th ree  m ain menus. 
W hile the first and th ird  groups represent functions concerning m ainly the  usual 
analyser functions the second group consists of file handling functions.
T he an a lyser  fu n ctio n s are as follow s:
- Erase, S ta rt/S to p  m easurem ent
- Set m easuring tim e and NZ-881 param eters (peaking tim e, 
adaptivity, noise discrim ination level, gain)
- Expand/C om press spectra in horizontal o r /a n d  vertical d irection
- ROI operations (S et/D elete ROI, calculation of ROI param eters)
- Energy calibration
- Sector operations (Set active/passive sector num ber,
set overlap mode, d a ta  transfer from  active to  passive sector)
- Movement of spectra  and channel cursor.
F u n ction s o f  file m enu:
- Save/Load spectrum  d a ta  in binary  o r/a n d  A SCII form
- Directory of current disk
- Peak evaluation (m ax 100 peaks) and Save/Load results
- Smoothing of ROI data.
The desired function can be selected by pressing the appropria te  function key 
or alphabetical key or key-combination. In some cases it is necessary to  confirm 
the intention.
All im portan t param eters are displayed on the  screen along w ith  the spectrum  
area (see F ig .l.)
A recommended minimum IBM P C /A T  com puter system should be equipped 
w ith 512 К  of installed RAM memory, a  hard  disk or floppy driver, an  EG A /V G A  
graphics card w ith a  suitable monitor.
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A Computer Package for Evaluation of 
PIXE Spectra.
Gy. Szabó, I. Borbély-Kiss
A partly  new com puter package has been developed for the  evaluation of PIXE 
spectra on the basis of experience given by the  application of the  previous one 
(PIXASE [1,2]). The changes were focussed on im provem ent of th e  stability  of 
spectrum  fitting and  on an easier handling, they did not touch the  principles of 
the concentration calculation.
The ASELES program m e for spectrum  evaluation except for some p a rt of it, 
has been replaced w ith the new P F IT  program m e. The function m odelling the 
X-ray spectrum , including param eters to  be fitted, apart from the  p a rt modelling 
the background has not been changed. The background is given by the  following 
formula [3]:
П
B(E)  = f s( E ) f a( E ) f d(E)exp{B0 +  £  ехр[Вг(Е -  E 0)']}
i=i
where f a, f a and f d are the self absorption of the  samples, the  transm ission of 
the absorbers placed between the  sample and the detector and  the  efficiency of 
the detector, respectively. The last component is the  background w ith param eters 
B{. The free param eter Eo is the energy in the m iddle of the fitted  region of the 
spectrum , its in troduction has only numerical reason. These functions are respon­
sible for the sharp curvature appearing a t the low energy p art of th e  spectrum . 
W hen the experim ental spectrum  is divided by these functions, the  logarithm  of 
the background as a  function of energy is approxim ately linear a t low energies. By 
fitting a polynomial on the m inim a of the logarithm ic spectrum  we get appropriate  
starting  values for В г param eters to  be fitted.
W ith  the help of the  present description for the  background of spectrum , the 
proper organization of the program m e and the experience collected, we ended up 
w ith a  programme which requires only four starting  values for param eters to  be 
fitted. They are the  two constants of energy calibration and two m ore for the 
energy dependence of the width. All the four can easily be calculated  w ith the 
help of the m ultichannel analyser from the energy-channel relation an d  from  the 
w idth (FW HM ) of two appropriately chosen peaks.
In addition to the  suitable estim ation of param eters to  be fitted  th e  Newton- 
m ethod used for the  solution of chi-square problem  in ASELES has been replaced 
by the Levenberg-M arquardt m ethod [4], so the stability  of fitting im proved sig­
nificantly.
To handle the pile-up contribution a m ethod described in [1] was used, which is 
advantageous in the case of using a pile-up elim inator. It is also possible to  make 
dead tim e correction applying an external pulse generator or N Z-type (NZ-870, 
NZ-871, NZ-881) signal processor unit [5,6].
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The concentration calculation is sim ilar to  th a t one in PIXA SE. Absolute 
concentrations o r  concentrations related to  an  in ternal s tan d ard  of any element 
can be calculated w ith the help  of a  library file obtained  by PIX EK L program m e 
described in [2]. T h is program m e calculates d a ta  of К  and L X-ray lines and if it is 
necessary the contribution  of secondary X -ray is also trea ted  in a  m athem atically  
exact way.
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A New Data Acquisition System for 
Radiation Protection in ATOMKI
T. Lakatos
A new 24 channel intelligent d a ta  acquisition system  was developed for col­
lecting the activity d a ta  detected by the gam m a and neutron detectors m ounted 
in different places a t the Institu te .
The m ain function of the system  is the  autonom ous acquisition of the  hourly 
num ber of counts of each detecting channel over a  period of two weeks. Using 
a PC w ith a program  developed for th is application (see chapter 2 .2 .) one can 
visualize or prin t the  acquired or previously recorded d a ta  in different form  and 
m onitoring the m om entary activity. Once a  week it is necessary to  record  the  d a ta  
accum ulated during the previous week.
1. T h e  D a ta  A cq u is it io n  S y ste m
The d a ta  acquisition system consists of the following m ain units. T he d a ta  is col­
lected in the static  RAM memory of a one card m icrocom puter (developed a t the  
Cyclotron Laboratory of the Institu te) w ith a Z80 m icroprocessor, w ith  EPRO M  
program  memory and with a serial inpu t-ou tpu t interface (RS-232). A direct m em ­
ory access and increm ent (DMA) unit realises the  connection betw een the  RAM 
memory and the o ther parts of the acquisition system. The hourly changing m em ­
ory group address is given by a  X tal stabilised clock w ith a period tim e of two 
weeks. The 24 input pulse-recognition and channel encoder unit gives the  lower 
bites of the current address according to  the serial num ber of the channel in which 
a pulse is detected. This unit also initiates the DMA memory increm ent action, 
too if an input pulse occurs.
The clock (built w ith CMOS IC-s) has an a lternative ba tte ry  power, and the  
static RAM memory has a b a tte ry  back-up, too. Therefore, in the  case of power 
breakdown the d a ta  acquired rem ains true, and the  clock is working on. A fter the  
breakdown the acquisition system  autom atically  continues working.
2. T h e  S oftw are
The software consists of two different program s. One for the m icrocom puter of 
the d a ta  acquisition system  (w ritten  in Z80 assembly) and  the o ther for the  PC  
(w ritten  in Turbo Pascal).
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2 .1 . The m ic r o co m p u ter  p rogram
T he program for th e  m icrocom puter serves for the  d a ta  transfer from the RAM 
memory to the  P C  through the  serial in p u t-o u tp u t interface. W ithou t an external 
command this p rog ram  is in w aiting sta tion  (doing nothing). If an external com­
m and  arrives it recognises and acknowledges the  com m and message, and sends 
th e  required d a ta  file to the PC . In the case of d a ta  recording if the  action was 
successful the P C  program  sends a  clear message. A fter identification this program  
clears the ap p ro p ria te  memory field which will now serve for the  next week data.
2 .2 . The P C  p ro g ra m
This is a menu controlled in teractive program . A n im portan t function of the  pro­
gram  is the record ing  of the d a ta  accum ulated during the previous week. Using 
th is  program one can  visualise the  acquired o r previously recorded data. The dis­
played form is a  b a r  graph struc tu re , which can show the hourly num ber of counts 
for one selected channel or the d a ta  of each channel collected in a  selected hour. 
T he program serves for printing the  acquired or archived d a ta  in different forms, 
too.
In the case o f m onitoring the  com puter display shows the m om entary activity 
of every channel in  a  bar graph structu re . T he bars serves like the  hand of analog 
ratem eters w ith  linear or logarithm ic scale.
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Activities at the Van de Graaff Accelerator
Laboratory
L. Bartha, A. Z. Kiss, E. Koltay, A. Nagy, E. Somorjai and
Gy. Szabó
During 1991 the beam  tim e of the V dG -1 m achine am ounted to  317 hours. 
The accelerator delivered proton and helium beam s according to  the  needs of 
electron spectrom etry group working in atom ic physics, the only user this tim e. 
The outstanding feature of this machine is its high ra tio  of m axim um  and m inim um  
energy values available; the generator covered in  a  series of m easurem ents the  
energy interval 0.05 — 1.5MeV.  Aiming at an im provem ent in deflecting beam s 
of higher m agnetic rigidity the new analyzing m agnet has been connected to  a 
power supply of higher current (up to 100 A). T he mass-energy product of the  
new analyzing system  am ounts to  20M e V a m u / e 2.
The 5 MeV Van de Graaff machine was operating  for 2163 hours during th is 
period (Table 1).
Field Hours %
Atomic physics: 915 42
Nuclear physics: 858 40
Analytical studies: 352 16
Machine tests: 43 9A J
Total: 2163 100
T able 1 . Time distribution among different research activities a t V dG -5
In the experiments protons (63 %) and helium -4 ions (37 %) were accelerated. 
The output current of the power supply for m agnetic analyzer has been increased 
by 50 % with a new construction having an eye on the application of light heavy 
ions in experiments of ion-atom collision physics. New electrode plates have been 
installed in the acceleration tube, they combine stra igh t field configuration of axial 
gradient m odulation w ith an efficient screening of the  insulator walls of the  tube. 
As a result, stable beam  intensity and position have been obtained up to  ta rge t 
currents of 10 — 20//A.
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Status Report on the Cyclotron
A. Valek
The opera tion  of the cyclotron and  the  m easuring centre were very similar 
to  those of the  previous years; the  la te r was m ostly used in nuclear spectroscopy 
studies. The overall working tim e of th e  cyclotron was 3717 hours and the break 
down periods am ounted  only up to  83 hours. The utilization of the  machine was 
concentrated to  9 months; January, Ju ly  and  A ugust were reserved for m ainte­
nance. The cyclotron was available for users during 2779 hours, the  effectively 
used beam tim e is sum m arized in Table 1.
T a b le t. Effectively used beam time
P ro jec ts Beam  time 
(hours)
%
N uclear spectroscopy 559 28
N uclear reactions 344 17
Isotope production 859 43
N eutron  source 151 8
M aterials sciences 67 3
C harged particle irradiation 24 1
Total 2004 100
In the m aintenance period, beside the  regular repairs and tests, in January  the 
newly installed process control system  of th e  cyclotron was tested and  the  operators 
were practiced in  its  use; in the sum m er period the  cooling system  was renewed. 
The industrial process control system  after some modifications in  the software 
worked without any trouble and helped the  operators in setting the  param eters of 
the cyclotron an d  the  beam  tran sp o rta tio n  system . In 1991 the C yclotron D epart­
ment has not any acting project to  finance upgrading the IPC system  or carrying 
out other developm ents a t the  cyclotron.
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